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The surface heat balance of the BerxJuela upwellin:J area cn the west 
coast of southern Africa is analysed. Measurements of the 
cx:np::118flts of the. heat balance were made in the St Helena Bay area 
from 14-21 October 1986. Additional long-tenn data was obtained 
fran Alexander Bay and cape Town. 

An average net heat gain of 227 W.m-2 was received over the eight 
days of the field study. The presence of cold water detennined that 
latent heat loss by the sea surface was small, while the sensible 
heat flux represented a snall gain by the sea. These two turbulent 
heat fluxes are roughly equal and opposite and therefore 
approximately cancel each other. Use of a m:idel, assumirYJ idealised 
carlitioos, indicated that nDSt turbulent heat exchange between the 
air and takes place in the nearshore regicn where air-sea ccntrasts 
are greatest. The net radiation was found to provide a good 
estimate of the total heat balance, thus the major contributing 
tenn to a high heat balance over the Benguela area is the input 
solar radiaticn. 

Minimal syooptic variaticn in the heat balance durin:J the eight-day 
field programne was observed, but additicnal global radiaticn data 
analysed revealed that syrx,tic variatioos over the 3-6 day period 
are in fact more significant than the longer tenn seasonal 
variations. Both synoptic and seasonal variations in the heat 
balance are greater in the saith than in the rx>rth. 

The high heat flux into the sea surface is capable of increasirYJ the 
temperature of the upwel led water at a fairly rapid rate. During 
sumner the heat exchange is capable of increas.irg the te:11;>erature of 
the upper 10 m mixed layer by as much as 0.65°C over cne day. This 
input heat is used to realise the high biological potential of the 
upwelled waters. 
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A: nmau::'roRY S~ICN 

The direction of the heat exchange between the ocean and the 

atnosphere has .inp)rtant implications for global climatology. A 

vital cxntrast in this heat exchanJe is evident between the eastern 

and western boundary currents of the world. The eastern boundary 

currents which are d::minated by coastal \.lIM9l linJ have been found 

to receive greater amounts of heat from solar radiation and the 

atnosphere than their nore studied western counteI:parts. This study 

provides a detailed investigation of the heat budget over the 

BervJuela upwel li.rg system. 

A krXJWled;Je of the heat rudgets over the oceans is essential for a 

cx:rnplete understanding of the oceanographical and meteorological 

interactions that take place. The atmosphere and oceans are 

intricately linked and mutually interact over a variety of scales. 

Benton, et al. (1963) stated that "the atmosphere and oceans 

constitute a single mechanical and thennodynamical system of two 

coupled fluids and they interact in a manner which is so complex 

that cause and effect cannot al ways be distinguised". The ocean

atmosphere system thus essentially regulates its own behaviour 

thralg:h the applicatioo of internal feedback mechanisms. 

The heat balance at the sea surface indicates the net heat gain or 

loss by the surf ace fran the sum of incident solar radiatioo, back 

radiatioo, sensible heat oc:riducticn and evap:>rati ve heat loss. A 
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sea surface with a positive heat balance gains more heat than it 

gives off to the atmosphere and represents a site of heat storage 

for the ocean. An ooeanic area with a negative heat balance gives 

off more heat to-the atmosphere than it absorbs and therefore 

becomes a source of heat for the atmosphere. These regions gain 

their heat fran currents derived fran oceanic areas with positive 

heat balances. The west coast of southern Africa experiences a 

positive heat balance through:)u.t the year (lbflich, 1984). 

The major aim of this thesis is to examine and characterise the 

observed heat transfer processes, relevanttothe overall heat 

balance, between the ocean and atm::>sphere in the coastal upwellinJ 

environment of the Benguela system. A significant aspect of the 

study cxn:::ems the relative ini)Ortance and magnitude of each of the 

various terms cx:ntrirutinJ to a high positive heat balance over the 

upwelled waters. It is necessary to study the exchange of heat 

between the atm:)sphere and ocean over the cold subsurface upwelled 

water in order to investigate the degree of change in the 

tEltl;)erature of the cold water bro.lght aba.lt by the cx:ntrirutioos of 

radiation and air-sea interactions, and to examine the degree of 

heat transfer to the abrosphere. 

Al 1 of the inportant processes by which the oceans gain or lose heat 

operate only at the surface of the sea. Even the small scale 

processes, such as wind stress, evaporaticn and heat ocnductic:n, are 

:i.np%tant for the operaticn and maintenaD=e of al 1 abocspheric and 

oceanic circulations. At the sea surface the flux of heat is 

infl uerx:ed by envircnnental cxni1 tioos in the sea, such as the sea 

surface terrparature (SST), and by ccnditioos in the aboosphere, such 
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as air temperature, humidity, wind speed and cloud cover. In 

addi tim, advecti ve processes in the sea, ala1g with the effect of 

the high thennal inertia of water, indicate that the long-term 

balance can depend on the regional patterns of warm and cold 

currents. 

Prevailing climatic conditions generally determine the main 

characteristics of the local energy flux, but syrx::.ptic events can 

cause variations on this general theme. Over the west coast of 

southern Africa envircnnental paraireters m the syrx:ptic time scale 

of a few days exhibit la:cger ranges than those experierx::ed over the 

la1Q8r seascnal time scale. It was roted by Perry and Walker (1979) 

that short-te:an fluctuatioos in individual terms of the heat balarx:e 

result fran ~es in air and sea surface 1:en1;)eratures over various 

time scales, so that the energy transfer processes do not proceed 

continuously but in an interrupted, pulsating fonn. Certain 

environmental conditions during the synoptic cycle can result in 

urn.isually high heat gains at the sea surface of the west coast. It 

is therefore of interest to measure and investigate the variability 

of the major heat transfer processes over the ~la regim m the 

shorter synoptic time scale of a few days and to explore the 

consequences thereof. The investigation also focuses on the 

possibility that an urn.isually high heat flux into the surface waters 

of the ~la Current may have a profa.Jnd effect m the PlY9ical, 

dynamic and biological characteristics of the surface waters. 

In subsequent chapters an historical background to relevant 

p.lblished works ooosistent with the soope of this study is given. A 

discussion of the heat transfer processes pertinent to the heat 
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bJaJetstudy is then given, in which aspects such as the usefulness 

and validity of the applied equatioos are dealt with. 'nle study 

area and influence of climatological and oceamgraphical processes 

is introduced a1 varia.is temporal and spatial scales. In addi tia1, 

the heat balance and ag,ing physical processes over the BEnJuela 

area and other parts of the South Atlantic Ocean are considered. 

Attention is also given to the inherent similarities between the 

Benguela and other upwelling sites. en a slightly snaller spatial 

scale, the longshore and offshore variability in the sea and air 

alcn;1 the 'W8St roast is dealt with. 

On the synoptic scale, attention is given to the weather systems 

which control the atmospheric and oceanographic climate of the 

Benguela area, as this is instrumental in determining the heat 

budget of the area. The Benguela upwelling process, a result of 

periodic a'boospheric forcing, is also given due cx::r'lSideratic:n. en a 

smaller scale the modelling of inherent offshore and onshore 

variatioos in the heat transfer processes for a study area typical 

of the Benguela under idealised c:x:niitioos is cx::r'lSidered. 

A suitable area typifying an upwelling envircnnent was chosen for 

an eight-day field measuranent progranme. Details of the localised 

study site at St Helena Bay (32° 45'S 18° 05'E) are given, as well 

as the instruments used and methods employed for data extraction. 

The observed results from the study area are dealt with in a fair 

arrount of detail. 

'nle discussia1 chapter begins with the interpretatia1 and usefulness 

of the field progranme results. An investigatia1 into the syrq>tic 
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variability in the heat balance over the BerYJuela lJP'.18lling area is 

made. Because loogslx)re variatioos in the air and sea are fa.ind to 

be weak in cx:riparisc:n to the offsoore variatioos, the results of the 

study are extended to characterise the heat transfer processes 

relevant to the entire Benguela system. This is followed by an 

investigation into the physical and biological consequences of a 

large amount of heat being available for heating of the surface 

waters of the ~la system as a whole. Relevance of the results 

gained fran the field programne and fran additiooal loog-term data 

to the Benguela climatology as a whole is CXXlSidered. 

The concluding chapter summarises the findings of the study. 

Similarities between the Benguela system and other upwelling systems 

of the world are used to justify an extension of the results 

obtained to typify the heat balance over other upwelling areas. 

Finally, recx:mnendatioos for future research are made. 
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2 HISTORICAL BACl<GIOJND 

In ocrrpariscn to other aspects of oceanography, the field of energy 

exchmYJe at the sea surface appears to have received scant attenticn 

relative to the ilrp)rtant role it has in maintaining the world's 

energy balance. The first part of this historical review CXX1Siders 

the research specific to the study of heat budgets that has been 

accomplished. Thereafter, the study of heat budgets at more 

localised upwelling areas is considered. This is fol lowed by a 

synopsis of the research which is applicable to the study of the 

Benguel a Up-181 ling systan. 

Most of the studies involving the heat budget of the surf ace 

layer of the ocean, and the exchange of energy between the ocean 

surfaceand the atmosphere, have concentrated en events occurring 

over fairly long time scales, such as the seasonal, and have 

cx::11Sidered anrrual averages occw:ring over large spatial scales, such 

as the global, oceanic and latitudinal. One of the first detailed 

accounts of the heat budget of the oceans was that given by 

Sverdrup, et al. (1942). This included a good introduction to the 

varioos physical processes which ccntribute to heating and cooling 

of the sea surface. Carq;,arisc:ns were made between the heat oodgets 

of the different oceans, and seasc:nal, as well as general diurnal, 

fl uctuaticns of the ooosti tuents of the heat oodget were dealt w1 th. 

In the article entitled "Cn the Energy Exchange between the Sea and 

Atmosphere", Jacobs (1942) introduced a more accurate bulk 

aerodynamic meth:xi for the evaluaticn of evap:>raticn and sensible 

heat exchang~ in order to compute the annual and seasonal energy 
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fluxes over the North Atlantic and North Pacific Oceans. 

Comparisons were made of the terms of the heat budget over large 

areas (latitudinal and oceanic) and 1~ time scales (seascoal) and 

attenticn was given to the fact that low evaporaticn is associated 

with the northerly flowing cold currents from the southern 

hanisphere. Reoogn1 ticn was also given to the suggesticn that for 

every major meteorological change over the oceans, a conespc:lld:i.r 

change in the energy relationships between the sea and atmosphere 

nust result. 

A further notable attempt to determine the climatological 

distriooticn of varioos aspects of the energy b.Jd:'Jet of the oceans 

was made by Budyko (1963) in his world atlas of the heat balance. 

Included in this long-term and large scale study was a more 

localised study of the regicn affected by the Berguela Current, to 

illustrate the annual variation of the heat budget components 

typical of an east&n boundacy' current area. A large overall heat 

gain was observed due to a high radiaticn balance, a snall sensible 

heat gain and only a smal 1 latent heat loss. Particularly large 

heat expenditures on heating the cold water masses transported by 

the current were noted in sununer. Pronouced annual variations in 

the radiaticn balance were also observed and were ascribed to the 

annual march of the sun. The accuracy of the monthly values 

calculated by Budyko for the oceans of the world is, however, 

uncertain as the data was obtained from a variety of sources, 

differing in time and metood of observaticn. 

Privett (1960) was the first to concentrate on the seasonal and 

regiaml variatia,s of energy transfer at the ocean surface in the 
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southeni hemisphere. On a broad scale general agreement with the 

results gained by Jacobs (1942) and Budyko (1963) was shown, even 

though computational methods differed. A similar study of the 

radiaticn blaJet of the sa.ithem hemisp,ere perfonned by Sasanori, 

et al. ( 1972) and Newta1 ( 1972) indicated a high average radiaticn 

over the west ooast of sa.ithem Africa. 

In recent years the study of heat rudgets, in particular the air-sea 

energy exchange processes, has received increased attention. A 

greater accuracy in the assessment of the turbulent heat transfer 

has evolved with the developnent of nore accurate estimates of the 

bulktransfer coefficients, which apply to the bulk aerodynamic 

fornulae. Parameterizaticn of the air-sea heat fluxes through use 

of the bulk aerodynamic formulae allows for the ap:s;x::,rtunity to 

calculate heat fluxes whenever and wherever cx:nplete weather and sea 

surface telr'perature obsezvaticns are made. 

The first to practically use bulk exchange coefficients which varied 

with wind speed and stability to calculate the turt:Julent heat fluxes 

was Bunker (1976), in his study of energy fluxes through the surface 

of the North Atlantic Ocean. Some attention was given to local 

regions within the North Atlantic, such as the Spanish Sahara 

upwelling region. It was found that the effect of the cold water 

was to increase the heat gain through decreasing the eva:s;x::,ration. 

The easte:m and sa.ith-eastern parts of the Atlantic were also roted 

to absorb more heat from the sun than they lost through the sum of 

evaporaticn, c::x:11ducticn and infrared radiatia1al exchange. 

Using a constant drag coefficient for the bulk method, Hastenrath 
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(1977a & b) calculated all the oc:rrpooents of the heat b.ic:get derived 

£:ran cx:nventiooal ship observatioos £:ran the Tropical Atlantic and 

Eastern Pacific Oceans during 1911-1970. More localised areas such 

asthe oold canary,. Benguela and Humboldt Current cx:mains, and the 

wann Gulf Stream and Brazil Current, were studied in order to gain a 

better understanding of the zonal asymmetries between the eastern 

and western parts of the world's oceans. The cold ocean currents 

off the west coasts were found to stand out as regions of downward 

directed sensible heat flux and minimal evaporative heat loss, 

contrasting with the 1 arger exchange from ocean to atmosphere in 

the wann current d::main. 

'Ihe roost recent calculatioos of lcng-tenn m:nthly and anrUJal means 

of the energy budget constituents for the global ocean wem those 

made by HsiurYJ (1986), through the use of a ccmprehensive data set. 

Al though the heat flux distributions are more accurate than the 

earlier estimates, the results still shcM a great deal of agreement 

with previaJS studies. 

Cnly a general indicaticn of local oc::ndi tioos can be derived £:ran 

the long temporal and spatial scales adopted in the literature 

reviewed above. Lately there has, however, been an increased 

interest generated in the 1TDre localised treabnent of heat rudgets 

in space and time. It is necessary to investigate short-term 

changes, as the processes which operate on the hourly or daily 

periods, in fact, determine the seasc:l'lal and lcng-tenn trends. 

Attempts at studying the heat rudget en shorter time scales at 1TDre 

localised upwelling areas have been made mainly at the ooastal areas 
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off California and North West Africa. Off the coast of Oregon 

{California) insolation and heat budgets have been examined by, 

among others, Reed & Halpern {1974 and 1975), Bryden, et al. {1980) 

and Tont {1975 and 1981). Tont {1975) found that increased 

upwelling during sumner off the Oregcn coast resulted in increased 

clc:uli.ness and herx::e decreased solar irradiance. Upwelling of oold 

water acts to decrease the temperature of the air above {Tont, 

1981). After examining data £ran a time series station in the 

Oregcn area, Reed & Halpern {1975) ccn:::luded that, during intense 

upwelling, heat cx:ntent ~ of the mixed layer were influenced 

more by horizontal advection and diffusion than by surface heat 

excharge. ~ver, off the Spanish Sahara, Halpern & Reed (1976) 

fouoo that the cx:ntributioos of horizcntal advecticn and diffusicn 

to the heat balance were negligible. 

Investigatioos into the heating of the surface waters of the ~ 

West African upwelling area by Richman & Badan-Dangon (1983) 

indicated that solar heating is an obvious source of heat to replace 

the offstore heat transport of the previously upwelled waters. A 

study of the same area by Bowden {1977) showed that a high net heat 

gain by the ocean surface was sufficient to cause an appreciable 

rise in temperature and corresponding decrease in density of the 

upwelled water. It was also suggested that the change in 

temperature of the water in relaticn to the rate of heatirg thrcAJgh 

the surface could be used to estimate the upwelling velocity. 

Off Cabo Nazca, Peru, Stevenson, et al. { 1981) provided an insight 

into the short-term variatioos in the circulaticn, heat cx:ntent and 

surface mixed layer of upwelling plumes. The presence of wanner 
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water surrounding a coastal upwelling area is attributed to 

Cllllllative solar heating of the coastal upwelled water as it noves 

away nan the area of the plune. 

'Iha ~la system remains relatively unexplored fran the purely 

physical point of view, most of the literature having a physical 

c:crnpa10Ilt whicll is merely in support of fisheries science (Nelsen & 

Hutchings, 1983). Physical features of the Benguela system, 

includ:i.IYJ the macroscale meteorology and mesoscale ooastal upwell~ 

processes, have been considered by Nelson & Hutchings (1983). A 

comprehensive study of the physical features and processes 

influencing the Benguela system was more recently canpiled by 

Shannen (1985). Few researchers have specifically ocn:,entrated en 

the heat balance of the area. 

Systematic measurements of total and diffuse radiaticn over southeI:n 

Africa have been made by the Weather Bureau since 1951 and data has 

been ?,lblished in the fol lowing fanns: Quarterly Radiaticn Bulletin 

(hourly data), Annual Radiation Report (hourly data) and Solar 

Radiation and Sunshine (summaries 1951-1962). An analysis of the 

incoming short wave radiation over South Africa by Maaren ( 1976) 

revealed that the annual incane of radiaticn over Sa.Ith Africa is 

high CXl"li)8red to the rest of the world 

Hoflich (1984) dealt in depth with the surface heat balance in a 

study of the "Climate of the South Atlantic ocean". Seasonal 

ocmpariSC11S (Januazy and July) were made between all the c:crnpa10Ilts 

of the heat budget for the entire South Atlantic ocean. The more 

localised treatment of offshore areas, such as off South West 
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Africa, was dealt with in a greater alOOunt of detai 1. Map 

distributions produced by Hoflich indicate that the largest heat 

gain by the South Atlantic Ocean occurs in the region off the west 

coast of southern Africa. A detailed discussion of Hoflich's 

results is CX11Sidered in a subsequent chapter of this thesis. 

To date, the only relatively detailed study of the heat budget of 

the Benguela upwelling region appears to be that done by Hughes 

(1984, unpubl.). Physical data for three typical days and one 

night, acquired from a cruise in St Helena Bay, was used in order 

to calculate the local heat budget. An attempt was subsequently 

made to relate the heat cx:ntent of the water oolunn to the annmt of 

input heat energy available, in order to determine the residence 

time of the water in the bay. Limited reference was made to the 

implications of this by Waldron (1985). Al though the Benguela 

upwelling system is a dominant feature of the west coast of South 

Africa, aspects of the heat budget of the area thus far appear to 

have received minimal attentioo. A catprehensi ve heat oodget study 

of the area is ttUJs la,g overdue. 
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3. HEAT TRANSFER PROCESSES BEIWEEN THE OCl:AN AND A'IM)SPHERE 

The equation used to determine the net heat gain ( or loss) by the 

water thrcAJgh a unit area of sea surface can be represented by: 

(1) 

Where Ot represents the total heat flux into/out of the sea 

II 11 net radiaticn into the sea 

II 11 latent heat flux fran the sea 

II 11 sensible heat flux into/out of the sea 

This equaticn essentially represents the exchange of ener:gy between 

the ocean and the atmosphere. A positive value of Qt indicates a 

heat gain by the sea, while a negative value indicates a heat loss 

by the sea and a gain by the a1::nosJ;i1ere. The values of the tenns 

in equation ( 1) above can be computed according to standard 

equatiCl)S. 

The radiaticn balance is represented by: 

0r = ( Qi + q) ( l - °') - Ot) (2) 

(Sellers, 1963). 

Qi = Incident solar beam 
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q = Diffuse solar radiatial 

c,1. = Sea surf ace albeoo 

Ot, = LaYJ wave back radiatial fran the sea surface 

The term (Qi + q) represents the global radiation, which can be 

defined as the total aroount of radiatial received fran al 1 parts of 

the h:n"iz.cn al a flat surface. "Solar radiatial is the main sa.irce 

of heat energy for alnost all the natural processes developin;;J in 

the atmoshpere, hydrosphere and in the upper 1 ayers of the 

lith:>sphere" (Budyko, 1985), therefore the arrount of solar radiatial 

received at the surface is exb::emely significant to the heat oodget 

of an area. Other sources of heat available to the ocean, such as 

the heat inf 1 ux from the interior of the earth, heat gained from 

radio-active decay, frictiooal heat and heat given off by chanical

biological processes, are of min::>r inp:>rtance in canpariscn with the 

i.np.lt fran solar radiatiai. 

The amount of incoming solar radiation received at the earth's 

surface differs locally, depending al: 

(i) the sun's altitude. This depends al the h:xJr of day, the seascn 

and the geograpu.cal latitude of the area oc:n:::emed. When the sun 

is set lower in the sky, solar radiation needs to pass through a 

greater thickness of atmosphere in order to reach the earth's 

surface, and is therefore subjected to a greater degree of 

attenuation in the atmosphere. This, coupled with the fact that 

when the sun angle is more acute, the oblique sun's rays are 

distributed over a larger area, means that less solar radiatial is 

available for heati.r)3' at the surface than when the sun is situated 
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closer to the zenith. The hours of sunshine received each day is 

also a significant factor and is dependent on season and 

geograpucal latitude. 

(ii) attenuatiai in the atm:)sphere. The electranagnetic spectrun of 

solar radiatiai which traverses the atm:)sphere c::xxlSists of a wide 

range of wavelengths. li:Jwever, each of the m.unerous gases present in 

the atm:)sphere is capable of absorbing or reflecting radiatiai of 

distinctive wavelengths. Fortunately the abrosphere is relatively 

transparent to the short wave radiatiai (wavelengths < 4/'im), which 

cx:nprises 99% of the sun's energy (see Fig. 1). Part of the radiant 

energy passing through the atmosphere is, however, absorbed, 

scattered and reflected by gas and cloud particles, dust, haze, 

smoke, etc. Thus the amount of radiant energy reaching the earth's 

surface is dependent on the nature and amount of absorbing, 

reflecting and scatterjnJ matter present in the atm:>sphere. Th:Jse 

gases presentin the atmosphere in the sma 11 est amounts, such as 

water vapour, carbon dioxide, oxygen and ozone are, in fact, 

respc:l'lSible for absorbjnJ the greatest portiai of radiatiai. 

Water vapour, which absorbs strongly in the 1-6.5.,Mm band and at 

wavelengths greater than 18,A,tm, usually cx:nprises less than 3% of 

the gases in the atm:>sphere, but is capable of absorbinJ alnost six 

times as nuch solar energy as al 1 the other gases CXJllbined (Barry & 

Chorley, 1976). Of the incident radiation absorbed in the 

atm:>sphere, an average of 

55% is absomed by water vapour, 

17% II 
II 

II Clouds, 
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Figure 1. Atmospheric absorption in clear air for solar radiation with 
a zenith angle of 50° and for diffuse terrestrial radiation at (a) the 
portion of the atmosphere lying above the 11-km level (mid-latitude tro
popause), and (b) at ground level (after Wallace & Hobbs, 1977)· 
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Figure 2. Absorption of solar radiation by different components of the 

atmosphP.re (data obtained from Newton (ed), 1972). 
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These estimates are depicted in Figure 2. An estimate of the 

average percentage of incoming radiation that reaches the earth's 

surface is given in Figure 3. 

Unlike the other gases, which are nore cx:ostant in quantity in the 

atm:sphere, water vapoor varies greatly fran place to place, fran 

percentages as low as 0.02% in desert regicns to as high as 1.8% in 

humid regions. The absorption of radiation by water vapour thus 

varies greatly according to climatic cx:nli.tioos. The annmt and type 

of clCXJd oover present in the atm::>sphere is arx:rl:her inp:>rtant factor 

in de~ the annmt of solar energy available at the surface 

because radiaticn can be reflected, abso:roed and scattered by clCXJd 

particles. Under heavy overcast cx:nli.ticns the canbined absarpticn 

and reflecticn of solar energy by clCXJds can prevent 35-80% of the 

incoming radiation from reaching the earth's surface, while on a 

clear day absorption and reflection by gas particles may only 

prevent 20% of the incident radiaticn fran reachirg the surface. 
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Reflectance of solar radiaticn £:ran the sea surface 

The solar radiation that reaches the sea surface can either be 

absorbed by the sea or reflected from its surface. The albedo of 

the sea surface, which represents that portion of the incaning 

radiant energy that is reflected, is low in canparison to land 

surfaces and depends largely on the sun's altitude and the sea 

state. Values for the albecb of the sea surface in calm cx:n:litia1a 

are given in Table l(a). For rough seas, defined by Danard, et al. 

(1983) as "those seas where the roughness length exceeds 10-3 cm, 

corresponding to a 10 m wind speed of 2 m.s-1 ", the albedo changes 

and a correction factor needs to be added to the calm sea values. 

When the sun is high above the horizon, the incident radiation is 

more likely to strike a sloping wave face, resulting in greater 

reflectance £:ran the surface. lbwever, when the Slm .is closer to the 

h:>rizcn, less reflectance of the incident rays str~ the slcping 

waves will take place. These charYJes in the albed:> are n:,t ma:rked 

and d:> n:Jt affect the absol:pticn values to aey significant degree. 

Table l(b) indicates the correctia1a to be added to the values given 

in Table 1( a) to accnmt for the wind disbJrbanc:e of the surface. 
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Table 1( a). Albea:> of the sea surface for calm seas 

ALTITUDE OF SUN ALBEIX) 

00 1.000 

10° 0.350 

20° 0.135 

300 0.061 

400 0.035 

500 0.025 

600 0.022 

70° 0.021 

80° 0.021 

90° 0.021 

Table l(b). Correctioo. ~a to be added to albeci:> to accamt 

for sea surface roughness (winds > 2 m.s-1 ) 

ALTITUDE OF SUN ~a 

10° -1.000 

20° -0.015 

30° 0.010 

400 0.018 

500 0.025 

600 0.029 
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Back Radiatia,. 

The long wave (3-80_,4,< m) thermal radiation emitted from the sea 

surface(~) is radiated out at an intensity proportional to the 

absolute ~ature of the sea surface. C>winJ to the fact that loog 

wave radiatia,. measurements are not easily or often accomplished, 

the Ot) te:rm is usually oanputed with the aid of empirical f0ll11Ulae, 

which use primarily sea surface temperature (SST) and vapour 

pressure as inp.lt variables. A variety of f0ll11Ulae to oanpute the 

back radiation from the sea surface are used in the available 

literature. Difficulties in the ch:>ice of the mJSt accurate f0ll11Ula 

have been referred to by Weare, et al. (1981). The mJSt widely used 

appear to be those formulated by Brunt (given by Budyko, 1958), 

Berliand (given by Budyko, 1963), Krauss and Rooth (1961), Efinova 

(given by Reed, 1976) and Lonngvist (given by Pickard & Emery, 

1982). 

By oc:rrparing measured back radiatia,. values to those calculated fran 

the Berliand formula, Reed (1976) discovered that the calculated 

values overestimated the backward irradiance. Efim:>va's f0ll11Ula was 

found to provide acceptable estimates of the oceanic net loog wave 

radiatiai, but the f0ll11Ula is IX>t always valid (Reed, 1976 ). After 

careful cx:nsideratia,. the followi.IYJ f0ll11Ula given by Krauss & Rooth 

(1961) and used by Bowden (1977), was selected for the purposes of 

this study: 

(3) 

Where <:r = Stefan-Bolt:zman constant = 5.6696 x 10-8 w.m-2.aeg,-4 
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£ = emissivity of sea surface= 0.985 

Ts= SST in °I< 

ea = vapcAJr pressure of air 

C = clCXJd-cover as a fracticn 

Fran the formula above it is evident that the SST detennines the 

rate of outward emission of the thennal energy, but the vapour 

pressure present in the overlyirYJ air acts to reduce the radiaticn 

by itself radiating by virtue of its temperature. An increase in 

SST is accanpanied by an exponential increase in the humidity of 

the overlyirYJ air. Because the rate of irx:rease in the humidity of 

the air exceeds the rate of increase of the saturation specific 

humidity of the sea surf ace, the long wave radiation of the water 

VBpc:,.Jr in the atm::,sphere to the sea irx::reases at a rate greater than 

the long wave radiation fran the sea surface to the atmosphere. 

Thus, contrary to what might be expected, an increase in SST can 

actually result in a decrease in ~- Clouds act to decrease the 

effective back radiation fran the sea surface because the water 

droplets present in the clouds block the outward passage of long 

wave radiaticn and the clCXJd bases radiate back to sea (see Fig. 1 

& Fig. 3). 
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'Ihe tum.llent heat fluxes 

( i) Latent Heat Flux ( 0a) 
The process of la-tent heat transfer from the sea surface to the 

atnDsphere aoove is an inl)Ortant aspect of the heat ruaget, wt is 

difficult to accurately detenn:ine. Heat that is lost by the cx:ean 

during the process of evaporaticn is transferred to the atlrosphere 

in the form of latent heat, which is then released into the 

abnosphere during the process of condensation. Evaporation can 

occur whenever the air in-mediately above the sea surface is 

unsaturated with water vapcur, and therefore takes place whenever 

there is an upward vertical gradient of specific trumidi ty ( or vapcur 

pressure). 

In order for evaporaticn to take place, heat nust be Stg>lied either 

from an outside source, or from the liquid itself. In the case of 

the ocean, the energy for evaporation is supplied from the ocean 

water. According to Mc Lellan (1965), on a global average, 

approximately half of the radiant energy absorbed by the waters of 

the ocean is :returned to the atlrosphere by evaporaticn. 

(ii) Sensible Heat Flux (Ott) 
The "tE:!q)eratu:re of the sea surface usually differs fran that of the 

overlying air so that a "tE:!q)eratu:re gradient exists between the "b«>. 

Depending on the direction of the temperature gradient, heat can 

either be lost or gained by the sea due to CCl'1ducticn and turbulent 

heat exchaIYJe. This exchaIYJe of energy is the sensible heat flux 

tenn, Ott, whicll is usually of a nuch smaller magnitude than the 0a 
term (i.e. ! 10% thereof). Where the air temperature gradient 
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decreases upward £ran the sea surface, heat is CXl1ducted out of the 

sea and Ott is a loss tam. If the air tellperature increases upward 

from the sea surface heat is conducted from the air to the sea and 

Ott is a gain term in the heat budget. 

Both of these vertical energy transfers, referred to by sane auth:Jrs 

as the turoolent heat fluxes, are inp:xrtant cx:rrp:nents of the heat 

budget of the ocean, but their direct measurement requires 

complicated and expensive technical equipnent. The latent and 

sensible heat fluxes are therefore CXllp.lted fran equatioos called 

the bulk aerodynamic formulae, which are based on the largely 

E!lpirical results of research al atmospheric turbulence (Privett, 

1960). At present the bulk aerodynamic method is the ally practical 

means of calculating the turbulent heat fluxes from measurable 

variables. Meteorological parameters which can be measured £ran 

shipboard with sjmple instrun&lts can be used for the determinatial 

of the vertical transports and the decisive processes are 

parameterized (Dietrich, et al, 1972). Fortunately the calculatial 

of these fluxes over the sea is ncre sinplified than over the land 

due to the fact that the sea surface is relatively tmifarm OCl1p8red 

with land surfaces and standard SST's can be observed. The fluxes 

are determined with the use of transfer coefficients which relate 

the fluxes to the variables measured (Liu, et al. 1979). 

The accepted bulk aerodynamic fcmrulae far estimating the latent 

and sensible heat fluxes are respectively 
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and 

where 

(5) 

L = latent heat of vaporisaticn = 2494 - 2.2 (Ts) kJ.kg-l 

(Pickard & Emery) 

f = air density = 1.2 kg.m-3 

'1,= Specific heat of air at constant pressure = 1004 

J.deg-1 

Ce= latent heat transfer coefficient 

G,i = sensible heat transfer coefficient 

u = wind speed ( m. s-1 ) at height h 

<ls= specific hl.lnidity (g/kg) at sea surface 

~ = specific hl.lnidi ty ( g/kg) of air at height h 

Ts= SST(°<:) 

Ta = air temperature at height h c0 c) • 

These fonnulae are valid cnly for log vertical wind profiles and a 

reference height, h, of 10 m above sea level. The transfer 

coefficients Ce and Ch are usually assumed to be approximately 

equivalent and equal to the drag coefficient for m::mentum transfer, 

Cd (Friehe & Schmidt, 1976; Fissel, et al. 1977; Gadd & Keers 1970; 

Grachev and Panin, 1984; Liu, et al. 1979; Bunker, 1976; etc.). 

Blanc (1985) discovered that over 20 bulk transfer coefficient 

schemes ( or cxmbinaticns of schemes) are enccnpassed within the bulk 

method. 

Many authors, among them Friehe & Schnidt (1976), Budyko (1963), 

Hastenrath & Lamb (1978) and Fissel et al.(1977), have assumed that 

the transfer coefficients are cx:nstant. However, the values of these 
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oc:rlStants tend to vary fran author to author, :Eran as low as 0.66 X 

10-3 for a stable environment (e.g. Large & Pond, 1982) to as high 

as 2.1 X 10-3 (e.g. Budyko, 1963). The reason for the discrepancies 

between the values probably lies in the fact that the experimental 

data used for verifying the coefficients is taken from different 

oceanic regioos. Measurement techniques may also differ. There is 

IX> single, universally accepted bulk transfer coefficient schane 

(Blanc, 1985). 

Bunker (1976) and Kondo (1975) developed bulk coefficients which 

take the wind speed and variable roughness of the sea surface, as 

well as the atm::lspheric stability into acxx::u1t. The values given by 

Bunker appear to underestimate the fluxes, while· those given by 

Kondo were found to have a satisfactory agreement with direct 

observations (Kondo, 1977). The values given by Kondo were 

therefore selected for the p.u:poses of the study and are illustrated 

in Table 2. Both turbulent heat fluxes decrease with decreasing 

wind speed as a result of diminished m1xin'J or turbulerr.e and weaker 

advecticn. Under calm OCl1di ti01S, with IX> wind, zero values for the 

fluxes result. Uncertainty still exists as to the degree of 

accuracy of the empirically based bulk aerodynamic fonnulae and 

further verificaticn of the calculated fluxes is required. There is 

at present no way of knowing which of the bulk schemes, if any, is 

correct, but there is currently rx:> altemative but to use the bulk 

method (Blanc, 1985). However, the errors associated with the 

fluxes are fixed and do not affect canparison studies among 

different time perioos or areas. 
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TABLE 2. Drag Coefficient Suggested by Kam ( 1977) • 

u (m.s-1 ) C X 10-3 
d 

0.3 - 2.2 1.oau-0.15 

2.2 - 5.0 0.771 + 0.0858U 

5.0 - 8.0 0.867 + 0.0667U 

8.0 - 25.0 1.2 + 0.025U 

25.0 - 50.0 0.073U 

The magnitude and direction of the air-sea fluxes is dependent on 

the tsnperature difference between the air and ocean, which in tum 

detennines the stability and ann.mt of vertical ocnvecticn in the 

air above. Where the water is oolder than the overlying air, as in 

the case of upwelling areas, the sensible heat flux is directed 

downwards fran the air to the sea surface. The lowest air layers, 

which are in contact with the sea surf ace, become denser and are 

cooled from below, thereby inhibiting convection. This has the 

effect of stabilizing the air and reducing the degree of turbllerx:e 

and wind stress and therefore also has the effect of further 

decreasing the sensible and latent heat fluxes. Evaporated water 

contained in the lowest air layers is trapped by the stable air 

layers, resulting in an increase in the relative humidity of the 
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air. The air is thus unable to acquire more water vapour and the 

latent heat flux is c::xxlS8QU81ltly reduced. 

Air above warmer ocean water is heated fran below, expands and rises 

and beoanes cx:nvectively unstable, can:yi.rVJ heat away fran the sea 

surf ace in the process. Due to the direction of the temperature 

gradient, sensible heat is transferred away from the sea surface, 

assisted by upward convection. Water vapa.ir is transported alcnJ 

with the upward turbulent motions of the air and the relative 

humidity is not allowed to increase above a threshold value of 

approximately 78% (Flahn, 1982). A gradient in specific humidity (or 

vapour pressure) from the sea surface to the air above is set up, 

allowing for cx:ntirrued evaporaticn to occur. 

Over the oceanic areas the temperature of the ocean surface is 

greater than that of the air and the specific humidity (or vapour 

pressure) at the surface is similarly greater than that of the air. 

Thus the sea usually loses heat to the abtosphere thro.tgh sensible 

heat conduction and evaporation. Areas with low evaporation are 

these with relatively snall sea - air tenperature differerx::es, or, 

in exceptional cases, where the SST is less than the air 

tenperature, such as over upwellirYJ cold water regioos. 
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Summy of the Heat Balance 

Generally speaking, the heat oodget is negative over wann currents 

due to the loss of heat fran the sea surface to the atmosphere by 

chiefly turbulent latent heat transfer. 'Ibis is a OCl'lS8qU8flC8 of 

both positive vertical temperature and humidity gradients in the 

overlying air. Most of the net radiaticn available at the surface 

is therefore used for the process of evap:Jraticn, leavi?YJ little or 

rx> radiant energy to heat the surface waters. 

The negative vertical temperature gradient and resulting stable 

stratification of the air layers above cold water results in 

diminished evap:Jraticn rates over areas with cold ocean currents. 

The heat budget therefore tends to be positive in tlD38 regicng and 

the radiant heat is available to be stored in the ooean. 
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Sectien Overview 

This part of the thesis gives a physical backgro.md to the study 

area in tenns of orographic, bathymetric, climatological and 

ocean:)Q'aphic influences en varioos scales. The large scale processes 

deal with the lCD1-tenn physical effects over the west coast area as 

a whole. Aspects such as the general climatology and macroscale 

( +1000 km) semi-permanent pressure controls over the area are 

referred to, as well as interannual and seascoal variaticns of the 

physical <X11trols en upwelling. 

QntinuirYJ en this large scale theme the general ocean:,graphic and 

climatological ocnditicns and their influence en the heat balance of 

the Benguela system as compared to other regions of the South 

Atlantic Ocean are considered. In a similar context long-term 

similarities between the BerYJuela system and other upwelling sites 

of the w::>rld receive menticn. 

Breaking down the scales and superimposed on the macroscale 

influences are physical processes en the synoptic scale (100 - 1000 

km), which cx::cur over a few days. This sectien includes a ~is 

of weather systems affecting the area and the soort-tenn influerx::es 

on upwelling. Longshore variability and, on a smaller scale, 

offshore variability in the ocean and overlying air are also 

<X11Sidered. This leads to an even smaller scale c! 100 km) ~ 

in terms of the inherent offsh:>re and oosl'x>re variaticns in the heat 

transfer processes. A nodal of these snal ler scale variaticns is 
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used as an illustratiai. 

The heat balance and its canponents are considered at a specific 

site on the west-coast in order to typify the heat balance of the 

Ber:guela area. Because the physical influences need 1:D be taken inm 

account, local aspects such as the surrounding topography and 

orography and their ocntrols ai the microclimate and upwelling are 

discussed. The features of this small scale, typical west coast 

site are then extended longshore to categorize the heat transfer 

processes typical of the Berguela system as a wh:)le. 
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1. LARGE SCALE PROCmSES 

Although some variability is evident between the northern and 

scuthem. parts of .the BetYJuela system, the upwellirg-a::minated west 

coast of scuthem. Africa is unifODD in nature en a broad scale. The 

typical topography of the western coastal area consists of a 

relatively narra.,, coastal plain which ascends 50-200 km inland to 

the continental escarpment. Much of the coastal region north of 

about 32°s is daninated by sand dunes and experiences an arid 

climate, classified by Hoflich (1984), according to the Koppen 

system, as a dry trade climate, type BW. Topographically the 

regular coastline to the north of approximately 32% differs fran 

that scuth of 32°s, the latter beinJ m:>re irregular, pmctuated by 

several headlands and northward sweeping log-spiral shaped bays. 

The climate in the south, classified as temperate Mediterranean, 

type C, is characterised by wann, dry summers and cool, rainy 

winters. 

Climatic Ccnt:rols 

The pressure systems which are regarded as exerting the strongest 

influerx::e en the west coast area are the South Atlantic Anticyclcne 

(SAA), eastward moving cyclones to the south asociated with 

perturbations in the subtropical jet-stream, and the inland 

pressure over the subcontinent. The large, semi-permanent South 

Atlantic high pressure system to the west of the sub-continent 

exerts the most significant control on the climate of southern 

Africa. Centred at approximately &Ps os<>w duriDJ sumner, the SM 
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migrates sane 6° n:rth-west duriIYJ winter, allowing the free ~l 

passage of eastward-migrating sub-tropical cyclones over the 

country. During sununer these sub-tropical cyclones are usually 

forced south of the oo.mb:y by the SAA. 

The Sa.Ith Atlantic High, in oc::rrjunctioo with a cx:ntrasting heat la,, 

which fOI111S over the interior during stmner, is respc:11Sible far the 

steep zonal pressure gradients along the west coast, which 

atm:Jsp,erical ly force straig scutherly up,Jel ling-favoorable winds. 

At the coastal belt both the arographical barrier and the thermal 

barrier to cross-fla,, caused by the desert-like ocoditioos inland, 

ocntribute to farcing the CUJ:Ved anticyclcnlc fl CM associated with 

the SAA to be southerly in direction and therefore upwelling

favourable. These southerly winds are seen to be relatively 

CXX1Sistent alcxg the west ooast during stmner (see Fig. 4a). 

During winter, however, the picture is somewhat different as the 

northward shift of the pressure systems al lows for the passage of 

sub-tropical cyclones over the southern Benguela area. These are 

accompanied by north-westerly winds which effectively suppress 

tlp'18lling (see Fig. 4b). The effect of the westerlies in winter can 

be felt as far north as the Orange River. North of about 31 °s to 

just north of Luderitz less seasonal variation in the macroscale 

wind field is evident and the southerly winds blow consistently. 

Al though the northward shift of the SAA causes a strengthening of 

equatmward winds over the oorthem Benguela during winter, seascnal 

variatioos are rot as pranmcec1 over this area as in the south. 

An additiooal significant climatic feature of the west ooast is that 
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of the strong presence of temperature inversions. Subsiding air 

associated with the sLrag SAA, in ocnjunctial with the presence of 

the cold Benguela water, is largely responsible for the high 

frequency and sLrengU, of l'Ul-surface and surface inversia1s at lCM 

levels over the west coast. The dry, subsided air on the eastern 

side of the SAA is separated fran the OCX)l, noist, rnari time air near 

the sea surface by a marked semi-pennanent inversioo of an average 

5°C intensity and 500 m depth at a height of approximately 400 m to 

1200 m above the sea surface (Preston-Whyte, et al. 1973). An 

increase in frequency and intensity and a lower:inJ of the inversioo 

base is evident during the summer months when the SAA is situated 

closer to the sub-ocntinent. The subsideooe inversioo, which always 

tends to be sLragest over the west ooast, has been found to extend 

a OC11Siderable distance alcxg the ooast and cut to sea (Diab, 1977). 

At the surface the cold upwelled waters of the Benguela system 

create a stable, stratified surface layer in the atroosphere . 

.Acoording to Tyscn, et al. (1976), ooly a,. the cold-water Benguela 

coast is surface cooling sufficient to ensure the occasional 

occurrence of some midday surface inversions. These inversions 

persist due to the low-level advecticn of cool air in the sea-breeze 

system (Diab, 1977). 

A feature of many temperature inversioos present in the a'bn:)sphere 

is a sharp decrease in water vapair ocntent as ooe progresses upward 

into the wanner air layers. It is a krx:Jwn fact that the least water 

vapour in the upper air is found where the strongest temperature 

inversions occur. Thus the water vapour content of the upper air 

above the Benguela upwelling area is lCM, as is evident fran the 850 
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Figure 5. Dew-point depression at 850 mb-level for (a) January, 
and (b) July (after Schulze, 1965). 
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mb dew-point depression distribution (Fig 5). The dew-point 

depression represents the difference between the dry-bulb air 

temperature and dew-point temperature and is an indication of the 

dryness of the air. 

Owing to the stable stratification of the air layers over the 

Benguela area, turbulence in the air is suppressed and the 

ocnvective activity required for clood farmatia1 is .inhibited. In 

the regia1 north of 32<>s, the clood cover, which frequently occurs 

in the form of low stratus or stratocumulus below the trade 

inversion, is variable (Hoflich, 1984). Fog, which usually forms 

when maritime air moves over the cold upwelled water at night, is 

cn111rn alCQJ the northm:n ooastal areas, occurring approximately 100 

days a year on average in the Walvis Bay area. Offshore the 

frequency of fog dec:reases to abaJt 1%, but a correspcxlding increase 

in clood cover is evident (Hoflich, 1984). A zooe of min.1mJm clood 

cover exists between 25°s and 34°s in summer. This zone migrates 

north in winter to between 22<>s and 32<>s. 

Off the South West Cape coast the duration of sunshine reaches an 

average of 70% of the possible (Hoflich, 1984). '!be greatest am::,unt 

of clood cover occurs durirYJ winter, accx:npanying the oold frcntal 

systems. Fog only occurs on an average of 1-2 days a month in the 

southern Benguela region, increasing in autumn to an average of 5 

days a month. 

The solar radiation received obviously depends on the season and· 

latitudinal locatia1. 'llle northm:n Benguela accordingly receives 

nore insolatia1 than the southern part, but this meridialal effect 
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is offset by the increased clood cover in the rx:rth, in particular 

inshore where the frequency of fog is high ( Shannon & Pil 1 ar, 

1986). '!be effects of solar radiatioo over the BerYJuela were roted 

by PaneJ:y ( undated) to be severe. In January the maximum average 

arro.mt of solar radiatia1 received at the earth's surface has been 

fa.md to occur at 2 regioos, viz: 3CPs 17°E and 3CPs 116°E (Panery, 

undated). '!be first regicn oorrespa,ds to an area between li:l'mklip 

Bay and Port Nolloth a1 the west ooast of Sooth Africa. 
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Large Scale ~lirYJ 

The Benguela current fonns the eastern boundary of the South 

Atlantic Ocean gyre, and is typically shallow ( 100-200 m), broad 

(100-200 km), and cold, flowing sluggishly (10-20 cm.s-1 ) 

equatoI:ward parallel to the west coast of southeI:n Africa. Eastm:n 

boundary currents flowing from high latitudes, together with 

upwelling, are known to result in cold water masses along the 

western. edJes of ccntinents (Tent, 1981). UpwellirYJ in respalS8 to 

favourable winds (i.e. equatorward) is a dcminant feature of the 

inshore waters off the west coast of southern Africa. Coastal 

\.l];M8llfnJ occurs whenever alalgSh:>re wind stress induces offshore 

Ekman transport and, therefore, divergence in the surface current at 

the coastal boundary. Central Atlantic water frcm depths of some 

200-300 m ascends to replace the surface waters. on reaching the 

surface this freshly \.l];M8lled water is oold, with a terl'q;)erature of 

some 10°c, and is characterised by low salinity and oxygen 

OC11Centratioos and a high nutrient c:xntent. 

The intensity of upwellirYJ differs seaSC11ally and can obviously be 

correlated with the surface wind stress. Calculated Ekman transport 

off the west coast of Scuth Africa durirYJ sumner (Fig. 6a) indicates 

that, over a broad scale, the offshore surface transport is 

relatively c:xnsistent. A sprirYJ-sumner maxinun in upwellin;;J occurs 

in the southern Benguela area. The upwelling is, however, 

suppressed in the southeI:n regioo durirYJ winter as a result of the 

predaninant north-westerly winds (Fig. 6b). In the central part of 

the Benguela system upwelling occurs throughout the year, while 

north of about 25°s a late winter-spring maximum occurs. The 
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upwell.irYJ seascn in the scuthem Benguela is thus oot of Iil8Se with 

that in the north. The significance of this phase lag is that the 

upwelling in the northe:m Benguela is in phase with the seasonal 

insolation cycle, whereas in the southe:m Benguela it is not 

(Shannon, et al. 1986). 

'lhe offshore and loogshore extent of cold water is also seen to be 

less in sumner and auturm than durin;;J winter and sprin;;J off the west 

coast (see Fig. 7). Decreased solar heating of the ocean surface 

durin;;J winter .inplies that the upwelled water in the northern part 

is not substantially heated and therefore remains fairly CXXJl (Fig. 

7c & d). During summer decreased upwelling in the north, in 

ccnjunctiai with irx::reased solar heatin;;J, results in higher SST's in 

the northe:m Benguela (see Fig. 7a & b). Although upwelling is 

suppressed in the scuthem Ben;Juela durin;;J winter, the surface water 

remains cex>l because less solar heat is available to wa:nn the water. 

During the maximum upwelling season in spring-swnmer the cold 

upwelled waters are rapidly heated as they move offshore. As a 

result of these phase differences between~ and scuth, there is 

no clear seasonal SST cycle in the southe:m Benguela, but a 

pr:anmced seascnal SST cycle exists in the northern part (see Fig. 

8). The large-scale seascnal surface tenperatures broadly reflect 

changes in insolation, upwelling, vertical mix.in; and oorizcntal 

advectiai (Sharn:n, 1985). 

en the interanrrual scale it has been foond that several distinctive 

wa:nn and CXXJl periods have cx::curred in the northern Ben;Juela. Cnly 

3 arx:maloos wa:nn events syrax:m:x.is with the Peru "El Nino" have been 

documented off South West Africa since 1934. These events are 
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thought to recur ooosistently over a large, ocean-wide scale, and 

are initially driven by variations in the trade wind belt of the 

Fquatorial Atlantic Ocean, which are caused by a meridiooal shift of 

the Inter Tropical Convergence Zone. During the wann events 

equatorward wind stress over the northern Benguela is found to be 

stronger than usual, but upwelling is supressed by the southward 

progression of wann, highly saline water from the Angolan region 

(Shannon, et al. 1986). The response is channelled in an eastward 

direction along the equator and then southward down the Benguela. 

The proximity of the 2-3°c wanner water near the west coast can 

result in dramatically increased rainfall over Nanibia. 

The 3 major recorded warm perturbatioos (1934, 1963 and 1984) in the 

northe:m BenJuela exhibit similar features to the Pacific "El Nin:>", 

but are less intense and less frequent than their eastern Pacific 

counterparts (Shannon, et al. 1986). The effect on the heat 

balance is not krx::Jwn, b.lt it ooold be anticipated that the preserx::e 

of wanner water would lead to increased evaporaticn and therefore a 

slightly greater heat loss than usual. These major events have a 

negligible effect en the southem BenJuela. 

On a smaller scale, minor wann water perturbations have been 

recorded in the extrane southem part of the Benguela, e.g. 1976/77 

and 1982/83. These have been famd to be localised features, due to 

the partial failure of the upwelling-favourable southerly winds in 

the extreme south as a result of an unseasa1al posi ticn of the sani

pennanent SM. The a"boospherically caused wanning of the surface 

waters during the austral SLIIl1l9r of 1983 was related to the period 

of greatest anomalies in the Pacific Ocean and indicates a more 
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rapid oa,nectia1 at the higher saJthenl latitudes than in the north 

(Shannen, et al. 1986). The effects of the warm and exx>l periods a1 

the heat balance are rx:>t accurately Jm:Jwn, b.lt are rx:>t tlnlght to be 

significant. 
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Heat Balance of the South Atlantic Ocean 

The heat balance of the world's oceans has been dealt with over 

large time and spatial scales by many authors ( e.g. Sverdup, 1942; 

Budyko, 1963; Privett, 1960; Weare, et al. 1981; Hsiung 1986; 

lbflich, 1984). This treatment serves to give a general indicatic:n 

of the heat received or lost by the sea surface in particular 

climatic areas. In the bcx:i< entitled "Climates of the Oceans" ( van 

Loon (ed.), 1984), Hoflich devoted a large part of the section 

"Climate of the SCA.1th Atlantic Ocean" to a heat b.Jc%1et study of the 

area. An insight into the regional long-term situation over the 

South Atlantic Ocean can be obtained through a comparison of the 

monthly mean heat balance and the variables which control it in 

Januazy and July. 

The am:x.mt of incident radiatic:n received by the sea surface varies 

mainly acxx:>rding to cloodiness, latitude and seascn. During Januazy 

(Fig. 9a) the distribution of insolation over the South Atlantic 

Ocean depicts an approximate meridional gradient with values 

decreasing to the oorth and south of the maxim.Jm ( 250 w.m-2 ) centred 

between 2a° and 3a°S. Arci:her maxim.Jm of over 275 w.m-2 exists over 

the west ooast of southenl Africa, reflect:inJ a departure fran the 

meridic:nal distributic:n. In July (Fig. 9b) the meridic:nal gradient 

which, as a result of a lower sun angle and reduced daylight, 

decreases from north (200 W.m-2 at o0 ) to south, is again slightly 

upset along the west coast where an above average 125 W.m-2 is 

received. It is evident that a significant seasalal variatic:n in 

the radiation received occurs, with sU11Uner insolational values 

approximating twice those of winter. 
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The monthly mean heat balance at the sea surface of the South 

Atlantic Ocean for a summer month (January) and a winter month 

(July) are sl"Offi in Figure 10a & b respectively. 'Iha average heat 

gain over IIIJCh of the Scuth Atlantic Ocean during Januazy is of the 

order of 75 w.m-2, while a heat loss of some 100 w.m-2 is evident 

during July. This indicates that a c::arpensaticn cx:ntrast exists in 

the heat balance over the South Atlantic Ocean between summer and 

winter. 

On the other hand, in the region of the retrof 1 action of the warm 

Agulhas current to the SCXJth of Africa, there is always a heat loss 

fran the ocean, varying fran an average of 50 W.m-2 in January to 

more than 225 W.m-2 in July. This heat loss is the largest in the 

South Atlantic Ocean and is mainly due to a large amount of the 

available insolatiooal heat beinJ expended during the evaporaticn 

process. More than 210 nun is evaporated, on averag~ during both 

seasons (Fig. lla & b). The sensible heat loss (Fig. 12) is small, 

with little variaticn between sumner (20 w.m-2) and winter (30 

-2) w.m . 

In cx:ntrast to the Agulhas current retroflecticn area, the Benguela 

regicn always experiences a heat gain, which exceeds 200 w.m-2 near 

the coast in January and is of the order of 50 W.m-2 in July, 

decreasing fran the coast to open sea. The heat gain by the cold 

upwelled Benguela waters is the highest in the south Atlantic OCean 

and can be ascribed to the facts that clear skies procbninate over 

this area and, throughout the year, a minimum of the high 

insol atiooal heat is expended for evaporaticn and a snal 1 gain in 
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sensible heat occurs. The Benguela area is thus a heat sairce for 

the ooean and cxntrasts stra,gly with the Agulhas retroflectiat area 

to the south, where tha large heat loss acts as a sairce of heat for 

the atirosphere. 

It should be noted, h:Jwever, that even in the arx:maloos regioos of 

the BelYJuela current and Agulhas retroflec::tiat, similar differences 

between sumer and winter exist in the heat balance. Reasons for 

the canpensatiat cxntrast in the heat balance between seascllS nust 

lie in the fact that insolation varies between sununer and winter. 

The unusual heat fluxes may exist as a result of unusual values for 

the ooosti tuents and in the enviramental oc:n:li tioos which cxntrol 

them. 
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Major Upwellir!J Sites of the world 

It has been indicated by Hsiung {1986) that the ll?,18llil'YJ regioos in 

b:>th the Atlantic and the Pacific Oceans receive the largest annmt 

of heat. The cold ocean currents off the west coasts of Peru and 

Chile, California, South West Africa and North West Africa, are 

d:minated by ooastal upwellirg and stand oot as regioos of downward 

directed heat flux, contrasting with the largest exchange from 

ocean to atncsphere in the danain of the wann currents {Hastenrath, 

1977). 

These eastern boundary currents, which flow from high to low 

latitudes, are generally colder than the water in the centres of the 

oceans and, in ocnjuncticn with the effect of equatacward winds and 

a suitable bathymet:ry for upwellirg, even colder water results at 

the surface. Inland of the coast, dry typically desert-like 

c::x:nlitioos are experienced. Diurnal anplificaticn of the equatacward 

winds off all the foor major upwellil'YJ regiCl'lS has been reported by 

Hawkins & Stuart {1980), Jury {1985), Elliot & O'Brien {1976), and 

Uhart {1976). The longshore winds result fran the Coriolis 

deflecticn of sea-breezes and tend to be at a maxinun durirg sumner 

afternoons when solar radiation is maximised. The SST is usually 

less than the air terrperature at all the upwellil'YJ sites so that the 

overlying air layers are stable and sensible heat is directed 

a:JWl'Wcll'ds to the sea surface. A minimal · arm.mt of evaporaticn takes 

place. The cold upwel lil'YJ regioos therefore gain large annmts of 

heat and are stra,g exporters of heat. 

Direct comparisons between the heat balances at the different 
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upwelling sites are made difficult for the foll~ reasons: 

(i) variatioos in latitudinal looaticn of the different t.tpWelling 

sites; 

(ii) metn,ds of measurement of the atm:,spheric variables vary fran 

site to site and £:ran author to author, and a variety of 

formulae are used to calculate the same heat budget te:rms; 

(iii) few canprehensive published \oX%ks are available en the heat 

budgets of m::,re looalised areas. 

The SST's at the different upwelling regions tend to differ 

accx::xrd.1n; to the latitudinal p::>siticn of the upwelling sites and the 

magnitude of the Coriolis force, which increases polewards. The 

coldest water is generally found close to the stx:xre where the SST of 

the upwelled waters of the Ben;;uela (!: lB°s - 34°s) can be as low as 

9-la°C, and that off Califomia (23°N - 48°N) can reach a-10°c. Off 

Chile and Peru (3°S - 33°S) the actual surface temperature is 

cc:mronly ab:Jut 2a°c and off North West Africa (s°N - 27°N) SST's of 

apprax:!.mately 18-2a°C are the roon. 

The rnaxinun upwel l.in;} seasons tend t.o vary accord:ID:;J to the seasonal 

variaticn in the wind at the d:i.£ferent sites. Off the South African 

and Califomian coasts the upwell.in;J index tends, generally, t.o be 

highest in spring and sumner, while off the North West African coast 

the rx:n:th-east trades &e ,~lli.~-favourable t~····oughcut the ye~, 

al though a spring-summer maximum is evident. However, off Peru 

north of 30°s and off South West Africa north of 2s0 s a winter 

maximum in upwel 1.i.~ CC....'"'UI'S. 
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During the upwellng season off Oregon the wind fluctuates in both 

speed and direction with periods of 3-7 days (Huyer, 1978), while 

the Benguela system has been shown to be influenced by synoptic 

cycles of periods ranging from 3-6 days (Preston-Whyte & Tyson, 

1973). The fact that the African continent ends at 35°s makes for 

an iJrpartant d:l.stl.rx:tia, between the BEDJuela upwellinJ system and 

upwelling systems of other parts of the world as this allows 

easterly moving cyclones a free zonal passage across the 

subocntinent, un:Lmpeaed trJ steep topograp,.y, such as the Andes, or 

extensive land masses (Nelsen & Hutchings, 1983). A oorrespc:n:iirY 

syroptic variatia, in the heat balance is therefore to be expected 

over the Benguela area. The Benguela and Cs.lifornian systems tend to 

be weather cbninated, while the Peru and North West African systems 

are nore climatically ocntrolled. 

The Benguela system is fairly compact, as its offshore extent is 

only some 200 km compared to the 900 km and 700 km extents of the 

Peru and Cs.lifomian systems respectively (KinJ, 1975). Similarly, 

the frcntal tanperature gradients of the Benguela have been reix>rted 

to exceed cx:risiderably th:lSe found in the upwellinJ regioos of the 

American and North African west coasts (Bang, 1973). The 

irregularity of the southern Benguela coastline is said to be 

unusual in its dimensioos am:rig upwellmJ ooastlines of the "WC>rld, 

and the exceptionally low SST can be attributed to the subsurface 

topography and orographic features of rocky outcrops (Nelson & 

Hutchings, 1983). 

In general, the upwelling regions of the world can be regarded as 

similar in that the forcinJ mechanisn required for upwel lirYJ is the 
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same and the effects of the lowered SST al the envirarnent and al 

the heat balance are universal, even though they may vary in 

intensity £ran ooe site to aoother. Lcx:alised differences ck> occur 

as a result of latitudinal position, seasonality, topography and 

availability of cold water in proximity to the coast. Of parcl'IO.Jnt 

:inp)rtarx::e, l"otJever, is the fact that all upwelling regiais of the 

world are remarkable as regiais of heat gain at the sea surface. 
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IalQShare and Offsh:lre Variability in Sea and Air 

Winds in a longshore direction along the west coast of southern 

Africa are fairly-ocnsistent in speed and directicn, with sc:utherly 

winds prea::m:Lnating (see Fig. 4). A greater variaticn is, ~ver, 

evident in the southern Benguela area, particularly during the 

winter season. The offshore Berg winds, which occur more camoonly 

during winter, have been famd to be directiooal ly c::x:ilerent over a 

distance of nearly 1500 km along the west coast (Shannon, 1985). 

The offshore extent of these winds has been indicated through 

satellite imagery of aeolian transport to reach sane 150 km £ran the 

coast. 

The mean air ta11;)erature aloog the west coast is 19°c in sumner and 

160c in winter, with mean daily ranges exceeclirq 1c:Pc. The minillum 

diurnal range is 4°c (Jucy, 1985). UDJShore teltperature gradients 

are weak, but cross-shore temperature gradients in the coastal 

regicn are usually intense due to the desert-like interior beirYJ in 

close proximity to the cold waters of the Benguela. The air inland 

is heated intensely by insolaticn and often has a tellprature 6-la°C 

higher than that at the coast, where the air above the water is 

CXX)led fn:m below. The resulting cross-sh::>re thennal gradients are 

manifested as theJ:mal £rents aloog the coast. nrls heat .imbalance 

in a cross-shore direction contributes to the fonnation of an 

isobaric layer aloft, which slopes downwards from the land to the 

sea. The air subsequently noves oos1'a:'e at the surface and offsl'x>re 

above in respcl'lS8 to the pressure gradient force. The cross-soore 
sea-breeze intensifies during the day and is deflected to the SCX1th 

(longshore) during the afternoon by the Coriolis force. These 
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diurnal period winds have been found to rotate in a predaninent 

anticlockwise sense {Jury & Guastella, 1987). In the northern 

hsnisphere a clockwise turniNJ of the diuma.l winds was observed off 

Oregcn by Hawkins. & Stuart {1980). 

The diurnal cycle of the sea-breeze, and the corresponding land

breeze system which occurs at night, is superinposed en the synq;>tic 

cycle and is known to be carunon along the entire west coast of 

sc:uthe:m Africa. The effects of the sea-breeze are, h::Mever, cnly 

experienced up to a distaooe of apprax:imately 10 km inland c::,wiIYJ to 

the fact that the thermal fra1t acts as a restricticn to cross-flow. 

On the other hand, the coastal winds were found to extend 

apprax:imately 20-35 km seawards {Jury, 1985 and Keen, 1979). 

S8ascnal variaticns in the sea-breeze are evident, with the maxinun 

strength occuzrinJ in sumner when solar radiaticn is maximised, and 

the temperature ccntrast between land and sea is therefore greatest. 

Land-breezes are nore intense durinJ winter. Obvia.isly, the diuma.l 

pulsinJ of winds and the seascnal variaticn exhibited therein nust 

be important for the coastal upwelling dynamics of much of the 

Benguela regicn {Shanrx:n, 1985). 

An examination of the SST's along the west coast {see Fig. 7) 

revealed that loogsh:lre temperature gradients are weak in o::irparisc:n 

with the offshore gradients. In add! ticn, the sigma-t distriruticn 

along the southern African coast indicates minimal longshore 

variability in the density of the coastal water f:ran apprax:imately 

Cape Agulhas to Cape Frio in the north {see Fig. 13). Offshore SST 

gradients are generally oc:nstant in a la:gshore directicn, but these 
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gradients may be nore intense at the lcx:al upwelling sites such as 

the Cape Peninsula, Cape Cblurbine, Haldeklip Bay and Walvis Bay. 

The distributicn of air - sea temperature differerx:es for sumer and 

winter (Fig. 14) reveals that lcnJSl'Xlre and offshore variatiais are 

similar to that of the SST, with the inshore regions experiencing 

the largest air - sea ccntrast. The zero line of equal sea and air 

tenperatures was n:>ted to be closer insoore during winter (Kamstra, 

1985). To summarise, it can be assumed that atmospheric and 

oceanograp'lic variatiais ala,g the west coast of scuthe:m Africa are 

minimal en a broad climatic scale. 
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2. SYIDPI'IC SCALE PROCESSBS 

Meteorology 

The Benguela upwelling area is weather dominated. Environmental 

parameters tend to have large ranges over the syrx:,ptic time scale of 

a few days. It is these envirarnental variables which determine the 

synoptic variation in the heat balance over the Benguela area. 

Weather changes over the Benguela are dominated largely by 

perturbations in the southern hemisphere's westerly circulation, 

which appear on the surface as a succession of cyclones or 

anticyclooes noving around or across the cn.mt:ry £:ran west to east 

(Schulze, 1965). Thus the coastal winds which induce upwelling are 

detenn:ined by syrx:,ptic weather systemg of scales varying between 100 

and 1000 km. 

During sumner the semi-permanent Sa.1th Atlantic Anticyclooe (SAA) is 

conunonly situated west of the country (see Fig. 15a) and, in 

ccnjuncticn with the interior heat low, produces ~ upwelling

favoorable scuth-easterly winds aloog the west ooast. The d:minant 

south-easterly conditions are, however, disturbed by eastward

migratin;1 low pressure eel ls acoanpanied by frcntal systemg, which 

originate in the south. During sununer these low pressure systems 

usually pass scuth of the cn.mt:ry, but this novement is acoanpan1ed 

by an eastward shift of the SAA. During its eastward passage the SAA 

is forced to ridge south of the country (Fig. 15b). As the South 

West Cape ooast is approached the isobars are c:x:mpressed parallel to 

the coast by both a pressure trough inland and the low pressure 
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Figure 15. Weather systems which affect the Benguela area: (a) SAA estab
lished west of country, southerly winds along west coast; lb) SAA rid0i119, 

gale-force southerly winds along west coast; (c) SAA south of country, 
coastal low over west coast; (d) Berg wind situation over west coast; (e) 
cold front and associated low pressure cell approaching west coast, north
west winds are precursor; (f) cold front passed Benguela area, winds back 
to south-westerly. 
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systems to the south. This has the effect of producing gale force 

south-easterly winds over the west coast, resulting in intense 

abrospheric forcing for up,,ellirg. These gale force saith-easterly 

wiros can persist. for sane days. 

In sumner the low pressure systems may occasiooal ly penetrate the 

south of the country, but their effect is slight, normally 

manifested as a weakening of the saith-easterly winds. The migrati.NJ 

anticyclone moves to the Indian Ocean and is replaced by another 

high pressure system over the Sooth Atlantic Ocean. 

A slightly snaller scale syrx,ptic disturbance is that of the coastal 

low pressure system, which migrate along the coast from west to 

east at periodic intervals thra.lghcut the year. First described by 

Taljaard and Van Loon (1963) as "leader cells" which rythmically 

prqx,gate anti-clockwise around the continent preceding eastward 

novirg pressure perturbatioos and cold frcnts, coastal lows are rc:M 

defined by Sooth African Weather Bureau forecasters as "snall areas 

of relatively lower pressure which appear in the lower levels of 

the atm:::,sphere (below 700 mb) alaYJ the coast." The coastal low is 

associated with subsidence off the interior escarpment and is 

acoc:mpanied by an inversicn and wind shear in the lower levels, rut 

the essential features are the pressure minimum and the shallowness 

of the system (Coastal La..l Workstq>, 1984). 

The occurrerx:e of a coastal low is detenninecl by the syrq;,tic scale 

circulatioos. In sumner they first appear in the Luderi tz area en 

the west coast during the ridging process of the SAA. During 

winter these systems usually form ahead of an approaching cold 
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front to the south-west of the countcy (see Fig. 15c). The coastal 

lows migrate f:ran Luderitz south ala1g the ooast to Cape Total at an 

average speed of 7 ms-1 after which they reappear in the Cape 

Agulhas area and nova eastwards ala1g the coast as "leader frcnts". 

The inner core of the system ( wind speeds 1 ess than 4 ms-1 ) has an 

average diameter of 150-200 km. The cyclarlcally rotating wind is 

offshore ahead of the lCM and the inversicn level is ~ 

and lowered. Upwelling is locally suppressed as the wave travels 

along the coast as a result of the cyclonic rotation of air about 

the low pressure cells and light wind conditions at the centre 

(Nelsen and Hutchings, 1983). After the passage of the low pressure 

eel 1 the inversion is raised and the wind switches to south-west 

( i.e. ooshore ), often acoarpanied by fCY:J en the west coast. 

Should a strong, stationacy high pressure system exist over the 

ccntinent, as is sc:metimes the case during winter, a strc:rlg offsh::>re 

(east to north-east) airflo~ Jmown as a "Berg wind", may develop 

along the west coast ahead of a coastal low or a frontal system 

approaching the country from the south-west (see Fig. 15d). The 

anticyclcnical ly rotating air f:ran the interior high descends fran 

the plateau down to the coast ahead of the coastal low and is 

adiabatically heated, causing high air tanperatures ala1g the west 

coast. Upwelling is then suppressed and rapid changes in the 

interior thermohaline structure of the Benguela waters have been 

obse:tved by Nelsen and Hutc.h.in'JS (1983). 

As the warm air moves offshore, a stark air - sea temperature 

difference may be set up over the cold Benguela waters. In the 
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extreme case at the coast this difference may be as much as 1s0 c, 

rut the deviaticn diminishes offsh:lre as the cold Benguela waters 

act to modify the air - sea temperature contrast. This effect is 

dealt with in llDr8 detail in a subsequent chapter. 

During winter the westerly wind belt migrates rortl'Mards, allowing 

the un.il1peded passage of £rental systems, associated with eastward 

moving low~ over the continent (see Fig. 15e). These systems are 

often accompanied by rain. Inversion characteristics along the 

coast are altered with the passage of a cold frcnt in that precedin;J 

the £rental system an intensificaticn and lowering of the inversicn 

base is evident, while post-frontal conditions eliminate the 

inversicn. ~lling is suppressed by the OC>%th to rorth-westerly 

winds, which prevail ahead of the cold £rent. After the passage of 

the frcntal system a rise in air pressure is evident and the winds 

back to saith-west and can again beccme upwel ling-favoorable ( see 

Fig. 15£). 

Progressive wind vectors fran Koeberg fran a cne-year record ( 1983) 

(see Fig. 16) indicate the dominance of the sU11UDer southerly winds 

and the anti-clockwise synoptic scale cycling of winds with the 

clear, calm, stable caxlitiCl'lS associated with anticyclaleS and the 

unsettled, cloudy, windy caxliticns with the possible precipitaticn 

that accompanies coastal low pressure systems and frontal 

depressiCl'lS (Tyscn, et al. 1976). 
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Figure 16. Progressive wind vectors recorded at Koeberg, 1983 (from 
Guastella, 1985). 
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Syrx,ptic scale l12!8lling 

The phenomenon of upwelling is wind dependent and therefore 

determined by mesascale a1Jrcspheric perturbatioos. Coastal upwel l.ing 

tends to vary according to local wind conditions over both short 

time and spatial scales. Changes in climatic variables on the 

syrq>tic scale suggest that an upwellin;J seascn is characterised by 

a series of upwelling events. A "coastal upwelling event" may be 

defined as the period from the onset of winds favourable for the 

initiatiai of upwell.ing to the arrival of the coldest, densest water 

al the surface (Hawkins & Stuart, 1980). The upwelled water appears 

al the surface with.in a few l'x:>\Jrs followi..nJ the ooset of upwell.ing

fava.irable 90.ltherly winds. 

The west coast of southern Africa is typically dominated by 

90.ltherly winds, which are favoorable for the upwelling process, bJt 

isdisturbed by the periodic passage of coastal low pressure systems 

and eastward nov.ing cyclcnes £ran the 90.lth, which act to relax and/ 

or modify the winds, suppressing upwelling in the process. Bang 

(1971) stated that the oceanic processes in the BerYJuela OJ:r:rent are 

dominated by short-term a'bnospheric interactioos. Evexy few days 

the characteristic sootherly wind 1rx:reases in magni tuda, leadi.IYJ to 

a renewed burst of coastal upwell.ing. During' this 'active' phase the 

surface waters respa,d directly to the wind stress, resulting in a 

time scale of 3-5 days variability, while during the 'passive' phase 

upwelling ceases and the system is permitted to equilibrate 

physically and develop biologically (Waldren, 1985). 

Although on a broad scale, the west coast can be regarded as 
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unifcmn, it has been famd that looally upwelling is variable aloog 

the coast, being ncre pran.n::ed at particular sites. This spatial 

variability can be ascribed to smaller scale bathymetric and 

topographic features. Thus far 4 major upwelling sites have been 

identified off the west coast of sc::uthenl Africa, viz. off the cape 

Peninsula, Cape Columbine, Hondeklip Bay, and further north at 

Luderitz (see Fig. 17). All of the sites where intense upwelling 

occurs are adjacent to praninent orographic features, while areas of 

lesser upwelling tend to lie to the west of lower lying areas 

(Tmmtxn-Clm:k, 1985). 

The main centres of upwellinJ are characterised by plunes or tagues 

of oold water, which extend in a o:lrth-westerly d.irecticn fran the 

coast. DurinJ the 'active' phase rapid growth in the upwelling plume 

occurs, with the ooldest water (l0-l2°C) irxiicating the oore of the 

plume. With the cessaticn of upwelljnJ-favourable winds (ooastal low 

or Berg winds) the plume starts to decay. The oold, dense l.JPW8lled 

water in the surface mixed layer tends to sink both at the oceanic 

frcnt and across the upwellinJ plume (Jucy, 1986). The decay durinJ 

the 'passive' phase is indicated by a shrinkage of the plume and 

warming of the water (to 12-16°C) by insolaticn. 
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3. HFAT TRANSFER KDELLIM, 

Air-Sea Interactioos Near the Coast 

Mention of the offshore variation in the average air - sea 

tanperature differeooes over the west coast area has been made with 

:reference to Figure 14. Evident £ran the isolines is that the air -

sea tanperature difference is at a maximum near the coast and IDrth 

of the upwellirY:;1 centres of the cape Peninsula, cape_Columbine and 

Hondeklip Bay, but the anomaly diminishes offshore, where the sea 

water is also wanner than that experienced at the coast (see also 

SST distributions in Fig. 7). A corresponding decrease in the 

magnitude of the turbulent heat fluxes in an offshore direction 

would therefore be expected due to the decrease in temperature 

cxntrast between the air and the sea surface. This decrease in the 

air - sea tanperature ccntrast offsh:>re rtUJSt be due to the coolirYJ 

of the air as it passes over the oolder upwelled waters and/or due 

to the wanning of the surface water as it nnves offsh:>re. 

Kamstra (1985) ascribed the possible incxlnsistences in his data and 

the implied higher air tanperatures near the ooast at Alexander Bay 

to the fonnaticn of wann core (shallow) ooastal lows in this :regicn. 

Ahead of these low pressure systems the inversion base is lowered 

and fine weather with dry, offsh:>re airflow prevails. In the m::xre 

extreme case hot, dry Berg winds may occur as a precursor to the 

low. The tanperature cxntrast between the air and the sea surface 

is usually greatest at the coast, when the wann, dry air ( sanetimes 

with a tanperature as high as 30°C) ahead of the low pressure system 
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passes over the cold upwelled waters. As the air near the sea 

surface noves offsh:>re it is progressively CX>Oled by the water with 

which it is in cxntact in this stable envira111ent, until the air -

sea temperature difference offshore reaches zero and no further 

al teraticn of the air piq)Ellties can take place. 

Small scale modelling of an idealised study area under these 

idealised conditions can provide useful information on the 

variations in the air properties offshore. In addition, the 

inherent offshore and onshore variation in the heat transfer 

processes can be estimated. The progressive decrease in the 

temperature anomaly offshore can be explained through the 

application of a model which considers the ideal conditions of a 

coastal low as representing a stable closed system, with only 

redistribution of heat from air to sea taking place. Due to the 

thermal inertia of sea water, c:x:n:litia,s in the sea can be assumed 

to be steady. Thus theoretically we have a volume of air, Vair= hA, 

nov!DJ at a cxnstant rate over the sea surface, where h = height of 

inversicn and A= oceanic area. 

= 0 

h 

O= rx:n-zero heat = 0 

l <0t> 
, ,- - - - - - - - - -A- - , _ - - - - - - -

, , 
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Far sinplicity the height of the inversicn lid is 8SSl.lllBd oc:nstant 

far the period when airflow is offsh:lre. 

The air tanperature is always assumed to be greater than the SST so 

that the sensible heat flux represents a loss of heat £:ran the air 

to the sea. It is convenient to introduce the air temperature 

deviaticn, T, £:ran the SST which is assumed to be invariant. 

Air tanperature = SST+ T 

and £:ran Chapter A( 3) • 

The loss of heat from the air to the sea over area A during time, t 

tot + .6.t will result in a fall in the tanperature deviaticn £:ran T 

to T - .6. T. This loss can be represented in two ways: 

(a) the heat flux cut of the air into the sea 

0ti A .6. t ( Jc:ules) 

( b) the charY:;Je in heat capacity of the air 

- .6. T Cp fair A h ( Jc:ules) 

or using the expression for the heat flux in terms of the 

environmental parameters and rearranging to a derivative for the 
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Int:roducinJ' the initial "t:el11,:)erature deviaticn T0 at time t = 0, 

the cx:mplete fonn for the "t:el11,:)erature deviaticn is then 

(1) 

An altez:native form, which uses the offshore 

rather than time as the independent variable, is 

distance x = ut 

~x 
T = Te 1, 

0 
(2) 

The air moving off the land is usually warm and dry, i.e. 

1.ll'lSaturated, therefore similar to the air - sea tal1;lerature cx:ntrast 

which exists near the coast, so a vapour pressure or specific 

humidity contrast is evident between the sea surface and the 

overlying air. This difference in specific humidity determines, 

along with the wind speed, the magnitude of the latent heat flux 

fran the sea. The specific humidity of the sea surface is dependent 

on the SST, while the specific humidity of the air, in addition to 

being controlled by the moisture content, is infuenced by the 

temperature of the air. Hence the variables that determine the 

latent heat flux are similar to tlxJse which determine the sensible 

heat flux. 

For evaporaticn to take place the saturaticn specific humidity of 

the sea (~(sst)> must exceed the specific humidity of the air above 

(qa) so that Oe = L 9 air Ce (qs(sst) - qa) > O. Heat is therefore 

lost by the sea and gained by the air, al though in a latent form, 

and the specific humidity of the air is allowed to increase until 
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~( sst) = ~ and the air is saturated. 

As in the case of the air - sea tenprature deviaticn, the deviaticn 

in specific humidity of the air from the saturated value of the 

assumed invariant sea surface can be represented as Q. 

Through applicaticn of the same principals used in the derivaticn of 

the equaticn for the temperature an::maly decrease, the estimate of 

the decrease in the O arnnaly (or increase in the specific humidity 

of the air) can be given by 

or 

_£gut 
O = Coe h 

~x 

0 = Coe " 

(3) 

(4) 

Thus, within the calStraints of the listed assumptiCXlS of the m:::>del, 

along with the assumption that Ch and Ce are both constant, it can 

be cxn::luded that the arnnalies of temperature and specific humidity 

between the air and sea surface both decrease at an expooential rate 

with time or distance moved off shore. Because a constant SST was 

assumed this implies that the rate of decrease in temperature and 

increase in specific humidity of the air as it moves offshore is 

expooential. 
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Tl'uJs the greatest porticn of the loss of heat by the air to the sea 

(sensible heat exchange) and the gaining of moisture by the air 

(latent heat loss fran the sea) takes place in the nearslx>re regicn. 

At first sight it would appear that a high wind speed sh::luld extend 

the influece of the continental air further offshore. This is not 

the case, a:,wever. The width of the land influerx:e can be given by 

the a.folding distance, which is derived fran equaticns (2) and (4) 

as: 

h 

X = ~ and 
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The area of max.1nun exchange is dependent al the thickness, h of the 

turbulent layer below the inversial, and al the turb.llent exchange 

coefficients Ce and Ci-i, which in turn depend on the wind speed. An 

increase in wind-speed leads to increased values of Ci-i and Ce and 

leads to a greater turbulent exchange, which means that m:xiificatial 

of the air by the sea is ITOr8 rapid and the width of land influence, 

in fact, beocmes snal ler. 

The thickness of the turbulent layer below the inversion is 

inp:)rtant in determining the rate of decrease of the deviatioos T 

and o. The model assumed an idealised pre-coastal low condition, 

which is obviously characterised by a lowered inversion. If the 

height of this inversion was, say, 100 m the resulting a.folding 

distance of 100 km then correspc:n::1s to the dimensioos of a coastal 

low. The actual diameter of a ooastal low is oot accurately known, 

but 100-300 km appears to be a reasooable apprax;lmatiai. 

With the passage of a ooastal low pressure system winds at the coast 

are known to typically change from wann and offshore ahead of the 

system to an ooshore influx of cool, maritime air, often acoarpanied 

by fog, once the system has passed ( see Fig. 18 ). It is therefore 

feasible that the air advected ooshore behind the ooastal low oruld 

in fact be the sane as that which previoosly blew offsh:lre ahead of 

the low pressure system, only the properties have been altered 

offsh:lre to becx:rre maritime in nature. 

It is important to remember that the assumptions of the model are 

sinplified, and applicatioos to the real situatial are limited to 

the extreme synoptic case at the leading edge of a coastal low, 
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South Africa. 
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where airflow is warm, dcy and offsl'x:lre, sea OCl'lditioos are fairly 

calm and invariant, the inversion is low and maximum heat gain of 

the surface waters is permissible. This idealised situation 

indicates that the greatest sensible and latent heat exchange 

between the air and sea takes place near the west coast, while 

further offsl'x:lre this excllaI'YJ'8 is expc:oentially less and the air -

sea temperature and specific humidity deviatioos are reduced until 

the air and sea eventually reach an equilibrium state where no 

further turtulent heat exchange can take place. 

In reality, the SST is colder inshore and warmer in an offshore 

directicn, ttrus the air ~ature is m:>re likely to equalise the 

SST sooner and nearer to the shore than actually predicted by the 

model. Should warmer water be present offshore, as is usually the 

case, the latent heat loss by the sea surface will obviously 

increase in an offsh::>re directicn. In addi ticn, the ~ature and 

humidity deviatioos in the m:>del are treated as separate processes, 

whereas they can, in fact, be interlinked. The relative humidity of 

the air increases in sympathy with a decrease in air temperature. 

'Ihis .increase in relative humidity is realised as an .increase in the 

specific humidity of the air, so that saturation of the air is, in 

fact;. achieved sooner than what might be predicted from thanodel. 

The ncdel can therefore cnly be used to indicate the general trends 

in the coastal zone. It is still, however, useful in that it 

indicates that the coast itself is the extreme site of heat 

exchange. 
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Relative Magnitudes of Heat Transfer Cl.tu{X.nents Near the Coast 

Small scale nodelling of the Benguela area serves to indicate that 

the gain of heat. by the sea is greater near the coast than at the 

oceanic region further offshore. The relative magnitudes of the 

heat transfer processes need to be coosidered in order to il 1 ustrate 

the~ of this to the heat balarx::e of the area. A review of 

the assumptioos applied are that airflow is offsh:lre and the SST is 

lowest near the coast, but higher in the oceanic region offshore. 

The air - sea temperature contrast is greatest near the coast, 

decreasing in an offshore direction, and most turbulent heat 

exchange takes place in the~ area. The boundary between the 

coastal and oceanic water lies at least 100 km in an offshore 

direction, thereby al lowing sufficient distance and time for air 

prq;>erty chanJes to occur. 

Fran the idealised picture presented in Figure 19, the overall heat 

gain by the ocean at the ooastal regicn can be regarded as being of 

a greater magnitude than at the oceanic regioo. further offsoore due 

to the following: 

(1) Solar radiaticn, o1, can be treated as approximately equivalent 

at both areas and represents a large heat gain by the sea (+). 

(2) Al tlnJgh the loss due to back radiaticn, Ot,, is probably 

slightly less at the ooastal area than further offsh::lre, 

for the purposes of the comparison study the~ values can be 

regarded as egui valent losses ( - ). 

( 3) Owing to the fact that the air temperature exceeds the SST at 

the coastal area, there is a gain ( +) of sensible heat (~). 
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'1he ccnverse is true in the oceanic area because the water 

is wanner than the now cooled air, causing CJi.i to be a heat 

loss tenn (-). 

( 4) Loss of heat . fran the sea in latent fonn ( Oe> is anal 1 near the 

ooast because the SST is less than the air temperature and the 

stable air layers prevent any upward mixing. Over the oceanic 

area, b::Jwever, the latent heat loss is greater because the SST 

is now wanner than that of the overlying air in this region. 

Upward mixing and transp:>rt of the evaporated noisture is 

sustained by the convectively less stable air layers, 

al lowing the evaporative heat loss, Oe, to be maintained at 

the surface. 

Collectively the factors (1) - (4) cxntrib.Jte to a higher heat gain 

in the coastal area than in the oceanic area more than 100 km 

offsh:>re because Ot = o1 - OtJ + ~ - Oe at the coast is greater than 

Ot = 01 - ~ - ~ - Oe at the oceanic area. This represents the 

typical situation along the west coast of southern Africa and 

variations in a longshore direction are not anticipated as being 

significant. Q'le may therefore be justified in measuring the heat 

budget components at one particular site along the west coast to 

broadly typify the situation along the whole coast. The only 

variatioo.s expected alaYJ the coast can be listed as: 

( i) seaSCXlal wind variatioo.s between the northern and soothern 

Benguela, and·therefore seascnal variatioo.s in upwelling; 

(ii) the existence of sane upwelling sites alaYJ the coast, where 

the effects may be nore prcn:unced; 

(iii) variatioo.s in the ano.mt of fog and cloud cover between the 
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rorth and SCA.1th; and 

(iv) slight variat:Loos in radiaticn intensity aloog the ooast. 

Over a broad scale, txiwever, loogsh:)re variatioos are negligible in 

terrcs of the factors oc:ntributi.IYJ to the overal 1 heat balance. It 

is for this particular reascn that a field measurement p:rcgranme was 

OCXlducted at ale localised site, St Helena Bay, to characterise the 

heat balance of the Berguela system as a wl'x>le. 
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4. THE FIELD PRCX3IW+1E 

In order to accurately categorize the relevant tenns of the heat 

balance of the Benguela system, it was necessary to obtain data 

representative of the Benguela upwellin;J area. The need for a time 

series of heat rudget-:related data for the study of the syrx,ptic and 

diurnal scale heat budget over a typical Benguela upwellin;J area was 

fulfilled through the undertakinJ of an eight-day field measurenent 

programne to St Helena Bay fran 14-21 October 1986. The locatia1 of 

the study site is indicated in Figure 20. Centered at 32°45'S 

18°05'E and approximately 130 km north of Cape Town, St Helena Bay 

lies in the southern Benguela region, adjacent to Cape Columbine, 

which is one of the four most important active upwelling sites on 

the west coast of sa.ithern Africa. Cl.unatic oc:n:litioos experienced 

in the area are roughly representative of the southern Benguela, 

al ttnlgh C11e must be aware of local cl.unatic cxntrols. 

To make the study rrore OCJ'tl)lete, additiooal meteorological data was 

obtained fran the meteorological statia1 at Langebaanweg, situated 

awrax;imately 15 km saith of St Helena Bay at 32°59'S UA>9'E. Data 

from this station provides an insight into the cross-shore 

variations near the coast. Meteorological data to verify the 

measured data and to extrapolate the heat 1:JudJet carp::oents when oo 

measurements were made at St Helena Bay was obtained fran the cape 

Columbine lightl:nlse at 32°SO'S 17°51'E. 

Sane nore extensive meteorological data, includi.NJ global radiatia1 

dat~ recorded at the D.F. Malan Airport weather Office near Cape 
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Figure 20. Location of St Helena Bay and meteorological stations from 
which additional data was obtained. 
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Town (33°sa'S 1B°36'E) was also obtained. D.F. Malan is situated at 

an altitude of 44 m and is awroxi,mately 15 Jan inland fran the Cape 

Peninsula upwelling site. Data gained from the site is broadly 

representative of. the SCA.1theni extranity of the Benguela systan. 

Additional long-te:an global radiation data was obtained from 

Alexander Bay (28°34'S 16°32'E). Located only approximately 8 km 

inland and at an altitude of 21 m, the global radiation data 

obtained from the Alexander Bay weather station can generally be 

taken as representative of the northern extremity of the southern 

~la regicn. The D.F. Malan and Alexander Bay data can be used 

to interpret the heat balance in alongshore direction along the 

west coast. Unfortunately global radiaticn data is rot measured at 

8rT:f other site alag the west coast of SCA.ltheni Africa. 

An investigation into the variability in both atmospheric and 

ocean::>graphic envira111ental CXXldi. tiC11S over the diurnal cycle and 

the syrx,ptic cycle of a few days was necessazy in order ix> detennine 

and therefore characterise the variaticn of the heat flux fran the 

atm:Jsphere inix> the surface waters of the ~la over short time 

scales. Obvioosly the relatively short time span and the fact that 

the cx:mp:::nents of the heat balarx:e are measured at a localised site 

wil 1 ocntrioote ix> sane biasing in the results, oot little variaticn 

in the overall trend is anticipated. 
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'Iha Study Area 

Due to its locatim, the St Helena Bay area is influenced by the dJ:y 

trade climate of the coast to the north and the temperate 

Mediterranean climate of wann, dJ:y suuners am colder, wet winters 

to the SCXlth. St Helena Bay itself receives little rainfall c-: 300 

l1l1l p.a.), with the maximum occurring during winter. Because this 

area lies in the path of migrating mid-latitude weather systems, a 

syrx:.ptic 6-day cycle has been famd ( Jucy, 1986 ). 

Ch an a:nmial basis fog is mt extremely cx:imm in the area, al th:Jugh 

higher frequencies are found during autumn, when the coastal low 

pressure systems occur nore frequently. Fog was, in fact, fa.ind to 

be present 30-40% of the time spent at St Helena Bay by Sea 

Fisheries personnel during 19 March - 18 April 1987 (P. Chapnan, 

pers. cx:mn. ). The Be:cg River flows cut into the soothern extrsni:ty 

of St Helena Bay. The outflow from this river is, however, not 

large enough to significantly alter the composition of the water 

within the bay. 

In the Cape Columbine area the bathymetry and the orographic 

influence on the wind field are important controls on upwelling. 

Rising to a height of some 250 m above sea level and extending 

approximately 40 km seawards in a mrth-westerly directim, the Cape 

Columbine head.lam partly shelters the wide, log-spiral shaped st 

Helena Bay from the dominant southerly winds in sU1111ler. Diurnal 

land-sea breezes are conunonly superimposed on the 6-day synoptic 

cycle, the sl:I:aigest equatorward winds being recorded during surrmer 

aftemoc:11s. 
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With the Cape canyon situated only 30 Jan offshore, westof Cape 

Colunbine, cold water fran depths of 200-300 m is readily available 

for upwelling as soon as the strong southerly winds blow. The 

canycn acts to channel the subsurface water so that en reach:LrYJ the 

surface, it appears as a large scale surface tcnJue of cold water 

(min:lnun temperature 10-12°c) extendiJY:1 ~ fran the headland. 

li:lrizaltal crowding of the isothents and isd'lalines is evident off 

cape Columbine and indicates the intense perennial upwelling there 

(NelSC11 & Hutchings, 1983). 

The water in St Helena Bay for the most part throughout the year 

originates as upwelled water which, to a greater or lesser extent, 

has been heated by the Slm (Buys, 1959). Water within St Helena Bay 

is usually warmer (13-ls"c) than newly upwelled water and is often 

separated from the coast by a narrow strip of cold upwel led water 

with temperatures ranging fran 11-12°c (Taunton-Clark, 1985) • 

.Acco:rd:in;:J to Waldren (1985) it is inevitable that the wann surface 

layer in St Helena Bay is the result of insolaticn. 

Jury (1985) indicated two different cases of southerly wind flow 

which influence upwelling in St Helena Bay (see Fig. 21). During 

shallow sc:utherly wind events a distinct leeward wake and cyclcnic 

curvature is evident in St Helena Bay. Lowest SST's are found 

directly west of cape Columbine and minimal upwelling occurs alcng 

the coast l'X)J:1:h of St Helena Bay. H:Jwever, when deep saitherly winds 

blow, the cyclonic curvature of the wind in the lee of Cape 

Columbine is reduc::ed and Ekman upwelling can take place alcng the 

coast to the north and east of the headland. A cool upwelling 

toogue is evident off cape Columbine. 
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The fonnatial and decay of the upwel lirYJ toogue in respcrlS to local 

winds has been depicted by Shanral, et al. ( 1984) and is illustrated 

in Figure 22. Under the influence of strong southerly winds a 

toogue of cool water (mini.nun temperature 12°C) extends NNE of cape 

Columbine (Fig. 22a & b) and upwelling is induced further north 

ala-YJ the ooast. A tendency for the cool plune to CUI.Ve around the 

headland towards the St Helena Bay coast in response to cyclonic 

curvature of the wind is indicated in Figure 22c. Note also the 

narrowing of the plume and the intense thermal front. During the 

decay stage (Fig. 22d & e) a warming and apparent shrinkage of the 

plune occurs and wanner water is present in the bay. 

A cbninant feature of the currents in the St Helena Bay area is the 

pe:r:manent presence of a S't:rcn1 north-eastward flowing barcx::linic jet 

between the 200 m and 300 m isobaths west of Cape Columbine. The 

speed is typically greater than 50 cm.s-1 and its width has been 

estimated at between 20 and 30 km (Nelson & Hutchings, 1983). 

fblden (1985) has sh:Jwn eviderx:e of a sluggish sc:uthward flow ala-YJ 

the St Helena Bay ooast. A schematic representatioo of the currents 

around St Helena Bay in Figure 23 indicates a general rx:>rtbrard flow 

and the presence of a cyclalic gyre, with associated eddies, in the 

coastal area sa.ith of Elands Bay. The residerx:e time of the water 

in St Helena Bay has been found to be approximately 25 days, but 

periodic upwelling over the 3-5 day cycle has a pulsing effect on 

the water (Waldral, 1985). 
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Instnrnents arxi Meth:>ds 

Global radiaticn arxi meteorological data, relevant to the cc:mpcrlents 

of the heat balance, was measured at a beach site and at various 

locations in St Helena Bay (see Fig. 24). At sea daytime 

measurements were taken on the hour every hour ( local solar time 

(LST)), weather permitting on 14/10 - 17 /10 inclusive and 20/10 -

21/10 irx::lusive. Initially an anchcril'YJ staticn NNW of the town of 

Laaiplek and at the 30 m depth contour in St Helena Bay was 

selected, but thereafter staticns situated slightly closer insl'x:>re 

were chosen as little variation between the offshore sites was 

noted. 

Measurements at the beach statiai were co-ordinated to take place 

simultaneously with the sea station readings. In order to gain a 

more continuous time series, measurements were also taken at the 

beach staticn when the researc.h vessel was not in use. Addi ticnal 

data was collected at night in order to quantify the nocturnal 

ootward heat exchange. 

Due to the nature of the field work involved, the use of smal 1, 

transportable instruments, which could be set up with minimal 

cx::mplicaticn or time delay, were selected. Solar radiaticn data was 

measured using two different instruments, a pyranometer and a 

solarimeter. Both instruments measure the total short wave 

radiaticn irx::ident £:ran the sun arxi sky en a h:>riz.cntal surface at 

the gramd. 'Iha pyraroneter was a calibrated Li-oar Model LI-170 

Quantum/Radiometer /Photometer which, due to its compactness, was 

used mainly at sea. The direct readout in micro-einsteins.m-2.s-l 
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was nultiplied by a factor of 0.1 in order to obtain the equivalent 

values in W.m-2. The solarimeter, which was used mainly for the 

beach statioo read.in;;1s, was a standard Kig, & Zalen type instJ:unent 

cx:onected to a mi.llivolbneter. The equivalent readinJ in w.m-2 was 

obtained by multiplying the output by a factor of 93.43. In field 

use instrument error has been estimated to be approximatley 5% 

(Drunm:rld, 1964). The solarimeters are reputed to be stable for use 

over a long period of time in the field, with minimal maintenance 

being required. 

An estimation of the diffuse (scattered) component of incident 

radiation was obtained by shading the sensors. These values were 

taken in order that the direct beam of solar radiation (total 

incident - scattered cx::mpcnent) cculd be CXJtpar8d to theoretically 

calculated values. In additioo, measurements of net radiatioo over 

the sea surface were taken from a net pyranometer, but the values 

obtained were fanj to disagree with the calculated net radiatioo. 

This inaccuracy can probably be attrituted to increased reflecticn 

fran the research vessel and persoonel in the vicinity. 

A Thies hand-held aneroometer giving a 10-second average digital 

reacb.lt was used for wind speed measurements. A ooe-minute average 

wind speed was then calculated fran 6 OCXlSeCUtive 10-sec::x:nd average 

read.in;;1s. In order to apply the bulk aerodynamic fonrulae, the wind 

speed measurements were transformed from the 2-m level of 

measurement above the sea surface to the 10-m level by means of the 

wind stress formula applying to a log wind profile. In this case 

the 2-m winds were multiplied by a constant factor of 1.38. Wind 

directioo was estimated thralgh the use of a oanpass. 
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wet- and dry-bulb air temperatures were measured by an Assman 

psychraneter. The relative :tunidi ty ( % ) of the air, as required far 

the vapa.ir pressure and specific :tunidi ty calculatioos, is read £:ran 

a moisture chart. ( see Appendix 1 ). Measurements of the wet- and 

dry-bulb t..slt;)eratures were taken at the appi:oximate 2-m level above 

the surface at both the beach and sea stations. However, the bulk 

aerodynanic farulae far which the measurements are required apply to 

the 10-m level. This difference in height of measurement is not 

foreseen as representing a problem as regards the accuracy of the 

bulk aerodynamic calculaticns as cnly very small differences were 

observed between the 2-m and 10-m levels when tested by Hughes in 

1984. It was also found that the resulting relative humidity(%) 

was always the same at the two different levels. 

The vapo..ir pressure of the air (mb) required far the bad< radiaticn 

calculatioos is derived £:ran the fOlllllla: 

ea = es x RH 

100 

where es = saturaticn vapa.ir pressure of the air (mb), read £:ran 

the table in Appendix 2, and 

RH = relative J:rum:Ldi ty ( % ) • 

The specific humidity of the air, required for latent heat flux 

calculatioos, is derived £:ran: 

where p = air pressure ( mb) • 
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Saturat:l.oo specific hunidity at the SST is calculated aooard:lng 

to the foxnula: 

<Is(sst) = 0.662 es(sst) 
-------
p - 0.378 es(sst) 

Air pressure was sinply measured fran a standard aneroid baraneter. 

In addition to the SST measurements, profiles of temperature and 

salinity were planned for each sea station. Use of a Salinity 

Temperature Bridge Type M.C.5 was made for the above-mentioned 

measurements, tut a malfuncticn of the salinity sensor unfortunately 

limited the data set to temperature cnly. Ocean current speed arxi 

directicn was estimated through the use of drift cards, a stop watch 

arxi 0Cllt)8SSS. A secchi disc was· used to estimate the transparency 

of the water. Lastly, the clood cover required for back radiaticn 

calculations was estimated in tenths. Al 1 the physical data was 

manually recorded en data sheets at both beach arxi sea statioos for 

processing at U.C.T. (see Appendix 3 & 4). 
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Results of the Field Study 

( 1) Syroptic weather cycle duri.IYJ the study 

Variatioos in atm:Jspheric oc::nli tioos over the short syrx::,ptic scale 

detennine variatioos in the heat balance over the west ooast. It is 

therefore necessacy to investigate the prevailing weather CCl'lditioos 

experienced over the west ooast durfn1 the field study period. An 

indicatien of the syrq>tic ocntrols en the weather pattenl fran 14-

21 October 1986 is provided in Figure 25. Further reference is 

made to Figure 26, which includes wind stick vectors recorded at 

D.F. Malan Airport and at St Helena Bay, air pressure recorded at 

Langebaanweg and 08h00, 14h00 and 20h00 air temperatures from 

Lange'baarMeg and Cape Colunbine. 

Synoptic conditions on the 14th were characterised by a strong 

Sooth Atlantic high pressure system beginnirYJ to ridJe scuth of the 

c:::o.m.try, advectfn1 cold air inland behind a cold frcnt, which passed 

en the 13th. Note the relatively low 14h00 air tatperatures at Cape 

Town, Robertscn and Vredendal (Fig. 25 ) and at LarYJ8baanweg and 

Cape Columbine (Fig. 26d). Compression of the isobars and a 

strengthening of the pressure gradient along the west coast was 

respc:11Sible for the fresh to stroog (:!: 6 m.s-1 ) upwellfn1-favoorable 

south-easterly winds during the afternoon of the 14th. The 

superimposed diurnal cycle ocntributed to a strengthening of this 

equatozward wind. 

The Sooth Atlantic Anticyclooe (SAA) ocntinued to ridge scuth of the 

country during the 15th and dominated the west coast area, still 
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advecting cold air inland, as is evident from the inland 14h00 

~ature at Robertscn of cnly l ?°c. The ric%1ing process of the 

SAA resulted in deep upwelling-favoorable gale force sc:uth-easterly 

winds along the west coast. At St Helena Bay a high average wind 

speed of 13 m.s-1 was recorded at ncx,n. Later in the day the wind 

dropped to an average 9 m.s-1• The wind abated during the night as 

the SAA migrated eastwards, thereby al lowing a migrating ooastal low 

to proceed en its sc:uttWcll:d passage. 

en the 16th a major shift fran deep, cold soo.th-easterly advecticn 

to wann, shallow soo.th-east advecticn occurred over the western part 

of the country. Calm to light south-easterly conditions present 

during the early morning changed to light north-westerly winds, 

varying in speed from 3-5 m.s-1, preceding the coastal low during 

the latter part of the rrmniIYJ and early aftel:Txxn at St Helena Bay 

(see Fig. 26b). High temperature offshore airflow was evident at 

the beach staticn (max:inun of '30°C) and both L~ and cape 

Columbine recorded higher air temperatures on this day (see Fig. 

26d). The passage of the ooastal low at LaIYJ8~ is indicated 

by the distinct drop in air pressure during the afternoon of the 

16th ( Fig. 26c ). During the latter part of the afternoon the wind 

swung back to oosh::>re at St Helena Bay. At D.F. Malan the passage of 

the ooastal low is indicated by a wind calm during the early halrs 

of the 17th (Fig. 26a). 

Further calm weather prevailed on the 17th, with the low pressure 

cell aloog the west coast fonning part of a troogh system extending 

fran ~tely Luderitz in the IX>rth to the South Coast. At St 

Helena Bay mrth-west winds, varying fran a calm 0.5 m.s-1 to light 
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3 m.s-1, preceded the a:rrival of the low pressure systan. A drop in 

air pressure is indicated during the afternoon of the 17th at 

Langebaanweg (Fig. 26c). High air temperatures were again 

experienced inland ( e.g. Vredendal, Robertscn, Largebaanweg) and at 

the beach station (maximum of 29.s0 c), but at the exposed Cape 

Col\.lllbine lower air "telrperatures, reachinJ a maxinun of ally 16"c, 

were reoorded. With the advancement of the coastal low durirYJ the 

latter part of the aftern::x:n the airflow backed to the south-west. 

This onshore advection was accanpanied by overnight fog. Near

perfect weather and sea cxnli tioos en the 16th and 17th al lcwed for 

the collection of a good data set at sea during the hours 07h00 -

16h00 en both days. 

The fog dissipated during the morning of the 18th and another 

coastal low passed over the area durirq the aftenxxn. Winds ranJ8d 

fran calm to light north-west in the early morning to moderate 

south-west later in the day. High air temperatures were again 

experienced inland, with Vredendal reoord:in1 a 14HJO terrperature of 

3s0 c. The passage of the coastal low on the 18th is indicated on 

the pressure record £ran Largebaanweg as a distirct pressure mini.nun 

of 1011.8 mb. Fog formed again overnight and a weak cold front 

ai;:proached the coast £ran the south-west. 

I.ow stratus claids al the ItDlnf.rYJ of the 19th cleared by midday and 

a weak SAA, with a central pressure of enly 1020 mb, was present in 

a nore n:ntherly positien off the west coast. Air pressure rose in 

sympathy with the high pressure system to the west, but dropped 

again with the progressien of yet arother weakly formed coastal low. 

Decreased air temperatures were evident both inland and at Cape 
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Colurt>ine and Langebaan,sJ (Fig. 26d). 

Weak synoptic conditions were found to exist on the 20th, with no 

marked change in conditions from the previous day. Winds 

experienced at St Helena Bay were mainly m:::>derate (2-4.5 m.s-1) 

north-westerly, but swung to the west later in the day. The calm 

OCl'lditioos which resulted fran the weak pressure gradient al lowed 

for the formatien of ovemight fog, which dissipated between 091'i)() 

and 10h00 (LST) on the morning of the 21st. With the approach of 

the cold front to the south-west of the country, west to north

west winds, reach:irYJ a high of 9 m.s-1 at 14h00, prevailed over the 

west ooast en the final day of the field progranme. 

'lb sumiarise, the syrq>tic caiditioos experierx;ed en the west coast 

after the progression of a cold front on the 13th, consisted of an 

initial stra,gly developed SAA, which d:m.inated the area, caus~ an 

influx of cold air and deep, strong upwelling-favourable south

easterly winds. Ridging of the high pressure system south of the 

oamtry further st:renfthened the south-easterly winds and was the 

fore~ mechanisn for the first coastal low which migrated <DW1'l the 

ooast en the 16th. A semi-pennanent low pressure traJgh d:m.inated 

the interior and cold frcnts passed well to the SCA.1th of the oamtry 

during the following four days. The weak pressure gradients and 

urrusually frequent progressien of coastal lOllS allowed for calm and 

wanner weather conditions with only weak periodic abnospheric 

fore~ for upwell~ fran 16-21 October. 

It is of interest to rote the marked difference in air temperature 

between Langebaanweg and Cape Columbine indicated in Figure 26d. 
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The air temperature at the upwelling centre of Cape Columbine 

depicts a nuch weaker diumal variatial than that at LangebaaB-Jeg 

only :!: 15 Jan inland. This is due to the direct influence and 

moderation of the air temperature by the cold seawater at the 

upwelling site. During offshore wind conditions and calms, as 

experienced en the 16-18th, heating of the air at Langebaanweg is 

maximised. The ocnverse is, however, tnie at night when OCX>linJ of 

the air inland is m:>re pranmced than at the site near the sea. 
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(2) Heat b.rget results 

( i) Incident solar radiaticn 

An initial aspect of the data analysis involved an assessment of 

whether the incident solar radiaticn received at the coast differed 

fran that received ! 10 n.mi off shore at the sea stations. Because 

the ~ between the beach and sea statioos were fairly snall, 

no significant variation was in fact anticipated. Only data 

measured at both stations and at the same time (LST) could be 

utilised for comparison purposes. Initial inpressioos gained fran 

the~ data sets suggested that differeo=:es between the sites were 

smal 1 and that the amount of variation usually fel 1 within the 

percentage of instrument error (! 5%). A statistical t-test 

perfonned en the data pairs revealed that no significant differerr.e 

between incident radiaticn reoorded at the beach and that reoorded 

a relatively short distance (! 10 n.mi) offshore was evident. A 

descripticn of the statistical test is given in AR;>erxlix 5. 

It therefore became possible to combine and average the incident 

radiaticn received at the~ statioos in St Helena Bay in order to 

represent the area as a whole. Hourly values of incident solar 

radiation, representative of St Helena Bay, for the days 14-21 

October 1986 are plotted in time series in Figure 27a. Where data 

gaps occurred extrapolations of the values were made through a 

knowledge of sun angles (appendix 6), cloud cover and a direct 

measurement of solar radiation at some hour during the day when 

skies were clear. The diumal cycle obviously d:m:inates the time 

series and was found to be fairly regular during the entire study 

period. Peak midday radiation values were high, varying over the 
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eight days from 980-1030 w.m-2• Little significant day to day or 

syrqrl:ic variaticn in the incident radiaticn received occurred, rut 

one must bear in mind that the synoptic cycle was weak during the 

eight-day period.. 

High daily averages of incident solar radiaticn were recorded over 

the eight days with values ranging from 290-336 w.m-2 (see Fig. 

28a). The daily averages are tabulated in Table l. The minimum of 

290 W.m-2 on the 19th was due to fog and low stratus clouds 

preventirq a porticn of the incident solar radiaticn fran reaching 

the sea surface during the early part of the morning. The presence 

of fog cn the early m:>ming of the 18th and the m:nn:1ngs of the 19th 

and 21st is reflected as a negative skewness of the radiaticn curves 

(Fig. 27a). 
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TABLE 1. Daily average values of surface energy budJet tenre (W.m-2) 

recorded- at St Helena Bay, 14-21 October 1986. 

Days of Qi Ob Rn Oe (J1 Qt 

Oct '86 

14 311 80 215 40 -17 192 

15 327 80 228 70 -60 218 

16 329 79 232 29 -28 231 

17 323 74 233 4 -24 253 

18 322 75 248 14 -10 244 

19 290 60 208 27 -12 193 

20 336 65 242 2 -11 251 

21 313 58 242 23 -16 235 

Ave. aver 

8 days 319 71 231 26 -22 227 
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The incident radiation recorded at St Helena Bay was found to 

exhibit a good agreement with values predicted over the eight-day 

period according to the formula given by Lumb (1964). Lumb's 

formula for clear-sky ocn:li.tioos is: 

where 

Oa = 1353 s (0.61 + 0.20 s) 

Oa = clear-sky insolation (W.m-2 ) 

s = sine of solar altitude. 

This formula could be adjusted for cloud cover according to the 

followinJ: 

where 

0g = 0a (1 - 0.62 C + 0.0019 cx.) 

Og = insolation under cloudy ocn:li.tioos 

Oa = insolation under clear skies 

c = cloud oover (tenths) 

°'- = rxxn sun altitude 

The predicted values shown in Figure 27b only slightly exceeded 

those recorded at St Helena Bay during the same period. 

Ha.irly air tsnperatures recorded at the inland (! 15 km) station at 

Langebaanweg {Fig. 27c) indicate the warming effect during the 

diurnal and syncptic cycles. The air tenperature generally follows 

the diurnal variation of solar radiation. The higher daytime air 

teoperatures evident on the 16-18 can be ascribed to the influence 

of low velocity wann offshore winds preceding the coastal low 
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pressure systems which passed over the area. 

(11} Back radiatioo 

en the wh::>le, it.was famd that back radiatioo values at St Helena 

Bay were relatively low, averag~ 71 w.m-2 during the field study. 

Factors resp::llSible for the relatively low values include low SST's 

(average of 14.9°c in St Helena Bay during the field study) and a 

relatively high value of v~ pressure (average 15.7 mb over the 

eight days) due to the trapping of moisture near the surface by 

stable air layers. A factor which significantly affects the ano..mt 

of back radiation is the proportion of sky covered by cloud. The 

presence of fog on the nights of the 17th, 18th and 20th had the 

effect of reducing back radiatiai to a mere 30 w.m-2 (see Fig. 29a}. 

Extrapolations of values to a reasonable degree of accuracy were 

permissable through a krx:JwledJe of the clald rover, averaged SST and 

v~ pressure. en a daily average (see Fig. 28} little variatioo 

was evident, only a slight decrease on the days when fog was 

present. 

(iii) Net radiatioo 

The net radiatioo into the sea surface was calculated through use of 

equatioo (2) in Cllapter A(3}. The incident radiatioo, albecb of the 

sea surface, and back radiation are taken into account. The loss 

tenns of the equation, i.e. the sea surface albedo, which averages 

6% of incident radiation, and the back radiation, which averages 

approximately 22% of incident radiatioo, are fairly calStant and d:> 

not significantly alter the trend of incident radiation. The net 

radiation received at St Helena Bay during the field progranune is 

illustrated in Fig. 29b. Where data gaps occurred in the time 
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series, values were extrapolated through use of the extrapolated 

incident radiat:i.al and back radiatial values and through a krx:,wleaJ8 

of cloud cover and wind conditions. The net radiation received 

obviously follows the trend of incident radiation and therefore 

cc:npares fava.u:ably with Figure 27a. Peak ncx:n values over the eight 

days of the study reached 860-890 w.m-2 and daily averages varied 

£ran 208-248 w.m-2 (see Fig. 28b and Table 1). 

A higher daily averaged net radiation was evident where fog 

prevailed overnight followed by a dissipatiai in the early rroming, 

as occurred on the 18th and 21st. This has the effect of 

minimising the back radiatiai overnight, while clear skies during 

the day pennit maximLDn solar radiatioo. Where fog and cloud oover 

persisted to a slightly greater extent during the day, as occurred 

on the 19th, both incident radiation and back radiation are 

diminished, rut because the magnitude of incident radiatiai lost is 

greater, the net effect is an overall decrease in net radiatia1 for 

the day. Where atnospheric OCXlditioos are clear both at night and 

during the day, both the back radiatiai and the incident radiatioo 

are maximised, but the greater magnitude of incident radiation 

detennines that an increased ano.mt of net radiaticn is received for 

the day. 

(iv) 'Iha turbulent heat fluxes 

As stated in Chapter A( 3), the main factors which determine 

turbulent heat transfer between the air and sea are wind speed and 

the te11pera:tu.re OC11trast between the sea surface and the overlying 

air. During the day the air temperature is almost always greater 

than the SST in this area, while at night the reverse might occur, 
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al though oc:ntrasts are snal l. 

Examinaticn of the latent and sensible heat fluxes, estimated fran 

the rulk aerodynamic fcmrulae, at the beach and sea statioos at st 

Helena Bay revealed that, as expected, magnitudes were small in 

cx:upariscn with the solar radiaticn received. The latent heat flux 

annmted to a snall heat loss fran the sea surface and the sensible 

heat flux represented a small heat gain by the sea surface. The 

fluxes generally q;)erate in q:,posite directioos over the cold waters 

and the calculated values often, in fact, lie within the regicn of 

error of the insolaticn measurenents. 

These energy transfer processes oo not proceed ccntinualsly, rut in 

an interrupted, p..tlsatirg fcmn {Perry & Walker, 1977) as a result of 

short-tenn fluctuations in the wind speed and air and sea surface 

temperatures over various time scales. Due to this short-tenn 

variability it is easier to deal with average values taken over a 

looger time span to create a general idea of ocnditioos. The fluxes 

are therefore averaged far the PJ:rPOS8S of the study and data fran 

the beach and sea statioos was grooped together to represent the St 

Helena Bay area as a wh:::>le. 

Daily averaged values of sensible and latent heat transfer durfn1 

the study period are indicated in Figure 28a. The relatively snall 

values are shJwn as approximate oc:nverses of each other. Variatioos 

in the wind speed and its associated turbulence appears to be the 

main cause of variations in the fluxes. Both fluxes show maximum 

heat gain and heat loss respectively by the sea on the 15th, when 

high velocity winds prevailed, generating increased turbulence. 
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Averaged over the eight days, the S111al 1 sensible heat gain of 22 

w.m-2 amounts to 7% of the average amount of incident radiation 

received (see Table 1), while the snal 1 latent heat loss of average 

26 w.m-2 represents 8% of the incident radiatia1 ano.mt Due to the 

fact that the turb.Jlent fluxes are approximately equal and q:,posite, 

their effect a1 the overal 1 heat balance is minimal. 

(v) Heat balance at St Helena Bay 

Calculated values of the heat balance at the beach station and at 

the sea stations located approximately 10 n.mi offshore were 

compared to asses whether any differences existed between the 

coastal and of £shore sites. Because both the incident and back 

radiation exhibited little variation between the sites and the 

turb.Jlent heat fluxes approximately cancel each other, rx:, variatioo 

in the heat balance between the coastal and offsl'xlre sites was, in 

fact, anticipated. A statistical t-test (see ~ 7) ccnfinned 

our expectatialS. 

Variations in the heat balance over the diurnal period were 

obviously cbninated by the diumal trend of incident radiatia1 (see 

Fig. 29c & cf. Fig. 29b). Peak h:urly values of the total ano.mt of 

heat available to the sea surface varied from 808 w.m-2 on the 

slightly more overcast day of the 19th, to a high of 950 w.m-2 on 

the 17th. The trend over the synoptic period was, likewise, also 

dominated by the radiation received, the other components of the 

heat b.Jdget makirYJ negligible contributions in comparison. Daily 

averages of the energy available for heatin'J of the surface ~la 

waters over the eight days in October varied from 192 W.m-2 on the 

14th to a high of 253 w.m-2 on the 17th (see Fig. 28b and Table 1). 
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A large surplus of energy (average of '227 w.m-2 over the eight days) 

was, therefore, available to heat the oceans in the St Helena Bay 

area during the field study period of 14-21 October 1986. The 

essential result .of the field study is that the major cx:ntributirYJ 

tenn to a high heat balance in the St Helena Bay area is the input 

solar radiatia1. 
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C DISOJSSICN SEX:TICN 

Overview 

The overall aim of this thesis is to examine and characterise the 

observed heat transfer processes within the overall heat balance 

between the ocean and atmosphere in the coastal upwelling 

envircnnent of the Benguela regicn 

In realising this aim it became clear that synoptic scale 

variability CXJUld play an unusually important :role in characterisin:J 

the looger tenn heat transfer processes. A further st:rikinJ feature 

of the Benguela region is the weakness of change in the coastal 

envircnnent loogshore thralgh:ut the entire regioo., as ccmpared with 

the strong change from the coastal to the oceanic environment 

offstx>re. 

The field study in St Helena Bay provided vital informatioo. oo. the 

magnitude and relative importance of the various heat transfer 

processes within the heat balance at the sea surface. It was 

intended to highlight the synoptic scale variability, and with the 

inclusion of further observations from neighbouring sites, this 

became possible. The loogshore similarity of CXDditicns within the 

Benguela coastal environment means that the characterisations 

arising from the field study are representative of the Benguela 

regioo. as a wh:>le. 

In Sectioo. B, the topics were introduc.ed in the order of decreasin:J 
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spatial and tsnporal scales. In order to recognise the central place 

of the field study at St Helena Bay, the discussion reverses the 

scale order. It begins with the interpretaticn of the results of the 

field study and establishes the nature of the heat budget 

ocntriootioos. nus is fol lowed by an interpretaticn of the obs8l:ved 

offsh:lre trends in tezms of the nDdel ~licaticn. The scale is then 

broadened to ocnsider the syrx:ptic variability of the heat l:u:get 

and its oatp:118tlts. Rasul ts gained fran the eight-day field trip are 

used, but in order to utilise a more canplete data set, global 

radiaticn values recorded at D.F. Malan are also ~lied. The field 

results are then extended lcngshore to characterise the heat l:u:get 

processes relevant to the entire Ben'Juela area. Additia1al data fran 

Alexander Bay and D.F. Malan is used to ocnfinn the expected trends. 

A further objective of the study was to examine the effects of a 

high heat input to the cold surface waters of the Benguela. 

Temperature variatioos recorded at sea during the study are examined 

with the aid of satellite-derived SST maps of the area. An 

investigaticn is made into the degree of charge of the oold upwel led 

water as a result of a high positive heat balance. 

over a larger scale the results gained fran the study are ~lied to 

the general climatology of the Ben'Juela area. The discussicn ends 

with a Slll1t1aIY of the essential features of the heat balance typical 

of an upwelling area. 
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1. INl'ERPREI'ATICN OF FIELD RESULTS 

Results obtained fi:an the field study indicate that solar radiaticn 

is the most important tenn in the heat balance of the Benguela 

upwelling area. Data obtained fran the field study revealed that 

both synoptic and diurnal fluctuations in the heat budget are 

governed by the incident radiation tenn, o1• A 1 arge amount of 

~ident heat is available to heat the ocean water in this area. The 

incident solar radiation is only modified by the back radiation, 

which approximated an almost constant loss of 71 W.m-2 during the 

field study. Variatioos in Ct) cnly occurred with inreasirg cloud 

rover, 10/10 cloud rover diminishirYJ the loss to approximately 30 

-2 w.m • 

The latent and sensible heat fluxes at the typical Benguela site of 

St Helena Bay were calculated to be approximate ccnverses of each 

other. Thus fi:an the heat balance equatic:n Ot = ~ - Oe - Ct,. it is 

apparent that the Oe and Oti tenns c~cel out, leaving the heat 

balance tenn, Ot, to be approximated by the net radiation, l\i· 
Because the loss tenns of 8n = (01 + q)(l - ex.) - ~ are roughly 

ccnstant, 8rr:f fluctuatioos in~ will be governed by fluctuatioos in 

the ~ident radiaticn tenn, o1• 

The calculated Ot and~ values derived fi:an the measurements made 

at St Helena Bay were statistically carpared to investigate as to 

whether 8rr:f significant differences existed between them. The t-test 

perfonned on the data revealed that it is 99% certain that no 

significant difference between the net radiatia1 (~) and the total 

heat flux (Ot> exists (see Appendix 8). The net radiation is 
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therefore the main cxntributar to a high heat irpJt to the waters of 

St Helena Bay. Daily averages of 8n and Ct are depicted together in 

graphical fonn in Figure 28b for comparison purposes. The 

distriruticn reveals that departure of the average daily total heat 

balance f:ran the average daily net radiaticn is minimal. '!he average 

net radiation measured over the eight days amounted to 231 W.m-2, 

slightly more than the average total heat input of 227 w. -2• This 

insignificant deviation can be accounted for by the fact that the 

latent heat flux slightly exceeded the sensible heat flux by an 

average 4 w.m-2 (see Table 1). 

The relatiooship between the 2 variables, Ct and 1\i, was found to be 

significant with a correlation coefficient of 0.992 indicating a 

very strag associaticn (see Appendix 9). 'Ibis linear relatiooship 

is graphically depicted in a scatter diagran ( Fig. 30 ). The goodness 

of fit linear :regressicn line represented by the equaticn y = -9 + 

l.04x is superimposed in order to indicate the strong association 

between the 2 variables. 

The coastal and offshore data measured over the eight days was 

gra.iped together acoording to :tx:ur of day and averaged, in order to 

provide an average diumal trend of the heat l:x.lctJet oc:mpc:nents at St 

Helena Bay far the period of the field study. 'Ihe resultant trend 

is illustrated in Figure 31a. The curve of average daily insolaticn, 

Qi,, is typically sinusoidal in shape. Daytime insolaticn values are 

noted to be high, with the average peak at noon almost attaining 

lOCX> w.m-2• Little variaticn in back radiaticn is evident, cnly a 

slight decrease, roughly from the hours 23h00 to 08-09h00, due to 

the effect of water vapour in fog acting to minimise the back 
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radiatial fran the sea surface. 

The turbulent heat fluxes are almost complete converses of each 

other, with both reachirYJ maxima durinJ the late aftenxx:n when the 

sea-breeze causes an increase in wind speed and turb..llence. HeatfnJ 

of the air by solar insolaticn durinJ the day results in a sensible 

heat gain by the sea which, in conjunction with the effect of the 

strenJ1:hening sea-breeze durinJ the aftenx>cn, increases fran ab:xlt 

12ti)()-17h00. 'Iha latent heat flux is always negative. There is a 

general drop-off in the fluxes at night, with both reaching a 

mini.nun near the time of sunrise. A decrease in the air temperature 

at night inplies that the SST may then exceed the air temperature, 

causinJ a reversal in the sensible heat flux fran a heat gain to a 

heat loss be~ the l'n.1I:s of awraxfmately 20:a>-05h30. Magnitudes 

are, however, small (1-2 W.m-2 ) due to the absence of strong winds 

at these l'nlI:s. 'Iha latent heat flux tends to slightly exceed the 

sensible heat loss. 

'Iha average diurnal trends of ~ and Ct; sl'XM a good agreemei1t with 

each other (see Fig. 31b). 'Iha cnly visible differences occur aramd 

noon when higher air temperatures contribute to an increased 

sensible heat flux into the ocean, resulting in an increased heat 

balance (898 W.m-2 ), and at night when both turbulent heat fluxes 

represent losses fran the ooean surface and, therefore, effectively 

OC11tribute to a slightly greater total heat loss. 

This situaticn, where the surface exchan'1e of heat is aaninated by 

the net radiation was indicated by Reed ( 1978) to be a rare 

occurrence. Reasons for this rare situation were 1 isted as winds 
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being light to moderate, air vapour pressure being greater than 

water vapoor pressure and sea - air t:e.rrperatures being snal 1. Over 

the Benguela upwelling area the main reason for the surface heat 

exchange being dcminated by net radiat.ial lies in the fact that the 

tu:rmlent heat fluxes of latent and sensible heat are usually equal 

and act in opposite directions, thus cancelling each other. The 

facts that the air vapoor pressure is usually greater than the water 

vapour pressure and that sea - air temperatures are small and 

usually negative implies that both turbulent heat fluxes are 

oormally snall in magnitude in oc:rrparisc:n to the net radiatiai tenn. 

Winds can reach gale force over the Benguela area, thereby 

inc:reas.m;J the tu:rmlent heat fluxes, but effects ai the total heat 

balance are, nevertheless, still negligible as the increased 

tu:rmlent heat fluxes will ccntinue to act in q;,posite directioos 

and therefore stil 1 approximately cancel each other. 'Ihus Reed's 

pre-requisite that wind speeds be 1 ight to moderate is not 

fundamental to the applicatiai over the oold Benguela waters. 
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2. APPLICATIOOS '10 THE MDEL 

The results from the field study, particularly in respect of 

comparisons between the beach station and the sea stations in St 

Helena Bay, can be used to assess the usefulness of the ocn:::lusioos 

of the idealised irodel. In its m:st extreme case the irodel 8SSll1l9d 

a Berg wind si tuatial preceding a coastal low, with a steadywarm, 

dry offshore airflow, and a low air temperature inversicn level. en 

thewhole, the system was assumed to be closed with only a 

redistrib.iticn of heat fran air to sea takirYJ pl ace. Sea ccnli.tioos 

were assumed to be steady. An inp:>rtant ocn:::l usial of the roodel was 

that the actual fluxes of sensible and latent heat are oc:nfined to 

the coastal region. These fluxes decrease exponentially in an 

offshore direction. 

Applied to the field study results, the model predicts that the 

turb.ilent heat fluxes recorded at the beach staticn shoold exceed 

tho.se recorded at the sea statioos approx.irnately 10 n.mi offstore. 

corresponding values of both latent and sensible heat fluxes 

recorded at the beach and sea stations were compared in order to 

investigate as to whether any significant differences existed 

over this + 10 n.mi distance. From the matching values which were 

compared, it was found that both the sensible and the latent heat 

fluxes recorded at the beach approximately cb.lbled tho.se recorded+ 

10 n. mi offstore. Thus, en average,. it w::iuld appear that a greater 

exchange of turbulent heat occurred at the coast than at the 

offshore sites, but because these exchanges were smal 1 (7-8% of 

incident radiation received) and operated in opposite directioos, 

arr:/ effect cn the overall heat balance between the different sites 
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was danped a.it. 

Statistical tests on the different data sets revealed that it was 

95% certain that- both turbulent heat fluxes were greater at the 

beach than at the sites in St Helena Bay (see Appendixes 9 and 10). 

This hypothesis was, however, rejected at the 99% level of 

significance. Reasons for the rejection at the higher level of 

significance probably lie in the facts that the turbulent heat 

fluxes are highly variable and a large standard deviaticn has the 

effect of reducing the calculated 't' values required for the 

significanc:e test. It is clear that further research invol vfn1 a 

greater number of sea statioos positia18d further offsh:>re wa.ild be 

required to m::,re accurately assess the trend predicted by the m::>del. 

Analysis of the variables which affect the turbulent heat fluxes 

revealed that both the temperature and specific runidity deviatioos 

between the air and sea showed little variation between the beach 

and the offshore positions. The heat flux differences between the 

different sites must therefore be du~ in part;. to a greater wind 

speed at the beach than slightly offshore. Reference to the wind 

speeds recorded at the different sites cx:nfinned this trend This 

obviously damps the conclusions gained from the model, as the 

idealised situation assumed a constant wind speed from the coast 

offshore. The distance between the beach and sea stations of 

approximately !Ch.mi is also not really sufficiently large to 

indicate any substantial differences in the air - sea temperature 

and runidi ty deviatioos. 

The question as to the usefulness of the model must then rely on 
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more widely spaced data. Turbulent heat fluxes recorded from a 

greater nunber of statioos by Bowden (1977) off cabo Bojaoor, Nxtl\ 

West Africa, can be applied to the model to confinn the expected 

features. Bowden found a clear systematic variation of~ and Oe 

with distace from the coast (see Fig. 32). The turbulent heat flux 

(sensible arxi latent heat) was famd to decrease en approaching the 

coastal area and became negative (i.e. a heat gain) within 

approximately 20 km fran the coast. A oc:,rrespca,diI increase in the 

net gain of the sea surface was also observed. The increased 

negative values of the turbulent heat flux near the coast are the 

result of a greater sensible heat~ to the sea surface in the 

near-shore region, where the air - sea temperature contrast is 

greatest. The turbulent heat fluxes approximate zero at the 

transiticn area approximately 20 km offstore fran the ooast because 

the air properties have been altered so that the temperature and 

humidity of the air equals that of the sea surface. This trend 

suwarts the rrodel theory. Further offshore the turtAJlent heat flux 

is positive (heat loss) due to the presence of warmer water. 

The results gained by Bowden (1979) fran North West Africa are 

typical of an upwelling area and confinn the conditions expected 

over the Benguela upwellirYJ area. In a 1~ directial little 

variaticn of these typical features is expected, thus the si tuaticn 

can be assumed to be representative of the entire Benguela upwellirYJ 

region. The use of coastal measurements from one site along the 

west coast can therefore justifiably be used to typify conditions 

aloog the entire west ooast. 
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Figure 32. Heat flux, Qh and Oe in cal .cm-2 .hr-1 at Caba Bojador 

stations, north-west Africa (after Bowden, 1977). Negative values 

are heat gains by the sea (1 cal .cm-2 .nr-1 = 11.63 W.m- 2 J. 
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3. SYN)Pl'IC VARIABILITY' 

One of the aims of the study was to examine the variation in the 

heat rudget (and its cx::rnpc:l181'lts} over the syrqrl:ic time scale of a 

few days. A synoptic 6-day cycle in the weather systems along the 

west coast has been indicated by Preston-Whyte & Tyson (1973). 

Large rarges in the envica1uental parameters over a f9,1 days should 

therefar:e result in similarly large variatia1s in the heat balance 

over the same time scale. 

Results gained from the field programme, however, indicated that 

minimal variation in the heat balance occurred during the weak 

syrqrl:ic cycle over the eight days. The cx:t)Sistently high values of 

solar radiation received, and therefore the high heat balance 

thrcughcut the eight days, can be explained by the fact that skies 

were clear throughout almost the entire study period. Fog and low 

stratus cloud was present on only 3 of the mornings. The fact that 

the field programme coincided with an anomalously weak synoptic 

cycle therefore limits the interpretation of any synoptic 

variability in the heat balance fran the field data alooe. Had the 

field programme been a few days longer, more pronounced synoptic 

events would have revealed greater syrqrl:ic variability in the heat 

balance and in the envica1uenta1 factors which cx:nt:rol it. 

Due to the limited syrq,tic cg;>licatial of the data recorded at St 

Helena Bay, it was deemed necessacy to make use of a&li ticnal data 

measured on a continual basis by the Weather Bureau to provide a 

more complete assessment of the synoptic variation. The only 

cx:ntirruous measurement of global radiaticn at a site representative 
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of the west coast of sc:ut:hem Africa is made at D.F. Malan Ail:p::>rt, 

Cape Town, which represents the scuthe:m extremity of the 13EJnauela 

system. Cnly la,g-tenn data is available £ran Alexander Bay, 450 km 

to thenorth, as -the cxntiruJa.ls measurement of solar radiaticn has 

been disocntinued at that s1 te. 

Hourly global radiation received at D.F. Malan during the 

ooincident eight-day period, 14-21 October 1986, is illustrated in 

Figure 33a in order to make comparison studies with the St Helena 

Bay data over the diumal and synoptic scales. O::lli)ared to Figure 

27a of solar radiatiai measured at St Helena Bay, little variaticn 

between the two locations is evident. Peak midday values at D.F. 

Malan varied from 960-1040 w.m-2 during the study period, as 

compared to the 980-1030 w.m-2 range at St Helena Bay. Air 

t:eltiJeratures recorded at D.F. Malan (Fig. 33b) also sh:Jwed a similar 

diumal and synoptic trend to tl'X)S8 recorded at Langebaanweg ( Fig. 

27c). Daily average global radiatiai received at D.F. Malan duril'YJ 

the eight-day period ranged fran 290-315 W.m-2, while at St Helena 

Bay the values ranged fran 290-336 w.m-2 (see Table 2). 
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Figure 33. (a) Incident radiation n~asured at D.F. Malan Airport, 14-21 October 1986. 

(b) Hourly air temperature recorded at D.F. Malan Airport during the same time period. 



TABLE 2. Daily average global radiation recorded at cape Town 

(D.F. Malan airport) and at St Helena Bay: 14-21 

October 1986. 

Days of October D.F. Malan St Helena Bay 

14 290 311 

15 303 327 

16 311 329 

17 313 323 

18 305 322 

19 300 290 

20 315 336 

21 299 313 

Ave over 8 days 305 319 

The daily averages of global radiation received at St Helena Bay 

superinp:,sed en the graph of daily averages recorded at D.F. Malan 

for the entire month of October ( Fig. 34) indicate that, on the 

whole, the radiation received during the field progranune at St 

Helena Bay exceeded that received during the same period at D.F. 

Malan. Global radiaticn at St Helena Bay over the eight days was 

calculated to average 4.7% rrore than the radiaticn recorded at D.F. 

Malan. This variaticn in incident radiaticn received is realistic 

if one takes into account the fact that D.F. Malan is situated 130 

Jan to the saith of St Helena Bay and tiuJs potentially receives less 

radiation than those areas further north. The incident radiation 
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recorded at D.F. Malan, al 1::tn.1gh ai average slightly less than that 

recorded at St Helena Bay, can be exteooed sane distance aloogsl'x)re 

and used to approximate conditions experienced in the southern 

BerY:Juela. 

The daily average global radiation recorded at D.F. Malan for 

October (Fig. 34) sexves to illustrate the fact that the eight-day 

period of the field study coincided with a synoptic period 

characterised by clear skies and maximised incident radiatioo. Fran 

the graph it is evident that prior to the field study daily 

fluctuatioos in the radiatiai received occurred. With the passage 

of a cold frcnt a1 the 12th, average global radiatia1 drcpped to a 

distinct minimum of 62.5 W.m-2• Thereafter the somewhat extended 

period of increased solar heating for the duration of the field 

study occurred, with an average incident radiation of 304.5 W.m-2 

per day being received at D.F. Malan and a higher 318.9 W.m-2 

average beirYJ received at St Helena Bay over the eight days. 'lhis 

event was punctuated by the passage of a cold front on the 23rd, 

when only 99 w.m-2 was received for the day, after which daily 

f 1 uctuatioos were again the rxxrm. 

The average diurnal trend of incident radiation received at St 

Helena Bay during the eight days was also compared to the October 

average diurnal trends at D.F. Malan and Alexander Bay. From the 

graphs represented in Figure 35 it is clear that the radiation 

received at St Helena Bay fran 14-21 October 1986 exceeds the lavJ

tenn diurnal October averages at both D.F. Malan and Alexander Bay. 

The eight-day daily average global radiatioo of 318 w.m-2 als:> far 

exceeds the October averages of 287.8 w.m-2 and 253.6 W.m-2 for 
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Alexander Bay and D.F. Malan respectively. An anomalously high 

amount of heat was thus available to the Benguela area during the 

period of the field study. 

Over the synoptic time scale, the results of the field study and 

the more canplete D.F. Malan data set can be used to characterise 

the heat budget and its canponents over the Benguela system for 3 

main synoptic events: (i) deep southerly wind advection; (ii) 

coastal lo.rs, and (iii) cold £roots. Little variatia1 in the heat 

balance was evident between the first two cases, only slight 

variatioos in the catp:11ents thereof, while the third case exhibits 

a pra,ounced variatia1 fran the first two cases. 

(i) Deep scutherly wind advectia1 

Typical ocnli.tioos CXl'lSist of the Sa.1th Atlantic Anticycla10 (SAA) 

ridgirYJ scuth of the ca.mtry, forcing strong equatmward scutherly 

winds along the west coast (see Fig. 15b and Fig. 25b). Skies are 

generally clear, thus maximum solar radiation is allowed to 

penetrate the sea surf ace throughout the day. The back radiation 

tenn exhibits minimal variation, but the turbulent heat fluxes 

increase as a result of the high velocity winds (cf. 15 Oct 1986). 

Due to the fact that these turbulent fluxes transfer heat in 

c.pposite directialS (sensible heat to the ocean, latent heat to the 

air) their effect a1 the heat balance is largely danped rut and the 

heat balance is determined by the net radiation. The increased 

eva.paratia1 may cause a greater am::iunt of noisture to be present in 

the air and to higher levels. '1bis may have the effect of absorbing 

a slightly greater proportia1 of the incident radiatia1 before it 

reaches the surface. 
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Ccnvectia>. due to wind mixing of the surface mixed layer imnediately 

redistriwtes Sf¥ heat gained by the surface ocean layer a::iwmams, 

so that the temperature profile of the mixed layer d:::ies rx>t exhibit 

a strong thennocline. Al 1 the available heat is used to heat the 

ascend:ln; upwelled water. When the temperature of the surface water 

is decreased as a result of upwelling, the sensible heat flux into 

the water increases and the overlying air layer stabilises, 

ultimately resulting in a decrease in the wind stress. Both these 

effects act to increase the SST, thus acting against the initial 

temperature decrease. 

(ii) Coastal lo,s 

This situation consists of a coastal low migrating from north to 

south down the coast, with warm, dry, offshore winds ahead of the 

low followed by oool, ncist, oosh:lre advectia1 behind it (see Figs. 

15c & 25c,d,e). Preceding the low, skies are clear, permitting 

maxinun insolatia1 at the surface. Weather c:x:rxli.tialS are relatively 

calm, thus the turbulent heat fluxes are both snall and cxntinue to 

transfer heat in opposite directioos. 'lbese fluxes cb D:>t affect the 

heat balance prior to the passage of the low, therefore the heat 

balance is determined by the net radiation. There is thus little 

variaticn in the overall heat balance fran case (i). 

The effect of a lowered inversion preceding the coastal low is to 

limit the depth of convection in the air. According to the model 

theory the rate of charYJe of the air ptq)erties fran wann and dry at 

the coast to oool and ncist offsoore will increase with a decreasing 

inversion level. Calm, often glassy, sea conditions prevail and 
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heati.lYJ of the surface layer during the day may be intense as little 

wind mixing takes place. Surface warming due to solar radiation 

therefore produces shallo,, thenn::x::lines within the upwelled area. 

Once the low has passed cool, moist air is advected onshore, 

sometimes accanpanied by low stratus clouds or fog. The stratus 

cloud or fog occurs more cormoonly at night, when its net effect is 

to cause an increase in the heat balance due to the fact that the 

heat loss fmn the back radiatim is redl iced. When fog is present 

the air properties are so similar to the sea that the turbulent 

fluxes approximate zero. Should fog persist thoughout the day, 

h:Jwever, both incident radiatim and back radiatim are diminished, 

resul ti.NJ in a decreased overall heat balance. Mare CXJlil1C11ly, the 

fog dissipates during the nnznir)J as a result of solar heating. The 

overall heat balance will then exhibit little variatim fmn case 

(i). 

(iii) Cold frents 

I.Oil pressure cells accarpanied by cold £rents, which originate as 

perturbations on the circumpolar jetstream, are known to 

periodically influence the southern Benguela area during winter. 

Higher velocity n::xrth-westerly winds ahead of the frent will have 

the effect of increasing the turb..llent heat fluxes (still q,posite 

in sign), rut as skies are usually clear prior to the passage of the 

front, the heat balance will remain relatively high and exhibit 

little variation from cases (i) or (ii). Cirrus clouds just 

preceding the £rent may have the effect of reducing the insolatim 

and therefore the heat balance. 
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With the alSet of clOJdy, CXX)ler weather, often acxx:irpanied by rain, 

the incident radiation received at the surface is drastically 

reduced. Back radiatial losses are subsequently diminished and the 

colder air may contribute to a sensible heat loss fran the ocean. 

Because the latent heat flux is also a loss term, the tu:cb.llent heat 

fluxes both represent a loss of heat from the ocean surface. This, 

together with the fact that a large proportial of incident radiatial 

is reduced by the cla.Jd oover, results in a sanetimes dramatically 

decreased heat balance over the ~la regial during the passage 

of a cold froo.tal system. 

Fran the above-mentioned synoptic cases it is evident that 

variatioos in the total energy flux into the ocean al the west coast 

of southern Africa are dominated by variations in the solar 

radiation, which is moderated by the cloud cover. The extent of 

cloud cover is in turn determined by the phase of the synoptic 

cycle. A sanewhat surprising observaticn fran the west coast is that 

variability is oot at its maxinun al the seascnal time scale, but al 

the syrq,tic time scale, where large rarges in the enviru1neutal 

parameters may occur over a few days. Because solar radiation is 

the main cootributor to the high heat balance over the west coast, 

and longshore variations are insignificant, the global radiatial 

data recorded fran D.F. Malan Airport can be used to illustrate this 

syrx.ptic variability over the scuthern ~la area. 

As an example, note the variability in daily average global 

radiation recorded at D.F. Malan between the dates 12th and 13th 

October 1986 (see Fig. 34). With the passage of a cold front on the 
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12th, a low average daily global radiation of 62.5 w.m-2 was 

recorded, while ai the fol lowirYJ day after the passage of the frmt, 

a high daily average of 305.4 w.m-2 was measured. 'Ibis variatiai of 

243 W.m-2 exceeds the large seasonal variation of 226.5 W.m-2 at 

D.F. Malan. During December and January, when the sun is at its 

most southern extent over the southern hemisphere, more heat is 

obviously available and even greater day to day variations are 

possible, e.g. during Januacy 1986 the rarge in average daily global 

radiatiai between 2 CXX'lS8CUtive days ann.mted to 274 w.m-2. Ttrus, 

if it is unusual environmental conditions which lead to the high 

heat gain in January (summer) as a whole, there will be certain 

periods during January when the environmental conditions will be 

even nore umisual and the heat gain by the sea surface will be even 

higher. 
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Because minimal longshore variability is evident along the west 

coast of sc:uthern. Africa, results gained fran the localised site at 

st Helena Bay may be regarded as broadly representaive of the 

Benguela system as a whole. The heat balance and the controls 

thereof exhibit a CCllSistercy in a loogsh:,re directicn The presence 

of cold surface waters alcnJ the entire west coast upwell~ area 

causes the turl:ulent heat fluxes to generally be sna.11 in cx:mpariscn 

to the total insolaticn received. These turl:ulent fluxes were found 

to transfer heat in opposite directions over the cold water. The 

latent heat flux may be expected to be greater in the nore extreme 

northern areas during late summer as a result of the advection of 

warmer Angolan waters sc:uttn..7ard. Heat gains will ocnsequently be 

slightly less. Relatively little variaticn in back radiaticn alcnJ 

the coast is anticipated, only a slight decrease to the north as a 

consequence of increased cloud cover. The average sum of heat 

loss to the atmosphere from the surface of the Benguela is fairly 

cx:nsistent alcnJ the coast, ~ting the back radiaticn ano..mt 

of some 71 w.m-2. 

Results gained from the field progranune indicated that the net 

' radiaticn received was the main cx:ntributor to the high heat balarx::e 

over the St Helena Bay area. This applicaticn may be extended in a 

loogsh:,re directicn to represent the entire Benguela upwell~ area. 

The net radiation is obviously determined by the amount of solar 

radiation received. Thus an indication of the magnitude of the 

overall heat gain by the Benguela upwell~ area can be obtained by 

referr~ to values of global radiaticn recorded alcnJ the coast. 
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and Alexander Bay (after Tegen, 1987). 
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I.alg-texm global radiatioo representative of the west coast is ooly 

available f:ran two meteorological statiais, viz, D.F. Malan Airport 

and Alexaroer Bay. Both statiais are situated slightly inland f:ran 

the coast, but because these inland distances are small little 

variation in global radiation between the coast and the slightly 

inland positiais is anticipated. The global radiatioo recorded at 

the stations can therefore be treated as representative of the 

surramdirg ooastal areas. 

Annual patterns of global radiation received at D.F. Malan and 

Alexaroer Bay are sh:lwn in Figure 36. lb.lrly global radiatioo data 

from a 13-year record processed by Tegan ( 1987) was used to obtain 

the illustratiais. Situated further rx:>rth, Alexander Bay receives a 

greater amount of solar radiation than D.F. Malan throughout the 

year, with annual averages reaching 248.7 W.m-2 and 216.1 w.m-2 

respect! ve 1 y. Both stations record highest values durirYJ Decanber 

(342.7 w.nc2 and 326.2 w.m-2 respectively) and min:inun values durirYJ 

June (148.5 w.m-2 and 99.7 w.m-2 respectively), rut the anrrual ran;Je 

is greater in the south at D.F. Malan (226.5 w.m-2 ) than at the more 

rortherly positiooed Alexander Bay (194.2 W.m-2). 

The rx>rthem Benguela receives nore insolatioo than the southem 

part, b.Jt because the clood cover generally increases to the nrth 

and in an offshore direction, the meridional differences are 

slightly offset. The highest yearly mean net radiatioo for the Saith 

Atlantic Ocean occurs at the coast near 25°s, b.Jt the trade cloods 

cause a decrease in net radiation farther out to sea (Hoflich, 

1984). The probability of fog or low stratus clouds over the cold 

upwelling water and below the trade inversion is high in the area 
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north of about 32°s, with the Walvis Bay region experiencing the 

highest frequency of about 100 days per year on average (Hoflich, 

1984). The frequency of fog decreases out to sea. The fog occurs 

nore CX1111u1ly during winter in the rxxrth, coincident with the seasc:n 

of maximum upwelling and occurs less frequently in the southern 

areas durirYJ surmer. 

Seascnal variatioos are greater in the sooth than in the rxxrth due 

to the increase in latitude and the passage of cold frmts over the 

southern area during the synoptic cycle in winter. During winter 

the solar radi.atim is further reduced over the Benguela regim by 

the clood cover which accx:npanies cold frmts in the sooth, and in 

the north due to an increase in the frequency of fog. Al though fog 

might result in sane decreased solar il:Tadi.ance before it is b.Jmed 

off during the day, the cooling effect during daylight may be 

cx:lll)8nSated or over-ridden by warmi.rYJ durirYJ the night by what may 

be termed the "lid effect" (Tant, 1981), i.e. the cloud cover acts 

as a lid by keepirYJ in part of the a.itgoirYJ radi.atim. 

The diurnal variation in incident radiation obviously exhibits a 

significant ccntrol m the heat balance of the Benguela regim and 

is also the forcirYJ mechanism for the diumal land-sea breeze cycle, 

which is conunon along the entire coast. Land-breezes may occur 

durirYJ the night, particularly in winter, when the air temperature 

drc:p3 below that of the sea. 'lhe sensible heat flux then beoanes a 

loss £ran the sea, as ck>es the latent heat flux, but the generally 

low wind speeds at night prevent any large heat losses from the 

ocean. DurirYJ the day the air tatperature usually rises above the 

SST and the sea-breeze intensifies, resul tirYJ in increased turbulent 
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heat CX'llducticn to the sea surface and an increased latent heat loss 

fran the surface. The two tu:r:bllent heat fluxes rcughly caooel oot, 

leavirYJ the heat balance to be d:minated by the net radiaticn. 

The reascn far the high values of insolaticn received over this area 

can probably be explained by the fact that the atmosphere is dry 

over the west coast of southern Africa. The low water vapour 

content of the atmosphere above the Benguela upwelling area (see 

Section Bl and Fig. 5) and limited cloud cover allows for the 

penetration of a greater amount of incident radiation than in 

the surrounding oceanic areas. This 1 arge amount of radiation is 

then respalSible for the high energy balance of the Berguela area. 

The ocnsequence of the high positive heat balarx,e over the Berguela 

is that warming of the cold upwellirYJ water at the surface balarx,es 

the cooling caused by further upwelling and the horizontal heat 

transfer of the Berguela a.irrent as it 11DVes north-westwards. 
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5. OCEANl3RAPHIC IMPLICATICN, 

The effect of a high input of heat to the ocean surface obviously 

has inp:)rtant physical and biological implicaticns to the Benguela 

system. In order to gain a thorough knowledge of the ongoing 

physical processes inthe ocean which result fran strong surf ace 

heating, it is inp:)rtant to fully uroarstand the heating prooess of 

the ocean water. Unlike the land masses,. the oceans, with a high 

specific heat of 4.2 X 103 J.kg-1.deg-1, have an eno:anous capacity 

to stare heat. The rate of heating of the ocean water is, h:::Jwever, 

slow. The temperature of the sea depends on various physical 

processes such as the radiation intensity, ability of the sea to 

absorb radiation, heat exchange between the sea surface and the 

overlyirg a'boosphere, h:xriza1tal and vertical advecticn, mi.xing by 

cawective stirring and turb.llerx:e, and wave acticn. 

The vertical distribution of solar heating is important as it 

detennines the thennal structure of the upper ocean. Incident 

radiation that penetrates the sea consists of energy distributed 

over a wide range of wavelengths. The incident light is scattered 

by the water and suspended particles cx:ntained therin. A small part 

radiates back as diffuse underlight, which is responsible for the 

oolour sensed by an observer. Selective absorpticn of the radiaticn 

at sl'xlrt wavelengths toward the ultra-violet and at 1~ wave

lengths (red and infra-red} allows cnly radiaticn in the blue-green 

part of the spectrum to penetrate into deeper water. The 

expcnential law which determines the progress! ve decrease with depth 

of the solar radiaticn intensity due to absorpticn and scattering is 

as fol lows.: 
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= I
0 

exp (-kz) (6) 

where ~- = radiation intensity penetrating at the sea 

surface 

Iz = rema:ln:lIYJ radiatioo. intensity at depth z 

metres below surface 

k = absc:>Iptioo. cx:,efficient of water. 

Price, et al. (1986) detennined that the short wave radiation in 

fairly clear mid-ocean water is absorbed with an extinctioo. scale of 

20 m, and approximately half of the incident radiatioo. is absorbed 

in the upper metre of the sea. The amount of absorption and 

scattering varies, dependin] mainly oo. the turbidity of the water. 

The transmission of solar radiation is more efficient in the open 

ocean, where organic production is low, than in coastal waters, 

which ccntain a larger number of impurities. Of the solar radiatioo. 

absorbed by the sea a negligible amount of 0.02% is fixed by 

ph::)tosynthesis (Williams, et al. 1973), while the ranainder is used 

to heat the upper ocean (Percy & Walker, 1977). The electranagnetic 

energy of radiation, which is absorbed by the upper layers of the 

ocean, is ccnverted into internal m::>lecular kinetic energy, which 

can be sensed as heat and results in an increase in temperature of 

the water. 

Because solar heating is CXX1Centrated close to the surface it has a 

profoond effect oo. the depth of ccnvectioo. (\tk:lods, et al. 1986). In 

the absence of wind the solar energy flux can produce strcng heating 

within a thin surface layer of the sea, which may turn out to be 
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CXl'lSiderably warmer than the first metre of water. SLiag surface 

heating induces stratification, which leads to stability in the 

surface layers. This has the effect of limiting the vertical mixing 

in the sea and results in rapid warming of the surface layers. 

Absorptien of heat by the cx::eans fran solar radiatien, and in sane 

cases fran heat oc:oductien, is m::st efficient at the surface, but is 

distributed to greater depths mainly by wind-generated turbulerx:e. 

The thennal structure of the ocean is therefore usually determined 

more by wind-mixing than by radiation absorption alone ( Price, et 

al. 1986). In the presence of wind, which is more frequently the 

case, the effects of solar heating are realised to a greater depth 

than that reached by solar radiation directly due to the downward 

vertical wind mixing, which produces a downward heat flux in the 

ocean. Below the mixed layer heating is weak, but over a longer 

time scale it can be of importanc:e. 

Al though diurnal variations in solar heating are pronounced, the 

variatien of solar heating over the synoptic and seascnal scales 

tends to be of greater importance. Over the west coast of southern 

Africa the variability, al thaJgh significant en the seasooal scale, 

appears to be of greater importanc:e over the synoptic time scale of 

a few days. 

Sea telri)erature profiles obtained fran the field p.rogramne were used 

to examine the effect of a high heat input to the surface mixed 

layer over the diurnal and synoptic time scales. The active 

upwelli.rg J;i1ase of 3-5 day variability has a p.ilsing effect en the 

waters in St Helena Bay within the ocntext of its 25-day residence 

time (Waldron, 1985), therefore synoptic variations are to be 
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expected in the surface mixed layer. The existence of a diurnal 

land-sea breeze cycle superimposed en the synoptic cycle, and straYJ 

solar heatlnJ during the day exceeding arr:/ heat losses, ccntriootes 

to a diurnal thennal cycle in the mixed layer of the ocean. 

A disocntinuous time series of the thennal structure at sea statia1S 

A - Fat St Helena Bay is indicated in Figure 37a and variatia1S in 

the thenoocline with time are shown in Figure 38. Winds recorded at 

the sea statia1S are il 1 ustrated in Figure 37b. 

Al though the bottom water at 30 m was cool (10.4-l0.5°C) on the 

first day of the study, the upper mixed 1 ayer, which extended to 

a depth of a:pproxima.tely 20 m, was initially still relatively warm 

with temperatures of 12.l-12.5°c at 10 m and 12.6-13.6°c at the 

surface. Atnospheric forcing WOJld have caused coastal upwelling off 

cape Col1.lllbine the previous day, rut this water had IX>t yet advected 

into the bay itself by the 14th. The one sea station canpleted on 

the fol lowing day recorded a 10 m temperature of 11 °c, indicating 

that oolder upwel led water had advected into the bay. Deep sooth

easterly wind advection over the area would have forced strong 

upwelling off Cape Columbine and off the northern shores of St 

Helena Bay en the 15th. 

The cool water present in the bay was well mixed by the strong 

sooth-easterly winds. Temperature profiles measured en the 15th and 

the morning of the 16th indicated an almost isothennal layer. 

Unfortunately IX> salinity measurements were able to be taken due to 

a malfunction in the salinity sensor. Salinity data would have 

provided useful infonnatien en the source of the water in St Helena 
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Figure 37. (a) Sea temperature time series at the sea surface and at 

depths of 2 m, 10 m and 20 m. (b) Winds recorded at the corresponding 

times of the sea temperature measurements. (c) 10 m sea temperatures 

taken at 11h00 on 14-17, 20 & 21 October 1986. 
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Figure 38. Sea temperature profiles measured on 14-17, 20 & 21 October 1986. 

Notches on the x-axis represent 12°C for each profile made. 
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Bay. 

en the nom:Lng of the 16th c::xnlitiais were calm and the water cold, 

with a surface .temperature of only 11.2°c at 07h00 LST and 

temperatures of the order of 10.1°c below 12 m. Calm conditions 

throughout most of the day allowed for strong warming by solar 

heating within the surface layer. The calm conditions acted to 

restrict turbulent mixing during the day, therefore a shallow 

trapping depth of the surface heated 1 ayers was evident. ll18 SST in 

the bay increased to a high of 13.B°C at 14h00 and the surface mixed 

layer extended to approximately 10 m. An irx::rease in the wind speed 

after 15h00 resulted in a downward redistribution of the heat and 

CXX)ling of the surface layer, even though the surface heat flux was 

still fairly sltag and positive (! 500 w.m-2). 

Satellite-derived SST distriooticns were obtained in order to gaina 

further insight into the tanperature charYJes at the sea surface as a 

result of the strag solar heating. Images taken of the St Helena 

Bay area and surrounds for two suitable days, the 16th and 17th 

Oct.ober 1986, are indicated in Figure 39. ll18 images were taken at 

approximately 13h00 (LST) on both days. SST's recorded by the MC5 

temperature bridge operated at the sea stations showed a good 

agreement with the satellite-derived SST's. 

ll18 image obtained £:ran the aftenxx:n of the 16th indicates a cold 

upwelling plume, with a central SST of less than 11°c, extending 

northwards fran Cape Columbine. Deep southerly winds during the 

previous day forced cold water to be upwelled along the entire 

southern Benguela region. The only coastal area to record 
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temperatures greater than 13°c was at the south and south-east 

shores of St Helena Bay itself. The heat gained,bythEBea surface 

during the day of the 16th was slowly distributed to a greater depth 

later during the.day and convection deepened at night even though 

OCl1ditioos were calm, mixing the water which was wanned during the 

day. 

The cooling am mixiIYJ during the night erased the heat arx:maly £:ran 

the previoos day so that by the m::>mirYJ of the 17th the SST was a11y 

12°c and no distinct the:anocline was evident (see Fig. 38). Below 

the surface the sea temperature was on the whole slightly greater 

than the previous day. Calm conditions, and therefore limited 

mixing, combined with a high positive surface heat flux lead to 

iooreased heating of the surface layer during the day. SST's rose to 

14.2°c at noon and reached a high of 17.4°c by late afternoon. This 

increase in the SST may not, however, be the result of a high heat 

flux alooe, but may be due, in part, to wann water advectiai in the 

bay. Salinity measurements would have assisted in determining the 

origin of this water. Solar heating stabilised the surface layer 

and stratification lead to a trapping of the heat at the surface 

within a layer approximately 2 m thick. The thenn:x::line was at an 

average 12 m depth during the day. Tenl;>eratures in the mixed layer 

sl'x:Jwed a gradual rise later in the day as the surface heat gain was 

slowly redistributed. 

The satellite image taken £:ran the aftenxxn of the 17th indicates a 

shrinkage of the cold plume north of Cape Columbine. This is a 

result of high solar heating and a decay of upwelling during the 

passage of the coastal low pressure systems. The oore t:ell;)era:ture 
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of the plune increased slightly to between 11° and 12°c. The water 

aloog the entire coastal regicn indicated in the image had wanned up 

sufficiently that the only areas with SST's colder than 13°c 

occurred north of -the upwellinJ sites of the cape Peninsula and cape 

Colunbine. Unfortunately the persistence of fog through:,ut the day 

in the region north of Lambert's Bay obscured any view of tempera

ture changes in the rorthem area. 

The satellite images and field results indicate that maximised solar 

heati.DJ en the 16th and 17th, aloog with calm oc:n±i.ticns and a decay 

in the upwellinJ cycle, lead to widespread wanning of the upwelled 

waters of the southenl &nJuela, with SST's en average inc:reasinJ by 

1-2°c. The greatest c11anJe aweared to take place in St Helena Bay 

itself where SST increases of 3-4°c occurred. The SST's derived 

from the satellite images only reflect conditions right at the 

surface and obviously depend oo the time of observatioo and degree 

of wind mixing, therefore caution needs to be exerted in 

interpreti.DJ these results. The images are, however, stil 1 useful 

indicators of the degree of wanning of the surface layers as a 

result of a high surface heat flux, even though the average 

ocnditicns through:,ut the mixed layer are of greater significance. 

?b sea teq>erature profiles were made en the followi.DJ tw:> days and 

no further upwellinJ wo.ild have occurred off cape Col1.lli>ine as winds 

were pred:minantly light north-westerly. The final tw:> days of the 

study were both characterised by relatively warmer water both at 

the surface (13.8-15.3°c on the 20th and 14.5-15.6°c on the 21st) 

and at a greater depth of 10m (11.5-11.a0 c and 11.7-11.a0 c 

respectively). 
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In order to summarise the average conditions over the synoptic 

scale, 10 m sea temperatures recorded at the same time (11h00) on 

each day of sea staticn occupaticn are indicated in Figure 37c. The 

14th was characterised by wannish water not yet affected by 

upwellinJ. Streng winds en the afterrxx:n of the 14th and the 15th 

caused deep upwelling off cape Columbine and colder water was 

present in St Helena Bay on the 15th and 16th. A strong heat flux 

into the area and a cessaticn of upwellinJ f:ran the 16th to the end 

of the field study al lCMed for rapid heatinJ of the surface waters. 

Downward redistribution of some of this absorbed heat resulted in 

wanner water being present in the bay on the 17th, presumably the 

18th and 19th, and en the 20th and 21st. 

The high heat flux into the Ben:;luela waters is capable of :in%easinJ 

the tenperature of the upwelled water at a fairly rapid rate. The 

rate of telrl>erature increase in the mixed layer due to solar heatinJ 

depends on the surface energy budget, which in turn depends on the 

season and synoptic and diurnal cycles and the atmospheric 

variations exhibited therein. The time scale over which the 

upwelling events, and therefore major changes in the SST occurs, 

correspa1ds to the syrx:,ptic 5-6 day variability. 

The net heat flux or rate of storage, H, for a particular oolurm of 

sea water is given by: 

H = (7) 
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where S'w = dens! ty of sea water = 1a3 kg.m-3, 

<;, = specific heat of sea water at constant pressure = 
-1 -1 4180 J.kg. deg. , 

T = sea t:enpll:ature, 

t = time (secs), and 

z = depth of mixed layer (m). 

Assultptioos applied to this fonrula are that vertical heat transport 

below the mixed layer is negligible and that the rate of "t:alp3rature 

chaIYJe in the mixed layer is approximately unifonn. 

The SST is known to increase in an offshore direction from the 

Benguela coast. This offshore gradient in the SST is fairly 

constant as far as the 1a0 c isotherm (Kamstra, 1985). As the cold 

upwelled water novas EMay fran the m::st intense upwellirYJ site at 

the coast it is able to absorb the available heat. Warmer water 

offshore or immediately surrounding an upwelling plume thus 

originates as previously upwelled water, which exists due to 

cunulative solar heatirYJ of the CXJOl upwelled water as it novas EMay 

fran the upwellirYJ site. In fact the fcmnaticn of upwelled water of 

sufficiently low density for it to nova offsl'nre as a surface layer 

is dependent en surface heatirYJ (Ba,.,den, 1977). The heat flux which 

enters at the ocean surface is px:auptly distrib.lted thra.lgtnlt the 

mixed layer and used to warm the ocean water. The previously 

upwelled water can be identified due to the' fact that its salinity 

:I'Ell1a.ins unchanged. 

Use of equaticn (7) can be made in order to gain an insight into the 

tenperature increase of the surface mixed layer as the water novas 
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~ fran the upwell1ng centres aloog the west ooast or during the 

decay phase of the upwelling cycle. Thermohaline data fran a 

frontal zone cruise conducted along the west coast near Cape 

Columbine suggests that the surface mixed layer, which effectively 

gains the high heat flux and exhibits an overall increase in 

temperature as it moves away fran the upwelling site, extends to 

sane 10 m belOW' the sea surface. In these ooastal waters m::>re than 

half the short wave radiation is absorbed in the upper metre 

and only an extremely negligible amount of energy is distributed 

below a depth of 10 m. Little heat penetrates downward through 

the thentocline at the upwelling sites because practically all of 

the heat flux which enters at the sea surface is used to heat the 

ascending water. 

The heat input to the sea surf ace during the day exceeds the heat 

loss at night, resulting in an overall positive heat flux into the 

surf ace over the ful 1 diurnal period. Assuming an average total 

heat flux of 227 w.m-2 (average for 8 days of field study) is 

available to the ocean surface per day and that the heat gain is 

mixed to a depth of 10 m, the change in temperature of the water 

column as it moves away from the coast as a slab after one day has 

elapsed wc,uld be: 

di'= H di' = 227 w.m-2 x 86400 s 

-~ -3 2Xl-~ -1 -1 o 9.., Cp dZ lu- kg.m X 4. u- J.kg deg. X 1 m 

= 0.460c per day 

Al though the rate of temperature increase might seem slow, it is 
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reasooable if 008 takes into aoooont the fact that it is integrated 

over a 10 m ool um. 

In SllTffl9r during favourable pl8SeS of the syrqrt:ic cycle the global 

radiatial reoarded at D.F. Malan ail:port can reach 388 w.m-2 

over 008 day. The heat balarx::e may be estimated throogh use of the 

extended results of the field study, i.e. that the sensible and 

latent heat fluxes on average approximately cancel each other, 

whilst back radiaticn averages sane 70 w.m-2• A heat balarx::e of say 

315 w.m-2 during a favourable day in mmner 'WOUld then result in an 

averaged temperature increase over a 10 m column of 0.65°c per 

day. Because the heat input exhibits some variation over the 

synoptic scale, the increase in temperature of the surface mixed 

layer need rx>t necessarily take place at a cx:nstant rate. 

The averaged heat input over the extreme southern Benguela area 

during December aroounts to an approximate 255 w.m-2, which yields an 

integrated telrperature inc:rease of 0.52°c for the upper 10 m mixed 

layer. Further north near Alexander Bay a mid-mmner heat balarx::e of 

some 270 W.m-2 would yield a slightly greater average integrated 

telrperature increase of 0.55°C. Similar increases are to be expected 

along the South West African coast, but where further cloud cover 

and wanner water exists from the Wal vis Bay region northwards in 

sunmer, the heat balance is expected to be less and temperature 

increases will rx>t be quite as rapid The surface heat flux, which 

is abosorbed by the ocean, accumulates there until the surface 

temperature has risen sufficiently for enhanced evaporation, 

<Xllducticn and thennal radiatia1 to occur (\tb:>ds, et al. 1984). 
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Infonnation obtained by Olivieri (1983) from a Sea Fisheries 

m::ni taring programne du:rirYJ December 1979 is used to illustrate the 

reliability of the calculated telt1;)eratu:re rise for the upper mixed 

layer as it IIDVes offsh:>re. A drogue released into cold upwelled 

water about 11 km off the Cape Peninsula coast was observed to 

fol low the same body of water for 4 days. As the water progressed 

northwards away fran the upwelling site gradual wanning due to 

surface heating increased the telt1;)eratu:re of the upper 10 m by 2°c 

over the 4 days in December. This strong heating acted to 

stabilize the water column by irx:reasing the surface buoyancy in the 

upper mixed layer (Olivieri, 1983). The calculated "telr1;>eratu:re rise 

of an average 0.52°c per day during December for the southern 

Benguela therefore shows a good agreement with the average 

temperature in:::rease of O.s°c per day measured by Olivieri. 

The drogue was observed to travel a distance of 28.2 km over 4 days, 

thus the horizontal SST indicates a rise of 2°c over 28.2 km or a 

gradient of O.O?°c.km-1. The rate of current novanent is, h:Jwever, 

not fixed therefore variatioos in the hxi7.altal gradient may cx:::cur. 

If an average surface current speed for the BEDJuela of 17 an.s-1 is 

assuned (Shannen, 1985), then a piece of seawater would be observed 

to move north-westwards at an averaged rate of 15 km.day-1. This 

would then give rise to a horizontal SST gradient of 0.034°c.km-l 

over the SCAJthern BEDJuela in December. 

The estimated rise in SST also shows a good agreement with the 

temperature increases derived by Stevenson, et al. (1981) for a 

surface mixed layer off the upwelling area of Peru. It was 

calculated that an influx of solar energy of 465 ly.day-1 during 
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March {equ.irox = time of maxinun insolatiai), which is equivalent to 

255.5 w.m-2, was sufficient to raise the temperature of a 6 m deep 

surface mixed layer by o.a10c over 1 day. A similar and even better 

agreement is to be found fran values derived by Bowden {1977). A 

net gain of heat by the surface of 506 cal. cm-2 day-l {245 W.m-2 ) 

near the CX>BSt was calculated to result in a ~ature increase of 

0.51 °c in the upper 10 m layer. Integrated over 20 m the resultant 

rise in temperature was calculated to be 0.2sec. 

Durin'J sumner, when maxinun upwellin'J takes place over nest of the 

southern and central Benguela, the high heat input to the surface 

water is capable of raisirYJ the temperature of the upwel led water as 

it moves away from its site of origin. Owing to fact that this 

increase in temperature of the surface mixed layer is fairly rapid, 

it canrx:>t be used as a rreans of distinguishing" upwelled water £:ran 

offsrore water for l<n;er than a few days. Fortunately the salinity 

of the upwelled water remains high so that it can be used to trace 

the path of the upwel led water. The rapid wanning of the surface 

water as it noves offshore gives rise to fairly sharp offshore SST 

gradients durin'J the sumner nonths. During winter 1 ess upwe 11 ing 

takes place in the southern Benguela and the input heat is 

diminished, therefore the surface waters are rot heated as intensely 

and offshore SST gradients are weaker {see Fig. 7). Maximum 

upwellin'J takes place in the rorthem Benguela durin'J winter, but 

because less insolatialal heat is available, the surface waters are 

rot heated as intensely and offshore SST gradients are rot as stra,g 

as the southern area experiences during its maximum upwelling 

seascxl.. 
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'1he oold, newly upwelled water is usually unifcmnly mixed CXJWil the 

water column and has a low salinity (! 34.7%), relatively high 

density (er t = 26.63), high rutrient ccntent and low 1% light level 

(i.e. the water .is relatively clear). The water has a high 

biological J;X>tential, which requires wannth and light to generate 

into biological productim. 01ce active upwelling ceases and/or as 

the upwelled water noves ~ £:ran the ooast, solar heating of the 

euphotic layer produces a thermocline and the absorbed heat and 

light is utilised for phytq>lanktcn growth. The :phyt;q)lanktcn stock 

of the upwelled water observed by Olivieri (1983), in fact, stXMed 

an increase of as nu:::h as 18.8 rrg.1-l of chlorop1ylla after 4 days. 

'1he increase in phytq>lanktcn ooocentraticn during the wann:1nJ cycle 

results in an increase in oxygen concentration above the 

thenrocline, wt is accotpan:l.ed by a respective decrease in rutrient 

concentration. The phytoplankton acts to attenuate incident 

radiaticn, therefore the 1% light level is observed to decrease in 

depth and solar heating is thereby ccnfined to the surface layers. 

The unusually high heat flux into the surface waters of the ~la 

provides the heat and, if the input radiation is high during this 

phase of the synoptic cycle, also provides the light necessary to 

realise the biological J;X>tential of the upwel led waters and ccnvert 

it into biological productim. The high heat inp..tt into the surface 

waters of the Benguela is therefore of vital importance to the 

entire ~la system. 

In sununary, the synoptic cycle of 5-6 days variability and the 

corresponding progressive upwelling cycle are important in 

maintaining the Benguela eoosysten as a wh:>le. The oold, nutrient-
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rich water, which is upwelled to the surface as a result of 

atm:>Spheric farcirYJ, is sun-wanned as it progresses offshore durirYJ 

the decay cycle, resul tirYJ in increased biological producticn This 

short-tenn variability over a few days is of more significance to 

the Benguela system than the laYJ& tenn seascnal variability. 
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Altlnlgh the results of the field progranme c:n.ild be exteooed in a 

loogsh:>re directioo, extensiC11S over the clillla.tic scale ca.ild prove 

to be nme difficult as rneasu:ranents were a1ly taken over a limited 

period. 'Iha field results ca.ild, however, be used to typify spring

time OCl'lditiC11S over the soothe:m Berguela during faVOJrable phases 

of the synoptic cycle. Fortunately additional long-tenn global 

radiatia1 data fran Cape Town (D.F. Malan Airport) and Alexander Bay 

was available to provide more realistic long-tenn trends. 

Comparisons of the field results can, however, be made with the 

October data recorded by Hoflich (1984) over the Benguela area. 

Extensions are then possible over the climatic time scale. Even 

then, one must stil 1 bear in mind that only eight days data from a 

m:nth will lead to sane ocntributia1 biasing. 

Hoflich's climatic table for a 5° X 10° area (Area 0), which 

iooludes the soothe:m Bergue.ta is illustrated in Table 3. Data fran 

a sO X sO area (Area L), eooc:mpassing part of the central Berguela, 

is indicated in Table 4 and results from a 5° x 10° area (Area G), 

ioolud:I.IYJ the extrane :rX>rth&n Berguela, are tabulated in Table 5. 

'Toe actual areas sampled are indicated in Figure 40. Referern3 will 

be made to the eight-day averaged results obtained from the St 

Helena Bay field progranme and tabulated in Table 1. 

The high values of incident solar radiation recorded during the 

field progranme (319 w.m-2 ) are seen to far exceed the October 

average of 201 w.m-2 recorded by Hoflich over the southern area. 
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Figure 40. Climatic areas sampled by Hoflich (1984). 
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TABLE 3. O.IMATIC TABLE FOR AREA 0 

Mean net Mean 

radiaticn heat bal. 

latent sensib. Solar terrest. (W.m-2 ) 

Jan 101 -1 257 62 195 95 

Feb 101 -1 221 56 165 65 

Mar 86 -4 195 61 134 52 

Apr 91 2 139 67 72 -21 

May 81 5 108 75 33 -53 

Jun 92 8 95 75 20 -80 

Jul 88 6 103 74 29 -65 

Aug 90 7 126 69 57 -40 

Sep 86 5 171 66 105 14 

Oct 85 1 201 68 133 47 

Nov 89 -1 256 72 184 96 

Dec 90 -2 267 70 197 109 

Annual 90 2 178 68 110 18 
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TABLE 4. CLIMATIC TABLE FOR ARFA L 

M:nth Mean heat flux 

(W.m-2 ) 

Mean radiaticn Mean net Mean 

(W.m-2 ) radiaticn heat ba.l. 

latent sensib. solar terrest. (W.m-2 ) 

Jan 91 -6 243 50 193 108 

Feb 98 -5 207 43 164 71 

Mar 92 -3 192 50 142 53 

Apr 90 1 153 60 93 2 

May 78 3 130 64 66 -15 

Jtm 81 4 116 70 46 -39 

Jul 78 3 124 67 57 -24 

Aug 80 2 144 61 83 1 

Sep 73 0 185 54 131 58 

Oct 67 -4 208 50 158 95 

Nov 77 -5 243 56 187 115 

Dec 81 -5 246 54 192 116 

Annual 82 -1 183 57 126 45 
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TABLE 5. CLIMATIC TABLE FOR ARE'A G 

Mean net Mean 

radiaticn heat bal. 

latent sensib. solar terrest. (W.m-2 ) 

Jan 78 -2 192 37 155 79 

Feb 99 2 181 42 139 38 

Mar 105 8 156 39 117 4 

Apr 111 8 155 47 108 -11 

May 92 5 143 50 93 -4 

Jun 112 9 125 51 74 -47 

Jul 82 5 117 45 72 -15 

Aug 75 6 117 37 80 -1 

Sep 64 3 144 37 107 40 

Oct 64 -3 171 31 140 79 

Nov 65 -3 183 30 153 91 

Dec 77 -1 199 38 161 85 

Annual 85 3 157 40 117 29 
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This discrepancy could, however, be ascribed to the fact that the 

southm:n Benguela area (includirYJ St Helena Bay), mly represents a 

small partial of the larger space scale erployed by }t)flich. The 

October average of 253.6 w.m-2 recorded at D.F. Malan is also roted 

to exceed the values recorded by }i:)flich, as does the Alexander Bay 

October average of 287.8 w.m-2 exceed Hoflich's 208 W.m-2 for the 

area encanpassing the central ~la. The lower values recorded 

by Hoflich can probably be ascribed due to the fact that the 

sampling area extends further offshore to an area no longer 

influenced by the ~la, rut nore representative of the oceanic 

area. An increase in cloud cover in an offshore direction would 

terminate a greater amount of solar radiation offshore, thereby 

causing the area averages to be lower than the values recorded at 

the coast. 

The annual trend of global radiatim recorded by }i:)flich (1984) is 

exceeded at all times by the global radiation recorded at the 

coastal sites of D.F. Malan and Alexander Bay (see Fig. 35). The 

incident radiation received decreases to the north, where less 

annual variatim and increased clood cover is evident. The highest 

value of insolatim calculated by }t)flich was quoted as 280 w.m-2 

received at the South west African coast. This value is, however, 

still less than the Decsnber average of 342.7 w.m-2 rreasured by the 

Weather Bureau at Alexander Bay. It would thus appear that the 

incident solar radiatim tends to be underestimated by }t)flich. 

The average back radiatim value of 71 w.m-2 :recorded at St Helena 

Bay compares favourably with the October average of 68 w.m-2 

calculated by Hoflich for Area o. Annual variations are not 
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p:ra,amced and the back radiatioo is seen to decrease to the nxth, 

probably due to the effect of increased clood cover. 

The calculated turb.llent heat fluxes frcm the field progranme were, 

lx:Jwever, obse:cved to differ frcm tl'x:>se derived by li:>flich (1984) for 

the m::nth of October. li:>flich calculated the sensible and latent 

heat fluxes over the southmn area to both be losses of 1 w.m-2 and 

85 w.m-2 respectively. The fact that the area sampled by Hoflich 

included some offshore oceanic water obviously influenced the 

average values. A c:x:nstant exchange ooefficient of 1.3 x 10-3 ~ld 

be the factor respcnsible for larger latent heat losses than what 

might be expected. The sensible heat flux measured by li:>flich was, 

in fact, only calculated to be a gain during the sununer months. 

lbwever, the isolines of sensible heat flux in Figure 12 appear to 

indicate a sensible heat gain by the ocean throughout the year. 

li:>flich calculated that both turtulent fluxes cx:mbined arrounted to a 

loss of 20-25 w.m-2 off the west roast, with little anru.ia.l variatioo 

evident. 

The high heat balance of 227 w.m-2 calculated during the eight-day 

field study far exceeds the October average of 47 w.m-2 calculated 

by Hoflich (1984) for the southern area. Even the highest quoted 

value of 215 w.m-2 during Jaruary alcnJ the Sa.Ith West African roast 

is still 40 w.m-2 less than the summer average of 255 w.m-2 

postulated from the D.F. Malan data (southern Benguela) and is 55 

w.m-2 less than the projected Alexander Bay summer average of 270 . 

w.m-2• Reasons for the underestimation of the heat balance by 

Hoflich lie mainly in the fact that offshore oceanic areas were 

included in the sanple areas, while incident radiatioo appears to be 
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underestimated and the latent heat flux is slightly exaggerated. 

A canparison of the heat balance (Fig. 10) and net radiation (Fig. 

41) distributicn maps provided by lbflich (1984) supports the theocy 

that the heat balance may be estimated by the net radiation. For 

example the high heat balance of 215 w.m-2 quoted along the South 

West African ooast exhibits little variaticn fran the average net 

radiaticn of 230 w.m-2 calculated by lbflich (1984) for Sl.111119r. The 

map distributicns and climatic tables also serve to indicate that 

the variation of solar radiation according to season is the main 

cause of the seaSCl'lal variaticn in the heat balance. 
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Figure 41. Net radiation at the sea surface (W.m- 2
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January, and (b) July (after Hoflich, 1984). 
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The surface heat b.Jdget of the BenJuela upwellinJ systen en the west 

ooast of scuthern- Africa was examined. An important feature of this 

coast is the occurrence of relatively low sea temperatures 

associated with the often intense upwelling. The lowering of the 

SST as a result of upwellinJ fluctuates in space, due to the ooastal 

configuration, and in time due to the fluctuations in the wind 

fields. 

Rasul ts gained from the field study were used to characterise the 

various tenns cxntrib.ltinJ to a high heat balance over the BerYJuela 

upwellinJ area. Preliminary fi.ndirVJs indicated that variaticns in 

the heat balance over a small distance of approximately 10 n.mi 

offsh::>re were minimal. The illustraticns of the oanpcnents of the 

energy balance revealed that variaticns in solar radiaticn daninated 

variations in the energy balance. Because the upwelled water is 

cold, the sensible heat flux is directed cbwnward to the sea surface 

and the latent heat loss from the surface is reduced. These 

turbulent heat fluxes are therefore observed to be approximate 

converses of each other and the stable stratification of the air 

layers above the cold water acts to limit the magnitude of the 

f 1 uxes. An increase in wind speed was observed to increase both 

tu:rb.llent heat fluxes, rut the sum of the fluxes was, nevertheless, 

still calculated to be nearly constant, averaging zero. Only a 

slight variaticn was exhibited by the back radiaticn. 

OwinJ to the fact that the tu:rb.llent heat fluxes apprax.imated zero, 

the net radiaticn tenn provided a good estimaticn of the total heat 
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balance. A similar trend was also evident fran the long-ten11 heat 

bua,;Jet data calculated by lbflich (1984). A stx:ag diumal cycle in 

the energy budgetand in the winds was found to exist over the 

coastal upwelling area. 

Modelling of the heat excharYJe between the nearshore and offsh:>re 

regions under idealised conditions revealed that most energy 

exchange between the air and sea takes place in the nearshore 

regicn The excharYJe of heat and mixing in the 1~ layers of the 

atmosphere were found to be governed largely by the strength and 

height of the atm:,spheric inversicn and the wind speed. The actual 

gain of heat by the sea surface was calculated to be greater at the 

cold nearshore region than, for example, 100 km further offshore, 

where wanner water is present. 

Variations in the upwelling and heat balance are controlled by 

fluctuatiCl'lS in meteorological variables. The main characteristics 

of the lcx::al energy 'oodget are climatically determined, rut sync:ptic 

events have been found to produce significant variations on this 

general theme. Al though synoptic variation in the heat balance 

during the period of the field programme was observed to be 

negligible, additicnal global radiaticn data recorded over a l~er 

time span :revealed that the variaticn in enviralnental c:xxxlitiCl'lS, 

and therefore the heat balance, of the Benguela upwelling system 

over the synoptic time scale of a few days was, in fact, more 

significant than variatiCl'lS over the l~er seasa,al time scale. 

Because longshore variations in the ocean and atmosphere are 

negligible in oanparisc:n with offsh:>re variatiCl'lS, the :results £ran 
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the localised field study cx::uld be extended to typify the situatial 

along the entire Benguela coast. The heat balance of the entire 

west coast area is found to be dominated by the input solar 

radiation, which in turn depends on the astronomical cycle and 

atmospheric variables, particularly cloud cover. The high heat 

balance over the Benguela area is due to the facts that clear to 

fair skies are nost frequently famd off the west coast of southern 

Africa, and that the air is particularly dry above the subsidence 

inversicn. 

Seasalal variatioos in the heat balarx:e are obvia.isly d:minated by 

the solar radiaticn, and are therefore dependent en the astrcu:mical 

cycle. Winter insolation was, in fact, found to be approximately 

half that in summer. These variations are more pronounced in the 

southern area which is also influenced by the passage of cold frmts 

with a 3-6 day variability (Prestcn-Whyte & Tysc:n, 1973). It wc:uld 

be expected that the northern Benguela, owing to it position 

further north, would receive more insolation than the southern 

Benguela, but this meridional difference is damped out by the 

increased fog and cloud frequency in the north. Variations in 

average solar radiaticn in a lCX1QSh:>re directicn are therefore rot 

prcn:,unced. 

The large annunt of surplus heat available to the sea surface of the 

BerYJuela is used to .increase the teq)erature of the cold upwelled 

waters. Most of the heating is caused by the absorption of solar 

radiation. The diurnal solar cycle causes strong heating in the 

surface layer of approximately 1 m. The absorbed heat is gradually 

distributed vertically CDWmv"ard into the cooler water bela,, by wind-
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generated turbulence and convection. This heat exchange has a 

substantial effect on the periodically upwel led waters, and is 

capable of :lncreasin1 the teq)erature of the upper 10 m mixed layer 

by as much as O. 65°c per day in mid sunmer. The input of heat is 

vital to sustain the biological producticn in the upwelled water as 

it m::>ves offshore. 

Si.nee the J;)l"wsical processes which qJerate in al 1 upwel li.IYJ areas 

are similar, the results gained from this study can generally be 

applied to the other upwelling sites of the world. Obviously, 

applications will differ according to location, latitude and 

synoptic influences, but the general characterisaticn of the heat 

rudget tenns over upwel li.IYJ areas is similar. 

It is koown that equatorward winds al~ west coasts are the dri vi.IYJ 

force for upwelling of cold subsurface waters. When cold water 

arrives at the sea surface the heat flux increases because the 

decreased water temperature acts to stabilise the overlying air 

layers and increases sensible heat ocn:lucticn to the ocean surface, 

in the process reduci.IYJ the evaporative heat loss. Both sensible 

and evaporative fluxes in upwelling regions are known to be 

generally less than 10% of the radiation heat gain (Bunker, 1976; 

Budyko, 1963). The fact that these fluxes operate in opposite 

directions, implies that the assumption that the net radiation 

approximates the total heat rudget over cold water, may be applied 

to other upwelli.IYJ areas of the world 

The effect of the upwelled water is to decrease the air teq)erature 

at the coastal regicns and strengthen the inversicn layer. These 
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low 't:elrprratures suppress cx:nvecti ve claJd fannaticn and therefore 

allow for the receipt of maximum solar radiation at the ocean 

surface. The presence of fog and low stratus clouds over the cold 

water can, however, reduce the insolaticn. The largest net energy 

surpluses have been foond to cx:cur at the upwellirYJ regioos of the 

world (Hsi'Ul'YJ, 1986) where maximised heati.IYJ of the oold waters can 

take place. The cold waters, therefore, become warmed mainly by 

insolaticn and ultimately beoane regioos of ~ heat export. 

Seasonal variations in the heat budget and in its components are 

obviously expected over both upwelling and non-upwelling areas, 

these variations being greater at the higher latitude locatioos. 

Similarly, synoptic scale variatioos in the surface energy !JudJ'et 

te:r:ns wculd be anticipated at all the upwellirYJ sites, even tinJgh 

meteorological ocnlitioos may differ according to location. Over 

the 3-4 day time scale daily variations in the net energy flux at 

the surface, the heat cx:ntent of the upper 15 m of the ocean and the 

ocean temperature were observed by Reed and Lewis ( 1980) over the 

eastern Tropical Atlantic Ocean. These variations are due to the 

passage of westward-travel ling synoptic-scale disturbances in the 

atmosphere. Simi 1 ar variations are to be anticipated off Peru, 

while off Oregcn 3-7 day synoptic fluctuatioos occur (Huyer, 1978). 

The Benguela system is typically governed by synoptic disturbances 

over the 3-6 day period (Preston-Whyte & Tyson, 1973). It is 

therefore apparent that the environmental controls vary over the 

synoptic time period of a few days, subsequently causing synoptic 

variatioos in the heat !JudJ'et at all the upwellirYJ sites. 

Over the diuznal period land-sea breezes have been foond to occur at 
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all upwelling sites, therefore variations in the turbulent heat 

fluxes throughout the day are expected to be similar to those 

experienced over the Benguela area, with mininun values at night and 

a maximum duri.IYJ-the afterixx:n when the sea-breeze cycle is at its 

most intense. Daily insolation values are expected to be high, 

cxntrib.Jti.IYJ to a diurnal heati.IYJ-CXX)li.IYJ cycle in the surface mixed 

layer of the upwelled waters. 

Heating of the surface waters is more intense over the coastal 

upwelling areas than over other oceanic areas, where a greater 

proportion of the available heat is used for the evaporation 

process. The latter areas ultimately receive their heat £ran the 

heat eventually distributed fran the upwelling areas, thus 

ma.intaininJ the oceanic heat balance. 

Findings from this study indicate that measurements taken at the 

coast can be used to characterise the heat b.Jdget of the nearsh:)re 

areas along the west coast. It is apparent that further direct 

measurement of solar radiatien and the meteorological variables over 

the west coast would lead to a IIDr8 acllrate assessemant of the heat 

balance over the BenJuela area. Future research should ocxx::entrate 

en the establishnent of additiooal solarirneters at meteorological 

stations along the west coast of southern Africa in order to 

categorize the inp.lt solar radiatien IIDr8 accurately. In additien, 

the OC11Sistent measurement of solar radiatien fran research cruises 

in the BenJuela should be investigated. This, together with the en-: 

tx::>ard measurement of meteorological variables, would provide a IIDr8 

accurate indication of the on-going heat transfer processes 

cpn-ati.IYJ at the air-sea interface of the Benguela system and could 
t!F a;;e 111 'TC o-p; tr -:r ~ 'r1 -, 1-1, , >' ;.r:: er E/- 1 r::r.· A,, tx'~;; <' :· r- H( /'?cnl)t· L 
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be used to oa,finn the expected features of the ioodel. 
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APPENDIX 1 

Moisture Chert for ·?sychrometer. 

Oifference between Ory and Wet Bulb. t-t' ('O) 
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APPENDIX 2 

SATURATION VAPOR PRESSURE OVER WATER 

Temo Metric units 
pera- .0 .l .2 .3 .4 .s .6 .7 .8 .9 tura 

'C. mb. mb. Ill~ mb. mb. mb. mb. 111b. mil. 11111. 
0 6.1078 6.1523 6.1971 6.2422 6.2876 6.33.13 6.3793 6.4256 6.4721 6.5190 
1 6.5662 6.6137 6.(,614 6.7095 6.7Si9 6.8066 6.8SS6 6.9049 6.954S 7.004,4 
2 7.0S47 7.1053 7.1562 7.2074 7.2590 7.3109 7.3631 7.41S7 7.468S 7.5218 
3 7.5753 7.6291 7.6833 7.7379 7.7928 7.8480 7.9036 7.9S9S 8.0158 8.0i':~ 
4 8.1294 8.1868 8.244S 8.3026 8.3610 8.4198 8.4789 8.5384 8.5983 8.6SS6 

s 8.7192 8.7802 8.8416 8.9033 8.9655 9.0280 9.0909 9.1542 9.2179 9.2320 
6 9.346S 9.4114 9.4766 9.5423 9.6083 9.6748 9.7416 9.8089 9.876S 9.9446 
7 10.013 10.082 10.151 10.221 10.291 10.362 10.433 10.505 10.577 10.649 
8 10.722 10.795 10.869 10.943 11.017 11.092 11.168 11.243 11.320 Jl.397 
9 11.474 11.552 11.630 11.708 11.787 11.867 ll.947 12.027 12.108 12.190 

10 i:z.m 12.355 12.438 12.521 12606 12.690 1277S 12.860 12..946 13.032 
11 13.119 13.207 13.29S 13..383 13.472 13.562 13.652 13.742 13.833 13.925 
12 14.017 14.110 14.203 14.297 14.391 14.486 14.581 14.678 14.774 14.871 
13 14.969 15.067 15.166 lS.266 lS.365 15.466 . 15.567 15.669 15.771 lS.874 
14 15.977 16.081 16.186 16.291 16.J97 16.503 16.610 16.718 16.826 16.935 

15 17.044 17.154 17.264 17.376 17.487 17.600 17.713 17.827 17.942 18.057 
16 18.173 18.290 18.407 18.524 18.643 18J62 18.882 19.002 19.123 19.245 
17 19.367 19.490 19.614 19.739 19.864 19.990 20.117 20.244 20.372 20.501 
18 20.630 20.760 20.891 21.023 21.1S5 21.288 21.422 21.356 21.691 21.827 
19 21~ 22.101 22.240 22.379 22.518 22.659 22.800 22.942 23.085 23.229 

20 23.373 23.518 23.664 23.811 23.959 24.107 24.256 24.406 24.557 24.709 
21 24.861 25.014 25.168 25.323 25.479 25.635 25.792 25.950 26.109 26.269 
22 26.430 26.592 26.754 26.918 27.082 27.247 27.41J. 27.580 27.748 27.916 
23 28.086 28.256 28.428 28.600 28.773 28.947 29.122 29.298 29.475 29.652 
24 29.831 30.011 30.191 30.373 30.555 30.739 30.923 31.109 31.295 31.483 

25 31.671 31.860 32.050 32.242 32.434 32.627 32821 33.016 33.212 33.410 
26 33.608 33.807 34.008 34.209 34.411 34.61S 34.820 35.025 35.232 35.4"'0 
27 35.649 35.859 36.070 36.282 36.495 36.709 36.924 37.140 37.358 37.576 
28 37.796 ·38.017 38.239 38.462 38.686 38.911 39.137 39.365 39.594 39.824 
29 40.055 40.287 40.S21 40.755 40.991 41..228 41.466 41J0S 41.94S 42.187 

30 42.430 42.6i4 42.919 43.166 43.414 43.663 43.913 44.165 44.418 44.672 
31 44.927 45.184 45,442 45.701 45.961 46.223 46.486 46.750 47.016 47.283 
~? ., .. 47.551 47.820 48.091 48.364 · 48.637 48.912 ~9.188 49.466 49.745 50.025 
33 50.307 50.590 50.874 Sl.160 Sl.447 51.736 52.026 S2.Jl7 S2.610 S2904 
3-+ 53.200 S3.497 53.796 S4.096 54 . .397 54.700 55.004 55.310 55.617 55.926 

35 56.236 56.548 56.861 S7.176 S7.492 S7.810 58.129 58.450 58.773 S9.097 
36 59.422 59.749 60.077 60.407 60.739 61.072 61.407 61.743 62.081 62421 
37 62.762 63.105 63.450 63.796 64.144 64.493 64.844 65.196 65.550 65.906 
JS 66.264 66.623 66.985 67.347 67.712 68.078 68.446 68.815 69.186 69.559 
39 69.934 70.310 70.688 71.068 71.4SO 71.833 72218 72.60S 72.994 73.385 

4v ---- -· ..... 74.568 74.966 7S.36S 7S.757 76.170 76.57S 76.982 77.391 I.Joi II / "'1.J./" 

41 77.802 78.21S 78.630 79.046 79.465 79.88S 80.307 80J31 81.157 81.585 
42 82015 82447 82.881 83 • .316 83.754 84.194 84.636 85.079 85..525 85.973 
43 86.423 86.875 87.329 87.785 88.243 · 88J03 89.165 89.629 90.095 90..564 
44 91.034 91.507 91.981 92.458 92.937 93.418 93.901 94.386 94.874 95..363 

45 9S.8SS 96.349 96.84S 97.343 97.844 98.347 98.852 99.359 99.869 100.38 
46 100.89 101.41 101.93 102.45 102.97 103.SO 104.03 104.56 lOS.09 105.62 
47 106.16 106.70 107.24 107.78 108.33 108.88 109.43 109.98 110..54 111.10 
48 111.66 112.22 11279 113.36 113.93 114..SO llS.07 11.5.65 116.23 116.81 
49 117.40 117.99 118.58 119.17 !19.77 120.37 120.97 121.57 122.18 t22.79 

50 123.40 124.01 1Z4.6J 125..25 125..37 125..;g 1Z' ,., "'"'""-- us.;s L,""$.Jl ••M ~.1:i 
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APPENDIX 4 

DATA SHEET 

DATE STAT ION NO. 

TIME: SAST LOCAL 

POSITION: LAT LONG 

WATER DEPTH ATM. PRESS 

SOLAR RADIATION: WIND SPEED(10S AVE): 

TOT. INCIDENT 

SCATTERED 

NET 1 MIN AVE 

CLOUD COVER DIRECTION 

AIR TEMPERATURE: SURFACE CURRENT: 
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APPENDIX 5 

Paired t-test to test whether there is a significant difference in 
incident solar radiatioo recieved at the beach and at positicns ! 10 
n.mi offsl'x>re. 

Null hypothesis: There is no difference in the solar radiation 
values, i.e. µ = O. 

Alternativehypothesis: Thereis a difference in thesolar radiatioo 
values, i.e. µ = O. 

Fonnula used: X - ,,u.. 

t = s 
fn 

Difference in values (beach - sea): 42, -28, -20, 9, 34, 31, -32, 
-33, -16, -5, 23, 56, 28, 35, 11, 10, 14, -36, 1, 3, 27, -5, -31, 
-31, 17, 27, 19, 21, 19. 

n = 29 
Degrees of freed:m = n - 1 = 28 
x = 6.55 
s = 25.74 

calculatioo: 6.55 - 0 
t = 25.74 

n.a 
= 1.37 

Significance level: 99% tco.01) = 2. 76 

• 
Ccrlc:lusioo: tcalc = 1.37 < 2. 76 = tcri t accept null 

hypothesis, i.e. there is no significant difference· 
(99% level) solar radiation recorded at the two 
different sites. 
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APPENDIX 6 

ALTI'IUDE OF SUN IN DOOREES Latitude: 32° 40"'S 
LaYJitude: 18° cxrs 

DAYS IN OCl03ER 

HOURS 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 

6 4.7 4.9 5.1 5.4 5.6 5.8 6.0 6.1 
7 16.9 17.1 17.3 17.5 17.6 17.8 18.0 18.2 
8 29.6 29.8 29.9 30.1 30.2 30.4 30.5 30.7 
9 41.5 41.6 41.8 42.0 42.2 42.3 42.5 42.8 

10 53.3 53.5 53.8 54.0 54.3 54.6 54.9 55.1 
11 62.0 62.3 62.6 63.0 63.3 63.6 63.9 64.2 
12 65.3 65.7 66.0 66.4 66.7 67.1 67.4 67.8 
13 62.0 62.3 62.6 63.0 63.3 63.6 63.9 64.2 
14 53.3 53.5 53.8 54.0 54.3 54.6 54.9 55.1 
15 41.5 41.6 41.8 42.0 42.2 42.3 42.5 42.8 
16 29.6 29.8 29.9 30.1 30.2 30.4 30.5 30.7 
17 16.9 17.1 17.3 17.5 17.6 17.8 18.0 18.2 
18 4.7 4.9 5.1 5.4 5.6 5.8 6.0 6.1 
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.APPEN:>IX 7 

Paired t-test to test whether there is a significant difference in 
the heat balance between the beach and a position !ion.mi 
offshore. 

Null hypothesis: There is n:, difference in the heat balance at the 
two statioos i.e. ~ = 0. 

Alternative hypothesis: There is a significant difference in the 
heat balance at the two statioos i.e. .,,.u. = 0 

Forrrula used: X -µ. 

t = s 
In 

Difference in values (Beach-sea stations): 58, 10, -12, -9, -15, 
27, -57, -70, -49, -41, -21, 59, 65, 40, 26, 35, 26, 39, 94, 109, 
113, 49, -29, -19, 51, 52, 10, -26, -89. 

n = 29 
Degrees of freed:rn = 28 
x = 14.72 
s = 51.92 

Cslculaticn: 14.72 - 0 
t = 51.92 = 1.53 

..J20 

Significance level: 99% t(o.o1) = 2. 76 

Conclusion: tcalc = 1.53 < 2.76 = tcrit accept null 
hypothesis, i.e. there is no significant difference 
(99% level) in the heat balance at the two different 
sites. 
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APPEM>IX 8 

Paired t-test to test whether any significant difference exists 
between the net radiation and the total heat balance at St Helena 
Bay. 

Null hypothesis: There is no significant difference between the net 
radiaticn and total heat balance at both beach and 

sea stations in St Helena Bay, i.e. ,,u.. = O. 

Al ternativehytx)thesis: There is a significant difference between 
the netradiationandtotalheat balance recorded 
at St Helena Bay, i.e.)A.= O. 

Fcmnula used: x - µ. 

JL 
rn 

Difference in values (l\i - Ot): 7, 2, -13, -4, 2, -10, -13, 11, 
11, 16, -18, 40, 2, -29, 5, -7, -24, -32, -31, -49, 1, 0, -3, -11, 
-4, -31, -30, -32, -10, -26, -82, 68, 28, 37, 74, 87, 130, 20, 75, 
35, 100, -1, 0,-4, -13, -29, -13, -12, -14, 0, 6, -2, -8, -19, -19, 
-7, -101, -136, -77, -60, -5, 3, 9, 27, 3, 70, -11, 0, -7 -3, -13, 
-8, -29, 0, -3, 0, 6, -15, -37, -58, -1, -8, -14, -12, -11, 7, 40, 
-3, 18. 

n = 89 
Degrees of freed:m = n - 1 = 88 
x = 3.17 
s = 38.18 

Calculatic:n: 
t = 

3.17 - 0 
38.18 

fag 
= 0.78 

Significance level: 99% t(o.o,) = 2.632 

Calclusicn: tcalc = 0. 78 < 2.632 = tori t accept nul 1 
hypothesis, i.e. there is no significant difference 
(99% level) between the values of l\i and Ot at st 
Helena Bay. 
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APPENDIX 9 

Ix= 

X = 

55278 

581.87 

IY = 

y = 

56657 

596.39 

I x?- = 39920392 

! xy = 41037481 

I y'2- = 41211089 

Sex = Ix!- - - n 

= 39920392 

Sty = Ixy - Ix Iy 
n 

(55278)2 

95 
= 7755578.48 

= 41037481 - 55278 X 56657 = 8070263.67 
95 

~ = Iy'l- - < I y)2 - n 

= 42322089 - (56657)2 = 8532450.59 
95 

b = 
~ 

= 1.04 

a = y - bx = 596.39 - 581.87 (1.04) = -9.09 

the linear regressicn line is represented by: 
y = -9.09 + l.04x 

The oorrelaticn coefficient is: 
r=~ 
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APPEH>IX 10 

To test whether the latent heat flux recorded at the beach is 
greater than that reoorded at the sea statioos in St Helena Bay. 

Null hypothesis: 'lllere is no difference in the latent heat flux at 
the two different sites, i.e. ..u = 0. 

The ncdel predicts that values at the beach sh:Juld be greater than 
those offsh:>re, therefore: 

Al ternativehypothesis: The latent heat flux recorded at thEbeach 
station exceeds that recorded at the secBtations 
i.e. µ.. > O. 

Forrrula used: t = X - µ 
s 

rn 

Difference in values (beach-sea): -8. 7, - 6.8, -5.5, 12.4, 45.6, 
10.2, 18.6, 36.1, 17.3, 31.8, 20.0, 14.8, 8.4, -0. 7, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 
-15.5, o.o, -3.2, -16.8, -16.8, -8.4, 1.1, -0.9, -7.3, -5.7, 14.9, 
28.6, 58.9. 

n = 29 
Degrees of freecbn = n - 1 = 28 
X = 8.25 
s = 18.29 

calculaticn: t = 8. 25 - 0 
18.39 
129 

= 2.43 

Signifcance level: 99% 
95% 

tc0 •01 ) = 2.467 
tea.as)= 1. 701 

Ccn::lusicn: tcalc = 2.43 > 1.701 = t(o.os) reject null 
hypothesis and accept alternative at 95%. 
significance level,. 
but tcalc = 2.43 < 2.467 = t(o.o,) • ·. accept nul 1 
hypothesis at 99% level, 
i.e. the latent heat flux at the beach (roast) is > 
: 10 n.mi offsh:>re at the 95% level of significance. 
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APPENDIX 11 

To test whether the sensible heat flux recorded at the beach is 
greater than that recorded at the sea statioos in St Helena Bay. 

Null hyp:>thesis: There is no difference in the sensible heat flux 
recorded at the bD different sites, i.e. µ. = 0. 

The nodal predicts that values at the beach sl"n.lld be greater than 
th:)se recorded further offshore, therefore: 

Altemative hyp:>thesis: The sensible heat flux recorded at the 
beach statim exceeds that recorded at the sea 
statioos, i.e. ~ > O. 

Farnula used: t = X - ,u.. 

s 
In 

Difference in values (beach-sea): 3.6, 5.1, -6.3, -1. 7, 0.3, 10.3, 
11.6, 30.9, -13.8, -9.2, -14.5, 37.5, 43.3, -0.3, 8.2, 15.1, 5.1, 
-38.2, 88.2, 120.8, 56.4, 51.6, 2.2, 3.9, 6.9, 0.3, 10.4, -15.8, 
-39.2. 

n = 29 
Degrees of freecbn = n - 1 = 28 
x = 12.85 
s = 33.92 

calculatim: 12. 85 - 0 
t = 33.92 = 2.04 

ffl 

Significance level: 99% 
95% 

tc 0 •01 > = 2.467 
tc o.os) = 1. 701 

Ccn::lusim: tcalc = 2.04 > 1.701 = t(o.os) •• reject null 
hyp:>thesis and ac.cept al tei:na.ti ve at 95% signif icarx:e 
level, 

but tcalc = 2.04 < 2.467 = tc 0 • 01 ) • •• accept 
null hypothesis at 99% level, 
i.e. the sensible heat flux at the beach (coast) is > 
+ 10 n. mi offshore at the 95% level of significance. 
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